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COMPREHENSIVE PROFESSIONAL 
AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN 
VANCOUVER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
AND 
VANCOUVER SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 37 
2003-05 
COMPREHENSIVE PROFESSIONAL AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN 
VANCOUVER SCHOOL DISTRICT NO, 37 
AND 
VANCOUVER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
PREAMBLE 
This Agreement is made and entered into by and between the Board of Directors of the 
Vancouver School District No. 37, County of Clark, Vancouver, Washington, and the 
Vancouver Education Association, and includes ail of the following articles and 
provisions. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed 
by their duly authorized representatives this _22_ day of September. 2003. 
All provisions of this Agreement wiII be in full force and effect from August 16, 2003, to 
and including August 15, 2005. 
WITNESSETH: 
VANCOUVER SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 37 VANCOUVER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
Mari Greves Ann Giles 
President of the Board of Directors Chief Negotiator 
John W, Erickson, PhD, Roy Maier 
Secretary to the Board of Directors Executive Officer 
Legland Goeke 
Deputy Superintendent 
Philip Harding 
VEA President 
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WHEREAS, ihe Board and the Association recognize and declare that providing a quality education for the children 
of the Vancouver School District is their mutual aim and that the character of such education depends upon the 
quality and morale of the teaching service, and 
WHEREAS, the members of the teaching profession are particularly qualified to advise the formulation of policies 
and programs designed to improve educational standards, and 
WHEREAS, the Association recognizes that the Board of Directors holds (he responsibility for carrying out the 
federal laws and court decisions, the provisions of the Washington constitution, the laws of the state legislature, and 
the rules and regulations of the state board of education, and has been selected by the electorate of the community to 
provide public common school education for die District, and 
WHEREAS, the Board has an Obligation, pursuant to RCW 41.59 the Educational Employment Relations Act, to 
negotiate with the Association as the representative of employees hereinafter designated, and 
WHEREAS, the parties have reached certain understandings which they desire to conform in this Agreement, 
In consideration of the following mutual covenants, it is hereby agreed as follows: 
CHAPTER 1- GENERAL PROVISIONS O F A G R E E M E N T 
Article 1.1 
Unless the context in which they are used clearly requires otherwise, when used hereinafter; 
1.1 A The term "Association" means ihe Vancouver Education Association-
Definitions 
Associalion 
Pisrnct 
Commission 
Collective 
bargaining 
Certificated 
employee terms 
Employee 
contract 
L I B The term "District" means the Vancouver School Boards the employer, or the Vancouver 
School District Number Thirty-Seven Ql), (their Superintendent and any person serving 
as their agent in an assigned administrative capacity in an area of supervisory 
responsibility), 
H C The term "'Commission" means the Public Employee Relations Commission established 
by the Washington Legislature^ Acts of 1975. 
1-1 D The term "collective bargaining" or "bargaining" means the performance of the mutual 
obligation of the representatives of the Dislrict and the Association to meet at reasonable 
times in fight of the time limitations of the budget-making process, and to bargain in good 
faith in an effort to reach agreement with respect to the wages, hours, terms and 
conditions of employment; provided that prior law, practice, or interpretation shall be 
neither restrictive, expansive, nor determinative with respect to the scope of bargaining 
A written contract incorporating any agreements reached shall be executed if requested 
by either party. The obligation to bargain does not compel either party to agree to a 
proposal or fo make a concession. 
L I E The term "educator," "certificated employee." or "teacher" shall refer to all certificated 
employees represented in the bargaining unit. 
1.1 F "Days" shall refer to working days, unless otherwise designated. 
LJ G "Agreement" means this agreement, signed between the Board atid the Association 
LI H "Employee contract" shall refer In the Ba.^ic Contract. Certificated Staff, signed between 
an individual certificated employee and the District. 
Gender, number 1 1 I Wordi in this Agreement denoting gender shall include both the masculine and [he 
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feminine; and words denoting numbers shall include both the singular and plural. 
Board 1.1 J The term "Board11 refers to the elected Board of Directors of the Vancouver School 
District. 
Superintendent L | K The term "Superintendent" refers to the chief administrative officer of the Vancouver 
School District. 
Reasonable L.l L The term "reasonable effort" is deemed to mean a discernible effort to act in a fair, just, 
effort and appropriate way to meet the end in view. 
1,1 M Each year the Superintendent will inform the Association in writing of the name of the 
individual he/she has designated to serve as the chief negotiator for the District 
responsible for agreement administration and District-Association liaison discussions 
(Article L U ) 
1.1 N Hourly rate(s) shall refer to the currently negotiated hourly rate(s) for participation and 
for instructional services which are utilized in making supplemental contract payments, 
Such rates are stipulated in Appendix C Certificated Teaching Salary Rates. 
Article 1.2 
Association The District recognizes "he Association, pursuant to RCW 41-59* the representation Educational 
representation Employment Relations Act, the 1975 act, as the exclusive recognition negotiating representative 
recognition of all non-supervisory certificated employees. The District will not negotiate with any 
"employee organization" other than the Association as representing the non-supervisory 
employees. 
Ar t lde 1.3 
Association The Association will confine its representations in negotiations and grievances to matters 
representation pertaining to non-supervisory educational employees a$ provided for in RCW 41 „59t and exclude 
parameters those positions designated as confidential employees set forth in RCW 41.59. 
Port ions 1.3 A Positions that are designated as "confidential employees'1 or other certificated educational 
excluded from employees of the District specifically excluded from participation in a "collective 
unit bargaining unit" are the Superintendent, members of his/her administrative cabinet, and 
Other administrative positions that involve assigned responsibility for the formulation arid 
enforcement of labor relations policies and regulations and summntive evaluation of non-
supervisory personnel. (RCW 41.59) 
1.3 B Principals, associate principals, and half-time teacher/half-time associate principal 
positions are excluded from ihis non-supervisory educational employees unit-
Article 1A 
Duration years 
on majority of 
Agreement 
1.4 A All provisions of this agreement will be m full force and effect from August 16.20G3, to 
and including August 15,20G5 
The Agreement will be reopened each y°ar within the specific majority limitations as 
discussed below: 
Chapter 1 General Provisions of Agreement 2 
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Economic 
openers for 
distribution of 
legislative 
appropriated 
salary monies 
Special event of 
alterations in 
salary lid 
legislation 
Openers 
L4B i. The District agrees that ar ariyliine during the lifetinie of this contract shod J the 
legislature appropriate funds for (he specific purpose of adjustments of certificated 
employee salaries and/or insurance program premiums/benefits, the District will 
meet in a timely manner with the Association to determine the full distribution of 
such funds among the members of the bargaining unit. 
The District agrees that during the lifetime of this Agreement, if legislation is 
enacted and/or a decision is made by the state supreme court and/or rules or 
regulations of The Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction that will allow 
salary adjustments for certificated staff from local budget funds in addition to those 
provided in the appropriations act in effect at that time, the District wiii in a timely 
manner, negotiate as allowed and consistent with the amount of local funds that may 
be available for that purpose. 
1.4 C 
Three one-party 1.4 D 
lopics 
In the spring there will be limited openers. Each year the economic benefit package will 
be subject to negotiation consistent with the current letter of agreement. 
In addition to the revisions provided in "C" above, each party may introduce to the 
negotiations table a maximum of ihree (3) other proposals on discrete lopics. If mutually 
agreeable, additional discussion lopics beyond lbs basic limit of three [3) proposals of 
each party may be brought to the table for consideration and possible incorporation into 
the CFA for an ensuing school year. 
1.4 E This Agreement incorporates the entire understanding of the parlies and supersedes prior 
agreeraents. 
1.4 F The provisions herein shall be incorporated into and considered part of the established 
resolutions, rules, policies, ot regulations of the District and pursuant to RC W 41 .59, the 
terms of the Agreement will prevail in any case of conflict Of language. 
1.4 G During the term of this Agreement, neither party shall be required to negotiate with 
respect to any matter whether or not covered by this Agreement except as provided in 
Articles 1.7, 1.10,43, and 4.4. 
1.4 H The Agreement may notbc modified in whole or bpa r tby the parties-except by an 
instrument in writing duly executed by both parties. 
Article 1.5 
Provisions for On or before the expiration date of this Agreement, the District and ihe Association may 
continuance mutually agree to have this Agreement, or sections thereof, remain in force for additional periods 
Of up to ninety (90) days each until changed, modified, or replaced by a new Agreement 
established through procedures prescribed in RCW 41.59, the 191$ act. and pursuant to the 
provisions governing the Procedures of Communications and Negotiation*, Chapter 4, of this 
Agreemenr. 
Article 1.6 
Alterations of It is recognized mat circumstances change and situations develop that may warrant the 
provisions immediate consideration for matong changes in a particular provision(s) of the Agreement prior 
during course of to the duration date provided in Article 1 4 A Dramatic changes in the economy of the nation or 
Agreement our region; dramatic changes in the economic status, fuel supply, and similar essential factors 
affecting the operation of the schools and District; or other identified manifest problems of 
Chapter 1. General Pro vi&mns of Agreement 3 
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implementation of any of the provisions of the Agreement shall justify proposals by either the 
District or the Association for the purpose of proposing changes. 
District-Association consultation meetings will be held without unreasonable delay on the 
request of either parry to the other to discuss identified concerns which may result in the 
following: 
1 6 A Additional chapters, articles, and sections may be added, provided [here is mutual 
agreement for making such new inclusions. 
1,6 B Segmenrs may be deleted, provided there is mutual agreement for such deletion. 
1.6 C Segments may be amended- provided there is mutual agreement for such amendment. 
Article 1.7 
Agreement This Comprehensive Professional Agreement contains understandings reached between the 
limited to District and the Vancouver Education Association leadership for the employees they represent 
recognized working in the schools of Vancouver. If any other employee group shall win the right to 
bargaining represent all certificated employees as allowed by statute (RCW 41.59, The Educational 
agent Employment Relations Act of 1975), or through the merger of the Vancouver Education 
Association into an organization with a membership different from its present composition, then 
this Agreement shall be automatically canceled on the date the other group legally succeeds the 
Vancouver Education Association as the recognized representative of all the certificated staff. 
The rights granted herein to the Association shall not be granted or extended to any competing 
labor organization- The District will not merge with any multi-employer organization for 
purposes of collective bargaining. 
Ar t l d* 1.8 
Personal service The individual Basic Contract: Certificated Staff between the District and an individual 
contracts to certificated employee shall be subject to and consistent with the terms and conditions of this 
conform with Agreement. The Basic Contract: Certificated Staff hereinafter executed shall be in the form 
Comprehensive provided in Appendix A. Basic Contract: Certificated Staff If any individual employee contract 
Agreement contains any language ineonsistent with provisions of this Agreement, the language of this 
Agreement shall be controlling. 
Article 1-9 
Conformity to The pro visions included in this Agreement are intended to be iu addition and consistent with the 
la* "savings" rights and responsibilities of the parties provided in the constitutions and statutes of the United 
provisions States and the state of Washington. If any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid by 
operation of law by any tribunal of competent jurisdiction or if compliance with or enforcement 
of any provis ions restrained by any such tribunal, the remainder of the Agreement shall net be 
affected thereby, and upon the request of either the District or (he Association, the parties shall 
enter into negotiations for the purpose of attempting to arrive at a mutually satisfactory 
replacement for the invalidated provision 
Article 1.10 
Printing & Upon ratification, the District and the Association shall jointly revise the Comprehensive 
distribution of Professional Agreement (CP A). Within thirty (30] day& of an agreed upon revision, the District 
Agreement shall post the revised CPA to the District's website. The District will make available a sufficient 
number of hard copies for distribution by the Association to building representatives, board 
members, and key association staff. The cost of maintaining the website copy and of reproducing 
bard copies of the CPA shall be borne by the District. 
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Article U l 
Regular Channel of Association-Administration Consultation & Communication At 
District & Building Level? 
Day-to-day 1. I I A The Superintendent/designee for the District and the executive director for the 
liaison function Association are assigned the responsibility for liaison, discussion, and input between their 
respective organizations. Furthermore, the Superintendent/designee and the executive 
director will continue procedures to provide for input and information between the two 
(2) organizations* discussions on any topic of concern to either organization, and 
investigation of problems or concerns to cither organization. The 
Superintendent/designee and the executive director nill use their best endeavors to 
provide and promote s positive and harmonious atmosphere between the District and the 
Association. Nothing in these provisions shall limit the executive director or VEA 
President from exercising full citizenship rights in communicating with principals and 
District administrators in the resolution of member concerns or in the inquiry regarding 
policies, practices, and procedures al that site. This shall also include the right to conduct 
investigations relative to allegations from internal and/or externa] sources regarding a 
member of the Association. 
Periodic 1.11 B The Superintendent and Executive Board will meet periodically through the year at the 
meetings request of either party at mutually convenient times to discuss rnalters of Concern to 
executive board either party. 
and 
superintendent 
consultation 
Orientation L.il C The District and the Association will periodically, at the request of either party, schedule 
meetings of a joint meeting of building principals and Association faculty representatives to discuss 
building the proper interpretation and implemeniatjon of specific provisions of the Agreement 
principals &. The contract orientation meetings' will be jointly chaired by a representative of the 
faculty reps District and a representative of the Association. 
Building 1-11 D i The Association faculty representative shall meet with individual school principals 
principals & periodically at mutually arrived limes to discuss the administration of this Agreement 
faculty reps as it relates to that particular school and other matters of concern to either party, 
provided that neither the principal nor the Association's representative have the 
authority to reach any decision which changes this Agreement. 
ji If the building principal and a majority of the teachers in a building approve, the 
faculty representative shall nut be assigned extra duties. (See Article 13 3 B ii) 
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CHAPTER 2. MANAGEMENT RIGHTS,PREROGATIVES. AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
Article 2.1 
Rights abridged It is the intention of [he parties hereto thai all rights, powers, prerogatives, duties, and authority 
only via which the said Board now has or had prior to the signing of this Agreement are retained by the 
negotiations Board, except for those which are specifically set forth in the Agreement, and such abridgments 
anil modifications aie to be strictly construed. 
Article 2.2 
Illustration of When not in conflict with any other provision of law and this Agreement, such inherent 
management management, rights shall include, by way of illustration but nol by limitation, the nght of the 
rights Board arid its designated administrative agents to: 
22 A Manage and control the District, its facilities, and its operations, and direct the working 
forces and affairs of the Distnct. 
2.2 B Continue its rights and past practice of selection, assignment training, and direction of 
work to all of its personnel; and hours of work, and starting times, and the nght to 
establish, modify, or change any work or business or school hours or days with the 
scheduling of the foregoing, 
2-2 C Deiermine the services, supplies and their source, equipment and its design; and 
determine the methods, schedules, and standards of performance, the means, methods. 
and processes in carrying out the operation of the schools. 
2,2 D Determine the qualifications of employees, including appropriate and necessary physical 
condition requirement for specific po&iEions-
2-2 E Determine the number, design, location and/or relocation of buildings, offices, and 
facilities, the layoui and the, equipment, and the work areas. 
2.2 F Adopt, put into effect, and enforce regulations relating to and not inconsistent with an 
adopted District policy or this Agreement. 
Article 2 3 
Board's The Board has charged the Superintendent with The responsibility and the authority for the 
delegation of administration of the District, as directed by stale statute and State Board of Education rules and 
responsibility & regulation* and, through him/her, to administrative personnel- Administrative personnel shall be 
authority those persons assigned decision-making authority, guch as the associate superintendent, 
administrators, principals, and other persons designated by the Superintendent. 
Review of The Association's recognition of these management rights does not preclude any employee from 
adnun, tiling a grievance or seeking a review of the exercise of administrative decisions and application 
decisions &• of these management rights, 
rights allowed 
Chapter 2- Management Rights. PrtrogaU'es, and Responsibjhtics 1 
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C H A P T E R 3 . ASSOCIATION RIGHTS. P R E R O G . \ Y l V ^ ^ A N D R E 5 F Q N S l B I L I T I R 5 
Article 3,1 
Spokesperson The District ami the Association acknowledge that Ihe Association has an important role in the 
role identified operation of the District serving as ihe official agency recognized by ihe employees and ihe 
District as (he responsible spokesperson for the employees represented by Ihe Association to the 
Board and their administrative agents on those matters specified by law. 
District Board members, or assigned administrative agents, will be recognized by the Association 
as Spokespersons of [he community and the Association^ representatives recognised as 
spokespersons of the professional certificated staff they represent. It is a joint responsibility of 
these spokespersons lo work closely and cooperatively Together to develop the best possible 
education program with the resources available for the children and youth of the community. 
Article 3.2 
Association To assist the Association in effecting it* responsibilities as the agency exclusively recognized to 
rights specified represent certificated staff, The following rights are provided: 
Uscof buildings 3 2 A 
Si equipment 
Bulletin board 3.2 B 
use 
Use of District 3.2 C 
communications 
service 
The right to peaceful entry and use of District buildings and equipment at reasonable 
times and for reasonable purposes when necessary, with appropriate reimbursement, to 
transact Association business with the usage to be scheduled through the proper 
administrative channels. 
The right Jo post notices of activities and matters of Association concerns on bulletin 
boards in the faculty lounge and in other places, as authorized by the 
Superinteudentf designee, frequented by certificated staff in each school building in the 
District. 
i The Association shall have the right to use District communication services (e.g. 
mail service, email, teacher mailboxes, etc.) for communications purposes. The 
Association will utilize the mailbox provided in the central office area to deliver 
and pick up communication materials, (See also VSD Policy 2530) 
it Materials distributed through the District's communication services for delivery rn 
the work place should be designed to provide objective information relative lo the 
(a) effective development and administration of the Comprehensive Professional 
Agreement and <b) non-inflammatory clarification of other working coridrtions and 
policy issues under discussion between the leaders of the Association afld the 
District officials The Association and the District will use the District 
communication itrvices to distribute materials within the WDrfc place in a manner 
that is factual, fair, and respectful. The Association will not use the District's 
communications services to communicate information thai addresses job actions 
iuch as work stoppage, work disruplion, or strike activity. 
iii The president and/or executive board shall be responsible and accountable for 
authorizing the distribution of materials in the District communication services. 
The Association will defend and hold the District harmless from any alligation or 
suit arising out of the Association's use of the District's communication service;) 
Chapter 3 Association Rights. PrerogniKes, and Responsibilities i 
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3,2 C iv It is understood that Association leaders will not release a District staff directory or 
set of mailing labels to any political party, an individual candidate for political 
office, an individual business to permit their making direct contact with 
Employees, Or a person acting in an individual capacity. The mailing labels 
(directory) are intended for the exclusive use of iht Association leadership in 
conducting Official Association business, generally in the summer. The 
distribution of a newsletter announcing a collective bargaining settlement and/or 
meeting, or information about Association sponsored and endorsed products or 
services, or the voting record tabulations and similar information about the 
performance of an elected official, listing the qualifications of a candidate(s) for 
office, assessing the merits of specified ballot i&sues as may pertain to teacher 
welfare are all topics anticipated for inclusion in such mailings. 
v Any concern regarding the Association^ USE of the District's communication 
services and bulletin boards shall be a malter for early discussion between the 
Association president (or executive board) and the SuperintendemVdesignee A 
violation of this Article may result in the suspension of the Association's use of the 
District's mail ore-mail service for an appropriate and specified penod of time 
following such an Administration-Association conference. 
District 3.2 D The Association shall be furnished monthly and annual financial statements and the 
information preliminary and adopted budgets and financial reports. Board agendas, and supporting 
availability materials in a timely manner. Nothing herein shall require the central administrative 
staff to research and assemble information that has not been routinely prepared m ihe 
normal operation of the District 
The Association will furnish copies of information peltirient to employer-employee 
relations topics as reasonably requested by the Superintendent or the Board 
Scheduling 3.2 E It is mutually understood that effective communication among all parties to the 
meetings Agreement provides for a inore effective labor relations environment. Toward that 
end, building administrators will, upon request of building representatives, schedule 
Association meetings before, or after the eight-hour, on-aite faculty meeting day, When 
the agenda permits, and subject to mutual agreement, the Association meeting may 
begin within the on-site day. Administrators and building representatives will assure 
that Association and faculty meetings begin and/ot end on schedule so as not to 
interfere with one another. The faculty representative shall privately inform the 
supervisor(s) prior to the staff meeting if the supervisors) are invited to remain at the 
meeting for the Association portion of the meeting. If the supervisor(s) are not invited 
to stay* they should leave the staff meeting prior to the Association portion of the 
meeting- The faculty representative may schedule additional Association meetings 
before and after the student attendance day-
Office supplies 3.2 F The Association will have the right to purchase expendable office supplies regularly 
stocked in the warehouse. A handling charge will be established for purchased items. 
Staff lists & 1.2 G The Association will be provided with the names and addresses of all new teachers and 
directories all retiring teachers and with at least lour (4) staff directories as soon as they are 
printed and available cacti year. These staff directories are tq be used for Association 
business and are not to be used for private purpose?, or for partisan political reasons. 
Onentalion 3.2 H The Association will have the right to include a letter prepared by the Association 
letter informing newly-employed certificated staff about VEA programs and thai the 
Association h the recognized negotiating organisation m District mailings and 
orientation meeting packets. 
Chapter 3 Association Rights, Prerogatives, and Responsibilities 
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Orientation 3,2 I The Association will be provided an opportunity during the District^ orientation 
program program (twenty (20) minutes) for newly-employed certificated employees to explain 
the programs and operation of the Association and the rights and responsibilities of 
staff under the Comprehensive Professional Agreement- The agenda or format for this 
presentation will be provided Jo the District prior to the orientation. 
Released time 3.2 J An officer designated by the Associalion will be released from a substantia] portion, or 
for officers may be released from all assigned duties as may be mutually agreed" to by the Distract 
business and the Association for the purpose of carrying out Association activities. The District 
agrees to fund J FTE of base pay for release time and to fund 1,0 of benefits lo include 
airy applicable TRl benefits. The Association agrees to fund any base pay cosl in 
excess of 5 FTE and will do so by reimbursing the District in a single payment in the 
fall. Compensation beyond base pay (e.g., TRl and administrative essential days) will 
be aggregated and paid in equal payments over ten (10) student attendance months of 
the school year. (This provision is subject to annual review as to its fiscal and 
operational feasibility.) Partisan political activities during release t ine arc prohibited 
The portion oftime required for relea&e from assigned duties will be mutuafly 
determined annually and according to the specific needs and circumstances ofthe 
professional assignment in the District and the needs of the Association. Every 
reasonable effort will be exerted by the Distnct and the Association to work out 
specific arrangements early enough for a pending school to minimally inccinvenien.ee 
the Association officer and his/her imrnedjate supervisor in the development of plans 
for covering his/her duties during the periods of absence. 
Released time 3.2 K i Requests by the Association for District staff members to be released as 
for Association participants or special consultants to work on joint District-Association 
business committees; consultants to collective bargaining activities; attendance as delegates 
Or representatives to local, state, and national association committee meetings; 
workshops and conventions; attendance at the Legislature^ or other and sufficient 
just causes, will normally be made in writing at least five (5) working day* prior to 
the activity to both the educator's immediate supervisor and trie 
Superintendent/designee, specifying the purpose and dates of release requested. 
When released time is authorized, it shall be subject to reimbursement to the 
District by the Association for the actual cost of any necessary substitute, except 
where the District has indicated in other provisions of this Agreement Or by 
administrative decision that the cost of the substitute will be borne by the District. 
It is understood thai decisions for approval of these requests rest with the District. 
An administrative decision is not subject to appeal beyond Step 2 of the grievance 
procedure. 
Released time ii An Association member elected to serve as an officer to a state or national 
for organization with which the Association is affiliated may be granted released time 
Association's to cany out duties and responsibilities not possible to carry out on days when 
affiliate she/he is not contracted for service to the District. As early in a school year as 
business information is availableT the officer of the affiliate will present to the District, 
through the Supenntendent/designee. a list of the dates and the events that will 
require absence from her/his assigned duties. The scheduled datc^ allowed for 
released time will be established by consultation between the Association and the 
District. Necessary alterations may be allowed during the school year as can be 
justified on the merits of each request for a deviation from the initially approved 
schedule. It is understood that the District reserves the right to normally place a 
ten-day (10) limitation for Specified and valid reasons on the total number of days 
authorized for release of an individual for these purposes The affiliate association 
utilizing die services of the Vancouver educator will reimburse the District fur the 
actual salary cost uf Hie released educator. Administrative decisions relating to 
lbs provision are not appealable beyond Step 2 of the grievance procedure. 
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Building 3.2 L One (i) named Association officer, the employed executive director and the 
access administrative assistant to the executive director of the Association shall have access to 
all District buildings and to certificated employees at such times as will not interfere 
with the instructional responsibilities of the staff to carry out their assigned 
responsibilities in the development and administration of the Comprehensive 
Professional Agreement and for general improvement of teacher-administrative 
communications and relationships for school district operation. Members of the 
Association^ executive board shall have reasonable rights of visitation among the 
buildings of the District to carry out the responsibilities of their offices, outside of the 
tegular student attendance hours, with faculty representatives and Professional Rights 
and Responsibilities Committee representatives. (Article 5.12) 
Visiting state and national affiliate officers and staff and local association member 
without the assigned responsibility of developmtnt and administration of the 
Comprehensive Professional Agreement (see Article 3,2 E and 5.12 for authorised 
local exempt persons in each building) do not have access to employees in the 
bargaining unit on school district premises during the regular student attendance-
teacher duty hours inclusive of the one-half (1/2} hour before and one-half (1/2) hour 
after the student instructional day, except as may be allowed by specific written 
permission of the Sijpeiintendent/designee. 
Upon entering a school facility, an authorized Association representative shall inform 
the principal or principal's designee fjn their absence the building secretary) of his/her 
presence in the building. These visitations shall not interfere with any employees 
assigned duties and responsibilities. 
Article 33 
Association Membership and Agency Representation Provisions 
Membership an Pursuant to RCW4L.59, Sections 7, 10,11, and 15 (c): Membership in the Association is not 
individual compulsory. Employees have the right to join, not to join, maintain, or drop their membership in 
choice the Association as they see fit. The District shall not exert any pressure or, or discnmjnare 
against any employee as regards such matters. 
Article 3.4 
Membership Any individual now employed or to be employed in the bargaining unit, exclusive of part-time 
enrollment building administrators, may sign and deliver to the District or Association a Ddes and 
procedure Assessment Check-Off Authorization and Assignment of Wages Form (Appendix F) within ten 
(10) days of their commencement of employment, which form shall authorise deductions and 
assessments of The Association Such authorization shall be submitted to the District's payroll 
office and shall continue in effect from year to year unless a request of re vocation is iubmiLted to 
the District and the Association, signed by the educator, and received between August I and 
August 31
 h preceding the designated school year for which revocation is to take effect, 
Article 3.5 
Agency Any individual now employed or to be employed in the future m a position in the bargaining unit 
representation who fails to sign and deliver to the District or the Association a Duss and Assessment Check-Off 
fees Authorisation and Assignment of Wages Form within ten (!0) days of commencement of 
employment will have a fee, equal to the dues required by the Association 5 Bylaws and Rules, to 
maintain membership, deducted by the District at Ihe next payroll and forwarded to the 
Association as a representation fee. 
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Article 3,6 
Equivalent dues An employee who, for bona fide religious tenets or teaching of a church or religious body of 
& assignment to which the employee is a member, elects the right of non-association wirh the bargaining unit, 
a charily shall pay an amount equivalent to the dues and fees as would be required of him/her in 
subsections b and d of Article 3.7 to a non-rehgious charity flr to another charitable organization 
mutually agreed upon by the employee and the Association. The employee shall furnish written 
proof that such payment has been made, if the employee and the Association do not reach 
agreement on such matter, Ehe Commission shall designate the charitable organization-
Article 3 J 
Miscellaneous 3/7 A The District agrees to deduct from the salaries of educators represented by the 
deductions Association such dues and assessments ss are provided for in Article 3 4, 
3.7 3 The total for these deductions for each individual shall not be subject to change dunng 
a school year. 
3.7 C The Association will indemnify, defend, and hold the District harmless against any 
claims made and against SLrit instituted against the District on account of any payroll 
deduction for the Association. The Association agrees to refund to the District any 
amounts paid to it in error. 
3.7 D The deductimis authorized will be made monthly in twelve (12) approximately equal 
amounts. 
3 7 E The District will remit monthly, directly to the Association, a] I monies deducted. 
accompanied by a list of Educators from whom the deduction has been made. 
3.7 F Each month during the school year, the Association will provide the District with the 
names of those educators who have joined The Association and paid dues and 
assessments by means other than through payroll deduction. 
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CHAPTER 4. PROCEDURES O F COMMUNICATIONS A ^ D N E G Q T U T l O f j S 
Article 4.1 
Purpose of The purpose of these procedures is to achieve the mutual goal of establishing equitable 
procedures employment conditions and an orderly system of employee-employer relations which 
will facilitate joint discussions between the parties and cooperative solutions of group 
concerns relating to the employment relationship-
Article 4.2 
Scope of The parties agree to negotiate at the request of either party on those subjects provided 
negotiations for in R.CW 41.59. A dispute about the "negotiability" of any specific proposal that 
topics required falls within the scope of "wages, hours, and terms and conditions of employment" will 
by statute be promptly submitted to the Commission for a decision at the request of either party. 
Article 4 3 
Negotiation of 4.3 A 
a successor 
Comprehensive 
Professional 
Agreement 
4.3 B 
Right of 
review* 
consultation & 
negotiation of 
changes in 
policy of 
negotiable 
topics 
4,3 C 
On or before April 15t each party will submit to the other party a 
preliminary written draft of any and al! proposals it may desire to have 
included in a successor agreement During the year when the Comprehensive 
Professional Agreement is subject to renewal, the parties agree to enter into 
negotiations in accordance with the procedures set forth herein a good faith 
effort to reach earliest possible settlement on a successor agreement not later 
than April 30, 
Negotiations by the District and the Association will include sharing 
relevant data, exchanging points of view, and making wiiiren proposals and 
counterproposals. 
Both the April 15 date and the April 30 date may be changed if mutually 
agreed to by the District and the Association. Each party, however, is 
required To submit proposals to the other party no later than May 15 and 
commence bargaining no later than June I. 
Article 4.4 
Before the District enacts or changes a policy and/or regulation dealing ^vith a topic(s) 
declared a mandatory area for negotiations by the Commission and which is not covered 
by the terms of this Agreement, the District will notify the Association that it is 
considering such a change. The Association has Ihe right to discuss and/or negotiate 
mandatory areas of negotiation with the District, provided that it files such a request 
with ihe Superintendent designee, within seven (7) days after receipt of the notice. 
(Notice may be made by letter to the Association or by first reading at a Board 
meeting) 
Article 4.5 
Association The Association has the right to present, meet-and confer on economic proposals it may 
proposals for desire to have included in an annual local special levy. These discussions will be 
me local independent of those called for under Articles 1.7, 4 3, and 4.4. The Association's 
special levy economic proposals will be prioritized and submitted in writing, not later than 
November 15. 
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Article 4.tf 
Requests for Requests for meetings from The Association will be made directly to ihe 
meetings Superinlendent/desjgnee. Requests from the District will be made by the 
Superintendent/designee to the Association president care of the Association office. 
Such requests for meetings will contain the reasons for the request. A mutually 
convenient meeting dale shall be set within fourteen (14) days of the request-
Article 4.7 
Associat ions The Association will designate a committee of its members Jo represent the Association 
Board admin. in negotiations. The District shall designate a committee of its representatives and give 
representation full authority to the Superintendent/designee to represent the District in negotiations-
Selection & Neither party shall have any control over the selection of the negotiating or bargaining 
authority of representatives of the other party. The parties mutually pledge that representatives 
negotiators selected have the necessary power and authonty to make proposals, consider proposals, 
make concessions in the course of negotiations or bargaining, and effect table 
settlement subject only to ultimate ratification by the Association and then by the 
Board. 
Article 4S 
School director Proposals not resolved at the administrative level to the satisfaction of both parties may. 
Icvsl at the mutual request of both parties, become the subject of consultation between a 
negotiations committee of the Board designated as the negotiation committee, accompanied by Ihe 
SuperJntenden^dcsignec,andof the representatives of the Association accompanied by 
the executive director. 
Article 4.9 
Meeting Procedures Enth Levels 
Designated 4.9 A One (1) person shaft be designated by each party as the spokesperson for the 
spokesperson party in meetings, either at the administrative level or the school director 
level. Discussions shall be conducted by the two (2) spokespersons, except 
when another person is brought into the discussion aJ the invitation of 
his/her spokesperson. 
Consultants 4.9 C 
Team size 4.9 B The negotiating team of each party will be limited to five (5) persons unless 
limitations prior approval has been given by the other partys designated spokesperson 
for any additional person to be in attendance at a particular session. 
The parties may call upon competent professional and lay representatives to 
consider matters under discussion and <o make suggestions. (Tonsuliants 
maybe used in all deliberations. The presence of consultants should be 
made known to both parties in advance of" any meeting for inclusion on the 
agenda. 
4.9 D Tn all negotiation sessions, eiJher piirty shall have the right to call a caucus 
during the process of negotiations for reasonable periods of time. 
Caucus 
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Minutes &. A3 E If [he parties agree, summary minutes may be Taken at any negotiation 
records of session and subsequently typed and presented for review regarding the 
negotiations accuracy of either party s position on a particular [opic and when initialed by 
sessions the spokesperson. When summary minutes arc not being taken, either party 
may deliver to the other for the present and future record a written statement 
as to its position on any topic(s) under discussion. The District will provide 
routine and necessary clerical assistance. The Association shall share in 
excess costs of clerical assistance as may be mutually agreed upon at the 
beginning of negotiations each year. 
Seltlemeni 4 9 P Tentative agreement on a new Comprehensive Professional Agreement will 
be stipulated in a written memorandum and promptly submitted to the 
governing board of each party for ratification. It is understood that only the 
governing body of the Association and the District have the legal right to 
approve and ratify the Agreemeot(s)r Upon ratifi cation by the Assoc ration. 
the Comprehensive Professional Agreement will be promptly presented to 
the Board for ratification and adoption at an official Board meeting. 
Sessions closed 4.9 G Bom parties agree that all negotiation sessions are closed meetings limited to 
represeniatives of both parties, as outlined in Article 4.9 B. Negotiations 
will take place at a mutually agreed upon site. If an impas&e is declared by 
either parry, all negotiations will take place at a mutually agreed upon 
neutral site. 
Ne^vs 4.9 H News conference!, may be convened during negotiations by either party upon 
conferences reasonable prior notice and invitation to the other to be in attendance. 
Participation in the conference shall be optional for the invited party. If an 
impasse is declared by either party, ihe Association or District h free to 
issue such news releases and schedule conferences as it deems proper in the 
advocacy of its position without prior notice to the other. 
Scheduling of A31 Every reasonable effort will be made to schedule negotiation sessions to 
negotiation accommodate (he work schedules of the participants. When necessary, 
sessions however, members of the Association s team may be released from school 
duties, with the approval of the District, for such participation-
Exchange of 4.9 J Recognizing that the ebb and flow of information is essential to decision-
information making, it is necessary that there be a muiual exchange of information 
relating to topics under discussion which will assist in developing intelligent, 
accurate, and constructive programs on behalf of the teachers, ibe students, 
and [he educational program. (See Article 3,2 D) 
Article 4.10 
Defined. 
procedures for 
appealing 
negotiation 
impasse 
The parties to this Agreement agree to negotiate in good faith with regard to matters to 
be considered for inclusion in a Comprehensive Professional Agreement and future 
polity adoption or revision, and will use the process prescribed by this Agreement and 
by statute for appeal in the event of impasse. 
If an impasse is reached during negotiations. The matter will, if mutually agreed, be 
submitted to the provisions outlined m the Alternative Dispute Resolution Process 
(Appendix I). 
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CHAPTER 5. fatlEVANCE PROCESSING PROCrDURFS 
Article 5.1 
Purpose & The purpose of this Chapter is to provide the procedures which will secure, at (he 
limits of use of lowest possible administrative | e v e j , solutions to complaints of employees in an 
grievance expeditious and economical manner. These procedures are not intended to be. and may 
procedure not be, utilized by an employee or the Association as sa avenue to obtain a right, 
privilege, or advantage in the conditions of employment that was not previously 
provided by the Board in the Comprehensive Professional Agreement. Board policy, 
administrative regulation, or other administrative directive or past practice. 
Article 5.2 
Association Pursuant toRCW 41.59, Section 10. the Association shall be required to represent all 
representation the employees within the bargaining unit in the processing of their grievances Without 
responsibilities regard to their membership in the Association, provided that any employee at any tune 
may present a complaint through regular administrative channels outside of the 
Adjustment of negotiated grievance processing procedure and have such complaint adjusted without 
complaints the intervention of the Association. However, the Association must receive written 
outside me notice and statement of the nature of the complaint, be afforded an opportunity to be 
negotiated present at adjustment conferences to make its view known, and to receive a written copy 
grievance of the adjustment made, which adjustment shall not be inconsistent with any of the 
procedure terms of the Comprehensive Professional Agreement then in effect, 
Article 5-3 
Definitions 5,3 A 
5,3 B 
53 C 
5,3 D 
A "grievance" shall mean a written claim by agrievant that a dispute or 
disagreement of any kindexJsis involving interpretation or application of the 
terms of the regulation, rule, or practice; or that an employee has been 
treated inequitably, or that there exists a condition which jeopardizes 
employee health or safely. 
A "grievanl" shfill mean one or more named educators ol the bargaining unit 
or the Association, 
"Days" shall mean working days within the official calendar for certificated 
staff Days shall mean every week day, legal holidays excepted, when a 
grievance is filed after June 1. 
"Appropriate supervisor" is the administrative officer with the assigned 
authority to hear and settle the complaint of the grievani, Whenever there is 
doubt regarding the person with the assigned administrative discretionary 
authority to Settle a particular complaint, the Superintendeni/designee will, 
within two (2) days of a request, designate the "appropriate supervisor " If a 
grievance involves more than one (1) school, the grievance wilf be filed with 
one (1) appropriate supervisor at Level 1, a& designated by the 
SuperinrendBntfdesignee. or filed directly at the office of the Superintendent, 
at Level 11. 
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Article 5A 
Appropriate Within a reasonable period of lime, and not more ihan twenty (20) days, after a grievanl 
informal efforts knew or should reasonably have known of an action or lack of action which might 
to resolve become the basis of filing a grievance, the educator either personally or accompanied 
complaints by higher Association representative shall meet and discuss the complaint with his/her 
building principal or other "appropriate supervisor.11 The initial twenty (20) day period 
is intended to allow time for informal efforts toward the resolution of a complaint prior 
to the filing of a written grievance. If reasonable efforts for resolution of a complaint 
have been made, the exhaustion of the full twenty (20) day time period is not necessary 
for invoking the formal grievance procedure. 
Level I Step 1 
Written referral If a certificated employet has not been able to resolve his/her complaint to his/her 
to appropriate satisfaction with his/her appropriate supervisor by informal means, he/she may submit 
supervisor his/her complaint in writing on forms provided to be processed through the established 
grievance procedure The appropriate supervisor shall, within five (5) days of the day 
the grievance was delivered to him/her, render a written decision in the matter wuh a 
brief rationale for his/her decision based on the record of his/her findings in the 
investigation of the complaint-
Level I Complaint Settlement 
A settlement reached to a complaint at Level I by an individual teacher and 
administrator without the formal involvement of the Association and the District will 
not constirutfprectdenct that the Association or the District concur that the settlement 
decision is the proper interpretation of the language uf the Comprehensive Professional 
Agreement 
Article 5-5 
Level 1J Step 2 
Written referral 5.5 A If the action taken at S[ftp 1 is not satisfactory to the Association, or no 
to office of the written decision has been rendered, the Association may, within ten (10) 
Superintendent days after the decision or the date the decision should have been rendered. 
refer the grievance to the Superinttndent/designee at Level II. The written 
notice shall include a statement as to why the decision, if any, was not 
satisfactory. 
Grievance 3.5 B Within ten [10) days of the date the grievance was appealed, the 
adjustment Superintendent/designee shall arrange for a grievance adjustment conference 
conference with the Association. The District and the Association have the right to 
include in the rcpresenlation& at the conference such individuals and 
Counselors as they deem necessary IO develop the facts and information 
pertinent to the grievance 
Time period for 5 5 C 
decision 
Upon the conclusion of the conference, the office of the 
Superintendent/designee shall have five [5) days to provide a written 
decision, together with the reasons for the decision, to the Association. 
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Board 5.5 D The Superintendent/designee may, at his/her option, notify the Association 
consultation and £>e afforded an additional five (5) days before publishing the decision to 
time period che Association to confer with a committee of the Board1, or the Board in 
executive session, regarding the decision. The Board may request, and the 
Association will appoint, a representative(s) to rneet with [hem in the review 
of the decision. 
Article 5,6 
Level HI Step 3 
Procedures for 5.6 B 
selection of an 
arbitrator 
Arbitration 5.6 A If [he Association is not satisfied with the disposition of the grievance at 
Level II because it has determined that the grievance involves the 
interpretation, meaning, or application of any of the provisions of the 
Comprehensive Professional Agreement, it may, by written notice To the 
office of the Superintendent within fifteen (15) days after ret-cipt of the 
decision, submit the grievance to arbitration. 
Within ten (10) days after written notice of submission to arbitration, the 
office Of the Superintendenl/designec, and the Association wiJl attempt to 
agree upon a mutually acceptable arbitrator and to obtain a commitment 
from such arbitrator to serve If the parties are unable to agree upon an 
arbitrator or to obtain sucEi a commitment within the ten (10) day period, a 
request for a list of arbitrators may be made to the American Arbitration 
Association by either party. The parties will be bound by the rules and 
procedures of the American Arbitration Association. 
The arbitrator will be without power or authority to make any decision 
which requires the commission of an act prohibited by Jaw or which violates, 
alters, adds to, or subtracts from the terms of the Comprehensive 
Professional Agreement. The arbitrator shall have no power to substitute 
his/her discretion for that of the Board in any manner not specifically 
contracted away by the Board. If any question an&es as to "arbitrabiiiry," 
such question will be ruled on first by the arbitrator selected to hear the 
dispute. The arbitrator's decision will be in writing and will set forth his/her 
findingsof feet, reasoning, and conclusions on the issues submitted. The 
decision of the arbitrator will be submitted to the Board and the Association 
and will be binding on the District, the Association, and/or the aggrieved 
employee. 
Limits on 5.6 D Neither party shall be permitted to assert in the arbitration proceedings any 
evidence on evidence which was not submitted to the other party before the completion 
Level HI of Level II meetings. 
hearings 
Power & 5.6 C 
authority of 
arbitrator 
Arbitrator's 5.6 E 
hearings &. time 
limit!* 
The arbitrator selected will confer with the representatives of the Oftice of 
the Superintendent and the Associadon, will hold hearings promptly, and 
will issue his/her decision not later than twenty (20) days from the dale of 
the close of the hearings, or if (iral hearings have been waived, from the date 
the final statements and proofs are submitted lo him/her. 
Arbitration 5.6 F The costs of the services Df the arbitrator including per diem expenses, if 
costs any. and his/her travel, subsistence expenses, and the cost of any hearing 
room, will be borne equally by the Board and the Association. All other 
costs will be borne by the party incurring ihem. 
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Article 5-7 
Information The District and the Association will fully cooperate •with each other in the investigation 
rights of any grievance and either parly will promptly furnish the other such information as is 
requested for the prompt and effective processing of a grievance. 
Article 5.S 
No reprisals No reprisal of any kind will be taken by ihe District against any educator because of 
bis/her participation in the grievance procedure-
Article 5,9 
Released lime Every reasonable effort will be made to schedule grievance investigation and hearings 
in such a way as to not conflict with ihe normal duty schedules of the participants. 
However, should the investigation or processing of any grievance require that an 
educator or an Association representative be released from his/her regular assignment. 
he/she may be released without loss of pay or benefits. 
Article fi.10 
Filing of AH documents, communications, and records dealing with the processing of a grievance 
grievance shall be filed separately from the personnel files of the participants. Copies of decisions 
documents made in the adjustment of a complaint as per Article 52 and those made at any step of 
the grievance procedure shall be promptly delivered to the Association 
Article 5.11 
Time limits 5.11 A Grievances shall be processed as rapidly as possible* the number of days 
indicated at each step shall be considered a maximum, and every reasonable 
effort shall be made to expedite the process. 
Appeals 5.1 J B A complaint not appealed to the Association by a grievant at Level 1 or by 
the Association appealed to the District at Levels 1, II, or 111 within specified 
time limits shall be presumed to have betn dropped. 
Responses 5,11 C A grievance not responded to in writing within time limits may be appealed 
to the next step of the grievance procedure by the Association without 
further notice. 
Extensions 5.11 D Time limits under unusual circumstances may be extended by mutual 
consent. By mutual consent of both the VEA and VSD, ihe parties may set 
aside Levels n and Til of the grievance process for a predetermined amount 
of time anil invoke provisions set forth in the Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Process (Appendix 1). 
Article 5,12 
Association The District shall recognize the Association as the designated representative to 
representation participate in complaint adjustment and grievance proceeding hearings. A gncvant may 
at compl&ini be represented at all stages of the grievance procedure by him/herself or, at his/her 
adjustment & option, by an Association representative selected by the Association. Tht Association 
grievance shall have the right to have representatives preient and state its views at all stages of the 
hearing grievanceprocedure or complaint adjustment meeting. In no case shall a grievant in 
grievance proceedings be represented by a representative of another employee 
urbanisation or any oiher person not approved by the Association. 
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Article 5.13 
Issue/rights In matters dealing with alleged violations of Association rights, the grievance shall be 
appeals initiated at Level n. 
Article 5.14 
Grievance Following are forms for filing grievances, serving notices, taking appeals, reports, and 
forms recommendations, and other necessary documents. 
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VANCOUVER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
and 
VANCOUVER SCHOOL DISTRICT 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE FORM 
Initiation Step 
( L e v e l l - S t c p l - A ) 
A. Name of Grievances) _ _ _ -
S c h o o l ( s ) _ _ _ _ _ _ - ..•••- __. 
Pos ition[g)_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
B. Appropriate Supervisor (Authority to settle complaint^: 
(See Article 5-3 D and 5.14) _ _ _ _ _ 
C. Statement of Complaint^: (Grievance defined. Article 5-3 Al Cite appropriate article, district 
policy, administrative regulations violated, oc other alleged inequitable treatment, etc. Use additional 
pages, if necessary. 
D. Statement of Remedy: Stale remedy desired by the giievant lo adjust his/her complaint. Use 
additional pages, if necessary. 
E. Describe the_b_ack_round of the complaint and efforts made to resolve the dispute prior to filing 
written grievance\ rationale for adjustment desired, (Article 5-4) Use additional pages, if necessary 
F. Signature nf GrievanlfsV , __ 
Signature of VEA PR&R Representative Assisting 
in Preparation of Grievance:____ __ 
G. Date of Grievance (Article 5.4):_, 
Date grievance was submitted Lo supervisor for written response. _ _ 
Last date written response due to grievant (five full working days after date grievance was delivered 
to supervisor); __ 
Copies tq- Grievanc, V_A, Superintendent/Designee 
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VANCOUVER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
and 
VANCOUVER SCHOOL DISTRICT 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE FORM 
Firs* Administrative Response to_Gjievance 
fLeveiI-_Sjepl-B) 
Name of 01^3^(5) ' 
School to:_ 
Filed by 
Dale of Decigram 
Delivered to Grievant: 
I have reviewed The written grievance filed with me on . 
make Ihe following findings of fact relevant To The complaint and of the adj LIStmerU desired. 
A. Statement of Findings of Fact: (Use additional pages, as required.) 
and 
B. My conclusions ba&ed on Hie record of my findings, and my rationale far proper disposition of <hia 
complaint and the .remedy to be groyided. are 35 follows: 
An appeal fromlhis decision must be filed through the Association (Articles 5-5 and 5.13) within ten days 
of its delivery toyou. 
Signature of Appropriate Supervisor Date of Decision 
Copies to: Gnevant, VEA, Superintenden(/Designee 
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VANCOUVER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
and 
VANCOUVER SCHOOL DISTRICT 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE FORM 
Appeal to Office of Superintendent 
(Level!!. Step 2-A) 
Appeal by the Association of the administrative decisional: Level I -Step f to Level TI- Step 2, the office of 
the Superintendent, in the matter of the grievance filed by: 
Date of Appeal;. 
The Association PR&R Commission fc grievance committee has reviewed the administrative decision 
provided at Level I - Step 1 and finds that decision is not satisfactory to the Association because: 
A Grievance Adjustment Conference must be scheduled on or before ^ _ _ _ _ _ 
(Ten full working days following date appeal was delivered to SuperinTendetit/Designee [Article 5 5 B]) 
Signature of Association Grievance Committee Date of Decision 
Chairperson or Designee 
Copies to1 Gtievaiil, VEA, Superintendent/Designee 
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VANCOUVER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
and 
VANCOUVER SCHOOL DISTRICT 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE FORM 
Second Administrative Response 
(Level II - Step 2-B) 
Second administrative response to grievance initially filed b y . 
Date decision delivered to Association: 
The office of the SuperirtendentTDesignee conducted a Grievance Adjustment Conference on: 
(Date of Conference) 
My conclusions* based on the record of my findings and my rationale for the proper disposition of this 
grievance and the remedy Jo be provided, are 05 follows: 
Signature of SupcrintendentfDesignee Date of Decision 
Copies to: Gnevanl, VEA, Superintendent/Designer 
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CHAPTER 6. LEAVES 
Article 6.1 
General The District and the Association recognize ihat silualions arise thai are of an emergency 
purposes of nalure or such other identified value to both the District and the employee as to warrant 
leaves & authorized periods of absence from assigned duties and responsibilities. High morale 
provisions and sustained employment of an experienced and competent staff are primary objectives 
in the establishment of a comprehensive system of granting leaves. Tt is annually 
agreed that a certificated staff member should not be serving students when he/she is 
not physically fit, mentally alert, may be in a contagious condition, or is preoccupied 
with personal concerns that distract from full attention to duties. In addition, the staff 
member needs to have opportunity to improve professionally, and if a budget crisis 
situation arose in the District, it would need to be accommodated. 
Frocedurefor 6.1 A Applications for leaves or reimbursements for leaves must be made within 
leaves time limits, in writing on proper forms, and submitted through the immediate 
supervisor-
Immediate 6.1 B The building principal, supervisor, or Human Resources Office must 
supervisor level expeditiously act on the request taking into account the validity of the 
initial request, the circumstances prompting the request, the employee's ability to 
processing have avoided taking leave during a student attendance day, the expected 
considerations availability of a substitute, and any adverse effects or advantages to the 
school or District. The employee should generally receive a response within 
five (5) workdays of a complete and documented request unless school 
board action is required, 
i Building principals, or supervisors of non-building based employees, 
will approve or disapprove leave under Articles 62 (Employee Illness, 
Injury and Emergency Leave), 6.3 (Bereavement), 6.6 (Adoption and 
Paternity), and 6.11 (Personal). 
ii Building principals, or supervisors of non-building based employees, 
have the authority to disapprove leave under Articles fi.9 (Educational 
Leave - Short Term), 6 10 (Sabbatical), and 6.12 (Uncompensated -
Short Term). 
iii Recommendations to approve leave under these articles as well as leave 
requests under Articles 6,4 (Jury Duty), 6.5 (Subpoena), tj.7 (Military), 
6.8 (Religious), and 6.12 (Uncompensated-Long Term), will be 
forwarded to the Human Resources Office for approval or disapproval. 
Seniority rights 6.1 C Seniority rights will be retained while on a sabbatical or authorized 
uncompensated long-term leave of four-fifths (4/5ths) or more of a year (see 
Article 14.7, seniority defined), but will not accumulate during the leave for 
purposes of advancement on the salary schedule (Chapter 11) or retention of 
positions (Chapter 14) 
6.11* Leaves will conform to law, District policy, and regulations with collective 
bargaining agreement provisions taking precedent when a conflict exists 
between the Agreement and the policy or regulation. See also Article L9 
concerning conformity ta law, 
6.1 E Family Medical Leave Act: Nothing in this chapter restricts an employee's 
entitlements under the Federal Family Medical I^ave Act 
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Article 62 
Employee Ittness, Injury, and Emergency Leave 
Basic formula 6.2 A Illness, injury, and emergency leave will be earned by each employee al lhe 
full & pan-Lime raleof eighi(S) hours for each calendar month of contraeied employment. 
September through August (twelve [12] days per year for a full contract). 
Part-day contracted employees will accrue leave days proportionate to the 
time they work each day. 
6.2 B illness, injury, and emergency leave will accrue through the employees 
conn-acted work year. Illness, injury; and emergency leave will accrue from 
year to, year with a maximum accumulation of one hundred eighty (ISO) 
days. 
Former 62 C An employee reluming to employment in the District will be entitled to 
employees reclaim all illness, injury, and emergency leave benefits recorded to his/her 
credit at the time of his/her earlier termination. 
Transfer of 6.2 D Employees entering lhe employment of this school district who have a sick 
benefits leavebalance from another Washington school district or public school 
jurisdiction are entided to transfer to this school district such sick leave 
balance that the employee may have accumulated in thai former 
employment. The employee is responsible for notifying this District of such 
entitlement wilhin thirty (30) days of initial employmenl and providing proof 
of such balance within ninety (90) days of initial employment. Failure to 
meet Ihese requirements may disqualify the employee from making such 
transfer. These notification petiod-s may be. extended by lhe adminisirator 
responsible for human resources if this District fails to notify the employee 
of their entitlemeni at the time of hire or if (he former District requires 
additional Time to provide the necessary verification. 
Extensions of 6.2 E An employee suffering extended illness or physical incapacity compelling 
benefits continuous absence beyond the term of the individual^ accumulated illness, 
injury, and emergency leave benefits, may apply for a limited extension of 
benefits not yet earned. Upon recommendation of the Superintendent and 
upon approval of the Board of Directots, such extended illness, injury, and 
emergency leave may be granted at the rate of forty (40) hours during each 
prior contracted year of service to the District, not to exceed two hundred 
(200) hours. Extended leave, v-'hen combined with accumulated earned 
leave, may not e ^ e e d a total Of one hundred eighty (ISO) days of total 
accumulated/extended leave. These days are to be charged again&t future 
illness, injury, and emergency leave allowance or reimbursement made to 
the District if future employment does not provide illness, injury, and 
emergency leave entitlement. Extension of this leave is ai the discretion of 
lhe District and is based on a reasonable expectation that the employee will 
reium to work for a sufficient period to liquidate the extended leave through 
normal leave accrual. 
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(6.2 E) Employees in their first year in the District, and others without an 
accumulation of sick leave days, may be advanced up to twelve (12) sick 
" " " leave days in a school year not-yet-eamed to be utihzed-&s needed—The 
number of days to be advanced is limited to twelve (12), [he annual 
Comprehensive Professional Agreement entitlement. Advanced leave will 
be immediately offset against future accruals until such time as it is paid 
back. If the employee leaves District employment prior to earning such 
advanced leave, the cost of any taken buE unearned leave %v ill be offset 
against any final compensation due. Advanced leave which is neither earned 
nor offset against final compensation will be subject to an individual 
decision to pursue collection of the unearned amount or to determine that 
sufficient circumstances exist to warrant forgiveness of the unearned amount 
(e.g., serious illness and or death), 
6.2 F Attendance Incentive Program 
Attendance i Annual Conversion of Illness, Injury, and Emergency Leave 
incentive Commencing in January 1981, and on each January thereafter, any 
program eligible employee who at the end of the immediately previous calendar 
year Shall have accumulated in excess of sixty (60) days (4S0 hours) of 
unused illness, injury, and emergency leave may elect lo receive 
remuneration for unused illness, injury, and emergency leave earned the 
previous year at the rate of twenty-five percent (25%) of the employee^ 
current full-time daily rate of compensation for each full day (8 hours) 
of eligible illness, injury, and emergency leave (a maximum of three (3) 
days or twenty-four (24) hours in any one (E) calendar year). Any such 
election shall be made by written notice to the payroll office during the 
month of January nn forms provided by the District. All illness, injury, 
and emergency leave days converted pursuant to this section shall be 
deducted from the employee's accumulated illness, injurv, and 
emergency leave balance. Any such annual conversion of accumulated 
illness, injury, and emergency leave shall be subject to the terms and 
limitations of the Washington Administrative Code. 
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6.2 F ii Conversion of Illness, Injury, and Emergency Leave upon 
Retirement or Death 
~ " — " Any employee-who,-on or after June 12, 1980, shall retire-or-who shall 
die. while employed by Ihe District may elect (personally or by his/her 
personal representative, as appropriate) lo convert accumulated unused 
Illness, injury and emergency leave days to monetary compensation at 
therateof twenty-five percent (25%) of the employee's full-rime daily 
rate of compensation at the tune of termination from employment for 
each full day (8 hours) of eligible illness, injury, and emergency leave, 
up to a maximum of one hundred eighty (180) days (1,440 horns). In 
addition, to be eligible an employee shall inform the District on or 
before April 1 of his/her intent lo retire (beginning m 1984). If the 
employee does not inform the District by this date, he/she will not be 
eligible for the compensation. If compelling circumstances develop for 
an individual employee after April 1 that necessitates the employee 
retire, the District will honor the terms of the conversion of retirement 
as outlined in this paragraph. The District, at its sole discretion. 
reserves the right to waive the April 1 date in particular situations 
without setting precedent- An employee separating from employment 
for purposes of retirement must be eligible to immediately commence 
receiving retirement benefits from a state retirement system to be 
eligible for conversion of illness, injury, and emergency leave for 
compensation. Any such conversion of illness, injury, and emergency 
leave upon redrement or death shall be subject to (be terms and 
limitations of the Washington Administrative Code, 
iii Conversion of Illness, Injury, and Emergency l « a v e upon 
Resignation 
TRS Plan 2 and Plan 3 employees who resign froni the District before 
becoming eligible for an immediate annuity will be allowed to convert 
unused sick leave to monetary compensation consistent with WAC 392-
136-020. 
i\ The District and the Association agree to comply With all current 
Revised Codes of Washington and Washington Administrative Codes 
regarding the annual option for eligible employees to convert the annual 
cash out into a VEB A III plan for the payment of medical expenses 
and/or premiums. 
Notification & 6.2 G Employees, upon finding it necessary to be absent from their assigned duties 
verification by reason of illness, injury, or emergency, will report their absence through 
procedure the District's automated substitute system. When the absence is expected to 
last more than oric(l) day. or ultimately extends beyorid one (1) day. the 
employee will notify hu/her building principal or other immediate 
supervisor at the earliest possible time, stating the reason so that effective 
planning can take place for the longer period of absence. Upon return to 
duty, an employee will be required to sign an absence report stating thereon 
the reason for the reported absence Incases of ab&cnte for reasons of 
illness, injury, or emergency for a continuing period of more than five (5) 
working days, or in cases where the supervisor has cautioned the employee 
on excessive use of leave, the reason for the absence must be certified to by 
an attending phystcian or other competent authority as determined by the 
District. 
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Reporting & 6.2 H Building principals and program supervisors will regularly report to [he 
recording of payroll office, on forms provided, each and every case of employee absence. 
leave benefits indicating the number of hours of such absences and certification as to 
reason by the employee, and, if required, by an attending physician or other 
authority. The payroll office shall maintain the official record of used and 
unused benefits for illness, injury, and emergency leave. The information 
will be reported each pay period in hours. 
Pregnancy & 6 2 1 
childbirth 
disablement 
For purposes of this Article pregnancy, childbirth, and any disabling effects 
of that condition will be treated in the same manner as any other injury and 
illness. 
Emergency 6.2 J Emergency. Emergencies are defined as those situations that have clear and 
present elements of risk to health, life, and property of an employee and/or 
his/her family. It is a situation [hat cannot be dealt with outside of working 
hours and requires the individual to absent him/herself from his/her duties 
fnr matters of bona fide necessity and not mere convenience. An emergency 
includes the care of a child of an employee under the age of eighteen (18) 
with a health condition that requires treatment or supervision. 
6-2 K Leave Sharing for Tragic Situations 
i An employee mayT of his/her own choice, donate portions of his/her 
accumulated sick (cave to come to the aid of another named employee 
Suffering from an extraordinary or severe illness, injury, impairment, or 
physical or mental condition which has caused or is likely to cause the 
employee to take an extended leave without pay or to terminate his/her 
employment. The determination of whether or not the illness, injury, or 
impairment is extraordinary and/flr severe will be made by the 
Superintendent and/or designee arid recommended to the Board of 
Directors for formal approval. 
The Superintendent and/or designee may, if appropriate, require a 
healthcare provider's statement confirming the extent and/or seventy of 
the illness, injury, or impairment. 
li A contributing employee must have an accrued sick leave balance of 
more than sixty (60) days to assign his/her sick leave to another named 
employee as specified in 6-2 K ~i). 
iii An employee may donate up to six (6) days from his/her sixty (66) days 
during any twelve (12) month period- The donation from the 
employee's leave balance must be taken from the easiest days earned. 
iv An employee cannot donate sick leave days that would result in his/her 
sick leave account balance going below sixty (60) days 
v Sick leave includes leave accrued pursuant to the RCWs with 
compensation for illness, injury, and emergencies. (See Article 6.2 A 
and B} 
VI An employee, as recipient of leave transferred under this section, shall 
be classified as an employee and receive the same treatment in respect 
to salary, wages, and employee benefits as the employee would 
normally receive if using accrued annual leave or sick leave 
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6-2 K vii The provisions of Article 6.2 E thai allow an advance of sick leave days 
from future service may be utilized in connectioci with this circumstance 
and assigned within the parameters of 6-2 H-
viii In the event the donated sick leave is not fully utilized by the receiving 
employee, unused sick leave advanced to the respective donating 
employee(s) will be returned equitably among all donors. 
Ar tk le 6.3 
Bereavement Leave-Shor l -Term-Compensa ted 
6^3 A Approval must nonnally be sought at least twenty-four (24) hours in 
advance of the anticipated absence except In cases where this is not possible 
within that time limitation, in which case the individual is obligated to 
contact his/her building or unit administrator, or other appropriate authority. 
at the earliest possible moment 
The total number of hours of short-term leave without loss of pay may not 
normally exceed the sum total of twenty-four (24) hours (3 days) for any one 
(1) individual in any one (1) school year for bereavement occasioned by the 
imminent or actual loss o fa member of the individual's family or a close 
personal friend-
6.3 C Bereavement leave is a separate paid leave category and is not subject to 
offset against sick leave or personal leave. 
Article 6.4 
Jury Duty Lsave-Compemsated 
Leave approval Schoolteachers are no longer escmpt from serving as jurors (except in extenuating 
procedure state circumstances). Upon receipt of a jury summons, the educator will notify his/her 
& county jury principal or unit administrator to contact the administrator of Human Resources. The 
service educator should provide the name of the court, the judge's nameT and [he date of the 
summons. 
The administrator of Human Resources will, if requested by a teacher, attempt to have 
the educator excused fromjury duty. In cases where the educator i& required to serve, 
this will be compensated leave but with the jury fee (except tor mileage or other 
reimbursement of actual expenses) refunded to the District in partial reimbursement of 
the cost of supplying substitutes. Reimbursement ttj the District of jury duty fee* shall 
be made as a payroll deduction and the amount to be deducted will be so acknowledged 
by the employee as part of the j ury duty leave request. 
Article fi.5 
Subpoena Leave--Compensated 
A certificated employee will be granted subpoena leave as may be required by 
the subpoena, and shall be paid his/her regular salary, up to and including fifteen (15) 
days, less any compensation received for his/her services, excluding transportation, 
EXCEPT when the employee is the plaintiff or defendant m such action 
This exception shall not apply when the employee is named as plainliff or defendant for 
events or actions arising out of the performance of his/her duties for the District. 
Scope of leaves 6-3 B 
allowed-24 
hour limit 
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Where officially documented written statement^} arc acceptable as testimony by the 
conn, the employee should make sueh arrangements. 
In serving as a witness, the employee will make a maximum effort to minimize the 
amount of hime spent away from his/her employment. 
The office of (he Superintendent may extend the definition and intent of the subpoena 
leave policy on an individual basis. 
Article 6,6 
Adoption and Paternity Leave-Compensated 
G.6 A Adoption leave shall be granted with pay, upon timely application to the 
administrator of Human Resources* to a parent in order to complete the 
adoption process, providing such leave does not exceed an aggregate of five 
(5) days in any given year, (If both parents are District employees, a total of 
five (5) days will be provided for a family.) Such leave may be used for 
court and legal procedures* home study and evaluation, and required home 
visitations by the adoption agency not possible to schedule outside of regular 
sehool hours. 
6.6 B Paternity leave. One U)day of paternity leave will be allowed for the birth 
of a child, Additional days will be allowed under the emergency leave 
provision of this Agreement if any emergency exists. 
6.6 C The above provisions are in addition to any benefit for adoption or paternity 
leave contained in the Federal Family Medical Leave Act or the Washington 
State Family Leave Act, 
Article 6.7 
Military Reserve/National Guard Active Training Duty—Compensated 
Military Reserve or National Guard active training duty, whenever possible should be 
scheduled during authorized vacation periods to prevent conflict with the employee? 
contractual or work obligation to the District. 
When compulsory military educational or military circumstances do not allow training 
during authorized vacation periods, the following guidelines shall apply. 
6.7 A The employee shall provide a copy of orders and proof that such duty is 
mandatory and is their annual active duty training. 
61 B Absence for active training duty shall not exceed fifteen (lfiJ day, per year. 
6 7 C The employee shall experience no loss of pay or benefits for the authorized 
fifteen (15) days Legal reference: RCW 38.40.060 
Article fi-8 
Religions Observance Days-Compensated 
Employees whose religious affiliation requires observation of mandatory holy days on a 
day when schools are in session will be granted leave without loss ol pay for up to two 
f 2) days. 
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A request for such leave shall include a statement describing what holy day is to be 
observed and attesting and providing documentary evidence that ihe basic tenels of the 
educators-religious affiliation unequivocally require observance of the holy days in 
such a manner thai he/she cannot perform Ihe contracted educational responsibility on 
that day. The educator must submit his/her request to the building or unit administrator 
as far in advance as possible. 
An educator taking religious leave may he required to make up missed days prior to 
opening of school, winter, or spring holiday, or after, the close of school, as maybe 
mutually determined by the educator and his/her immediate supervisor. 
Article 6,9 
Educational Le&ve"ShorT-Terra"Compensated 
Up to Five (5) days compensated leave will be granted to allow attendance at an 
educational meeting, conference, District curriculum meeting, or activity when it can be 
mutually determined by the District and the employee that such attendance would be to 
the benefit ofthe District and the individual in advancing his/her professional 
knowledge and competence. The arrangements for providing a substitute, i.e.. costs to 
be borne by the District or the employee, will be determined at the time the leave is 
approved. Approval of this leave is at the discretion of the District. 
Article ft. 10 
Sabbatical Leave-Compensated 
Purpuses 6.10 A "When funds are available, asabbadcal leave of absence will be provided for 
allowed a member of the bargaining unit for the purpose of advanced study, 
educational research* and for planned travel-study programs when the plan is 
fully documented as toils merits to assist in the improvement of educational 
program^) of the District. 
Timely 6.1DB Requests for sabbatical leave grants must be submitted not later than March 
appticadon 1 annually to be eligible for a grant during the next year. Application should 
be made on forms available in the human resources office. 
6.10 C A person may apply for sabbatical leave after establishing seven (7) years of 
creditable service to the District. 
Proportionate 6.10 D In consideration of applications received for each contract ycarT the total 
distribution of number of awards granted shall not exceed one-half of one percent (.05%) of 
leaves the certificated staff. Due regard shall be given to equivalent distribution 
among classroom personnel at the elementary, middle school, and high 
school levels. Priority to individual applicants may be recognized on the 
basis of verified professional contributions and length of service to the 
District. 
Service credjt 0" 10 E Time consumed in pursuit of approved sabbatical leaves shall be credited to 
the individual as service to the District. 
Payment 6 10 F Persons granted a sabbatical leave will be awarded a stipend equal to two-
formula thirds (2/3) ofthe individual^ base contract salary at the time of application 
for the grant* provided that a combination of the sabbatical stipend and any 
other fellowship grant to stipend shall not exceed the individual^ base 
contract salary at the time of application-
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Consideration 6.10 G Persons accepting a sabbatical leave grant must agree lo return to service 
offered by with the Districl for a service period equal to at leasl twice (2) the period of 
employee service for which the leave was granted or, upon failure to so return, agree to 
repay the Districl the entire amount of the stipend received. Should the 
individuals leave be terminated by death, the repayment liability will be 
forgiven. Should the individual become disabled to the extent thai he/she is 
unable to resume bis/her duties or to fulfill the return obligation in its 
entirety* the repayment obligation wilf be forgiven. 
Application 6.10 H Alt applications for sabbatical leave must be approved by the building 
process principal or supervisor. All applications are subject to review by the 
Superintendent of Schools. Applicants may be requested to present 
themselves for interview by the Superintendent. 
Final 6 [01 Awards will be granted only after final approval by the Board of Directors 
determination and upon recommendation of the Superintendent of Schools. Decisions on 
the granting of sabbatical leaves rest with the District-
Placement on 6.10 J The District will make a reasonable effort to place a teacher returning from a 
return sabbatical leave in a position which WiU permit the District to derive 
maximum benefits for his/her sabbatical experience. 
Replacement 6-10 K An accordance with provisions of RCW 2SA.405.9O0. certificated personnel 
personnel employed lo fill a vacancy created by a sabbatical leave of absence may be 
employed for the period of time designated for the employee on leave of 
absence-
Compensated Short -Term Leaves 
Article 6.11 
Personal Business Leave Day, Compensated 
Basic rationale The parties recognize that an employee may need to absent him/herself from assigned 
for leave(i) duties during the regular school day and school year to handle matters of personal 
business, to carry out leadership roles in non-school connected community 
organizations, to attend special family events, and other similar matters of significance. 
The District affirms that its employees should play an active role in the community 
without unusual persona] penalties or sacrifices-
Basic restraints 6 U A 
Situations of 
urgency not 
emergency 
Scheduling not 
solely 
controlled by 
employee 
A personal business leave will be afforded to an employee to attend to 
matters of bona fide importance not easily feasible to handle outside regular 
hours. The nature of the problem should be an urgent need, but lack the 
clear elements of the imminent risk to health, life, and property and is of a 
lesser magnitude than would qualify for emergency leave The business 
should be a matter of bona fide necessity and importance and not mere 
convenience The scheduling of the activity should be beyond the control of 
the employee. It is nol intended tu be used as a free-floating personal 
holiday and/or for the intentional extension of a holiday periud or weekend 
for social and recreational purposes-
Supervisor 6 11 B Approval or disapproval of personal leave requests, will be made by the 
leave decision rmmediaie supervisor Personal leave requests will be decided on their 
merits as outlined above and not based on whether the Di^triut or the 
employee bears the cost of the substitute- The basis for disapproving 
personal leave will be provided m writing by the supervisor to the employee 
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Examples of 6.11 C Personal business is deemed to be of the nature or similar to one (1) or more 
urgent personal of the following: 
i Attend a meeting with an attorney, reading of a will, d o s e escrow, elc. 
ii Meetor assist in the departure of a guest by plane or train. 
ui Attend A wedding, baplism, family reunion, graduation, etc. 
iv Obtain a second physician^ opinion in a health matter, 
v Attend a political convention/meeting, or organisation meeting in 
another city. 
vi Attend a "playoff' in an athletic competition involving self, child, 
spouse, etc 
vii Receive an honor or attend a gathering honoring a spouse, child, parent, 
etc. 
viii Attend small claims court, divorce, heating, etc. 
ix Accompany a spouse on a business trip or prize trip to Hawaii, Europe, 
etc. 
x A marriage anniversary trip, 
xi Visit with a seriously ill family member 
xii Assist in the first few days with a newborn grandchild, etc. 
xiii Other urgent business similar to those listed in "A " above 
6.11 D The supervisor's decision to deny the leave request may be brought forward 
by the Executive- Director, VEA* and the administrator responsible for 
Human Resources for review by the Superintendent. The decision of the 
reviewing official is considered final. 
(3.11 E The District will make available, as needed, a total df two (2) days of 
personal business leave each school year for an employee, in addition to 
any authorized carryover from a prior year (see below). The District will 
bear the substitute cost for the first two days of personal leave plus any 
authorized Carryover leave. 
6.11 F i The District will automatically carry forward up to three (3) days of 
personal Leave into subsequent leave years. Employees will be allowed 
to have a maximum personal leave accrual of five (5) days inclusive of 
up to three (3) days carryover and the current year's two (2) day 
entitlement. Leave in excess of three (3) days at the end of the leave 
year will automatically be cashed out at the substitute rate. 
ii An employee may request up to five (5) additional personal leave days 
with the employee bearing the cost of the substitute for the reasons 
outlined above Reimbursement for substitute cost shall be made as a 
payroll deduction and will be so acknowledged by the employee as part 
of the leave request Tc is anticipated that such request will be made 
under exceptional circumstances. Approval of aueh leave is at the 
District's discretion, 
Basic 
allocation 
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Substitute 6.11 G The parties acknowledge that the District's first and foremost responsibility 
supply & is to provide an effective instructional program for tbe students. Non-
demand emergency personal business [eaves of teaching staff may need to be 
considerations proportionately curtailed within the number of qualified substitute teachers 
available at various times during the school year and on certain days of a 
school week, The District and Association will make every reasonable 
effort to recruit qualified personnel to expand tbe substitute list to reduce 
the number of limitations that will need to be made for people applying for 
leaves-
Critical periods 
opening & 
closing a 
school year 
It is essential that a school year opens and closes in an effective and 
businesslike manner, which requires the presence of the regular teacher 
Personal business leave will not normally be granted during the first 
five (5) days and last ten (10) days of a school year; exceptions allowed 
only for clearly slated and compelling reasons. 
DJ strict 
discretion of 
2% limitation 
of personal 
business leaves 
on a particular 
day 
Normally, first 
come, first 
served 
scheduling 
ii The parlies recognize that the demand for substitutes does vary at 
different time periods for a variety of reasons: flu epidemics; Fridays 
and Mondays; just prior or following a scheduled holiday; special 
meetings; Association meetings and conventions, etc. The District wilf 
give first priority to Ihe assignment of available subsritutes To replace a 
teacher who is ill or injured. The District may limit the number of 
personal business leaves allowed on any one (1J day ID 2% of the total 
District certificated staff. The District may further restrict the 2% limit 
in compelling situations where it is reasonable to conclude that 
substitute demands will exceed substitute availability. Such limitation 
is in addition to the specific authority of principaJs and supervisors to 
approve or disapprove individual leave requests. Within the Distnct-
wide limitation, personal business leaves will normally be approved in 
the order in which the leave was approved by the supervisor, then 
submitted to the automated substitute system or as appropriate. 
Minimum of 24 
hours advance 
request 
required 
6.11 H Application for personal business leave should be made as far in advance as 
possible and not less than twenty-four (24) hours to allow the District ample 
opportunity to determine if a qualified substitute is available and tbe teacher 
can be released. 
individual Days 6.11 I An employee will not be required to provide a verbal or written explanation 
of the reasons for personal business leave, providing the employee is not 
under a verbal or written caution for excessive or unauthorized absences or 
tardiness, and providing the absence would nut compromise significant pre-
scheduled academic or site-based activities as determined by the employee 
and the immediate supervisor-
Article 6.12 
Uncompensated Leaves - Short-Term and Long-Term 
General 6.12 A Authorized uncompensated leaves of absence may be allowed tor any one 
provisions (1) of the following reasons with approval of each request to be based on 
ralional basis in fact and approved or disapproved on the individual merits 
of each case. An administratis decision to deny authorized uncompensated 
ieave to an individual will not be made in an arbitrary, capricious manner 
invidious to one (1) individual or group of employees, 
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Recognized 
purposes for 
granting short-
& long-term 
leaves 
Adequate 
replacement 
personnel a 
requirement for 
discretionary 
leaves 
6.12 A i a. Absence due lo government service or obligation 
b. Rest and recuperation or emergency family illness advanced 
education 
c. Family caie [long-term family member illness, injury, disability) 
travel 
d. Sick leave beyond accumulated days 
e. Exchange leather, Peace Corps or Volunteers in Service to 
America 
fr To facilitate professional and persona] growth of benefit to the 
individual and to the District. 
g. Other significantly important reasons 
ii All applications for leave, short-term or long-term, shall be subject to 
evaluation on the basis of the possibility of any adverse effects to the 
school OT District program that might result from granting the leave and 
the availability of replacement personnel. 
Application 
information 
iii Application is timely, states the purpose for which the leave is desired* 
the date it should begin and.date of return, and any necessary available 
documents to support the validity of the request, 
Continuation of 
group insurance 
benefits 
Employee benefits (group insurance programs) which an individual 
desires and for which he/she may be eligible, may be continued at the 
employee^ expense* if necessary, by his/her direct payment to the 
business office during a period of authorised leave and when consistent 
with the regulations of the insurance carrier, 
Uncompensated - Short-Term 
6.12 B Authorized uncompensated short-term leave (i.e., leave for less than two 
Weeks) will be allowed to an employee, in accordance with the provision 
above and the following guidelines: 
Timely 
application 
minimum of 24 
hourj. 
Approval for short-term leave must normally be sought in writing as far 
in advance as possible and at least twenty-four (24) hours in advance of 
the anticipated absence, except in cases where a situation actually arises 
within that time limitation, in which case the individual is obligated to 
contact his/her building or unit administrator, or other appropriate 
authority, at the earliest possible moment. 
Valid purpose For purposes which could not reasonably have been accomplished 
outside the contracted school day and/or year. 
Extension of 
holidays limit 
iii When the days requested would ettend a vacation period, it mu&t be 
documented and wj[l be allowed only for significantly important 
personal reasons Decision on granting ot extension rest with the 
District 
Elected pub tic 
official J cave 
iv Short-term elected public ofllcial leave will be granted without lots of 
pay for the time required to be absent from duty. Such leave is 
restricted to leave on those days of required service as a public official 
that are not discretionary for the individual educator to schedule after 
school hours or on a non-school day and the request has been submitted 
in a timely matter-
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Timely 
application 
April 1 -
discretionary 
leaves 
Uncompensated - Long-Term 
6,12 C An authorized uncompensated leave may be allowed io an employee within 
the following guidelines1 
i Approval for a long-term uncompensated, leave, e.g . leave for two 
weeks or more, must normally be presented in writing as far in advance 
as possible, and prior to April 1 of a school year, if it is of a 
discretionary nature and will require a "delegate assignment" for a 
substantial period of time during an ensuing school contract year. 
ii The total number of long-term leaves of four-Fifths (4/5ths) or more ot 
the days of an ensuing school year which are of a discretionary nature 
may be limited by the District to three percent (3%) of the staff 
employed for the current yearT exclusive of those granted full year 
sabbatical leaves. 
Minimum 
application 
information 
Contents of 
long-term leave 
contracts 
Purpose, date 
& position 
assignment on 
return 
Legal 
considerations 
Provisions of 
termination of 
long-term leave 
Provisions to 
request 
extension of 
long-term leave 
Superintendent 
& Board 
approval 
requite*! 
iii The application for a long-term leave shall include the information cited 
in Article 6,12 A iii and IV above, and a statement of the positions in The 
District in which the individual would desire to be plated on his/her 
return from the leave. Tt must be noted, however, that the District's only 
obligation is to assign an individual to a positron for which he/she is 
qualified. 
iv The employee will submit a long-term leave form to the District for 
approval. The leave form will stipulate the purpose for which the leave 
is requested, the period covered by the lea^e, Che requirements for the 
employee to nonfy the district of his/her intent to return, and a 
conditional resignation in the event the employee fails to notify the 
district and/or return to duty following the end of the leave period- In 
leave situations covered by statute (i.e., military leave and FMLA) the 
employee's return placement will be in accordance with the applicable 
statute. In all other cases, the employee's return placement will be to an 
available position for which qualified (Chapter 7, Position Interest 
Register} unless a position is specifically agteed to on the leave form. 
v. An employee on long-term leave of absence must indicate in writing to 
the Stipcnntendent/designee by March 1 (preceding the school year 
when he/she is to return from leave or another specific notification date 
as may have been provided in the leave form) that he/she will be 
returning to The District on the date he/she is obligated to return to duty. 
Failure to do so will constitute an implied resignation from the District. 
Should the employee subsequently reapply, he/she may be placed in an 
available vacancy if one exists, but will have otherwise forfeited his/her 
right to re-employment. 
vi Requests for an extension of a long-term leave must be received by the 
District's Stiperintendentfdcsignee at [east thirty (30) days in advance of 
the authorized termination date, or no later than March I in the case of 
leaves for a full contract year, except when such compliance is beyond 
the control ot the employee. Extensions of up to one (1) year may be 
granted. Requests for extensions of a leave of absence must be 
endorsed by the Superintendent of Schools presented to the Board for 
action, and expressed by an addendum to the existing lea\c contract. 
Decisions on leave rest with the District. 
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Delegate 6.12 C vii A "delegate assignment" may be made of a certificated person 
replacement employed in accordance with provisions of RCW 28A.405.900, to Fill 
personnel for an opening on the District^ staff for Ihe period of lime the employee is 
employees on on leave, which may or may not be the position vacated by the 
leave individual taking leave-
Seniority rights viii Employee benefits and seniority rights (seniority lights will remain 
insurance & constant and not accumulate) held by an employee at the time of 
privileges application for a leave shall be retained during the period of authorized 
leave. 
Participation in insurance programs* and such other services for which 
payroll deduction is authorized, may continue at the employee's option 
and with the carrier's approval, provided prepayment of amounts due 
aredirectly transmitted by the individual to the School District business 
office, 
Article 6.13 
District Budget Crisis Leave-Uncompeosated (Set Chapter 14) 
Purpose of o.l3 A During a period of a District budget crisis such as a double levy failure, 
leave substantial reductions of state or federal funding, a significant drop in student 
enrollment, or a similar substantial change in projected funding of the 
District, a District budget crisis Leave will be granted to each certificated 
employee named for nan-renewal or dismissal as may apply for such leave 
Usual 6.13 B These reaves will be provided without regard to the normal March 1 
application application date for the stated reason of District convenience because of a 
dates budget crisis. An employee named for non-renewal/dismissal will offer as 
consideration for the granting of such leave the waiver and abandonment of 
Nature of such appeal rights provided him/her under law for a non-renewal/dismissal 
consideration notice and a promise to return to employmftnt to the District when a vacancy 
offered for a occurs for a regular assignment. The employee will file an appeal from the 
leave norwenewal/dismissal notice simultaneously with a request for a District 
budget crisis leave. Upon approval of the leave, the appeal will be dropped. 
Immediate 6.13 C Individuals taking leave during a period of District budget crisis will not be 
availability prohibited from accepting gainful employment, enrolling in advanced 
during crisis education programs. Or traveling during the leave period and shall not be 
year not terminated for that reason except on written request of the employee. 
required 
Leave rj 13 D Leaves granted because of such crisis situations will normally be renewed 
extensions for a annually upon a timely request if crisis circumstances continue to prevail 
continuing beyond the initial year for which the leave was granted. Application for 
crisis situation renewal of budget crisis leaves must be submitted by May 15 of each year 
Partial year 6-13 E Individuals accepting leave during a period of District crisis and desiring 
reinstatements reinstatement to a partial year acEive assignment, should a vacancy appear for 
in crisis yeaii which they are qualified, will request continuing active application status for 
those positions and will be reasonably placed according to Chapter 7, the 
Professional Placement provisions of this Agreement 
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Preferential 
placemen! of 
individuals on 
leave 
6.13 F Qualified employees seeking reinstatement shall have preference over 
currtnt employees in filling of any vacancy in the year(s) of a budge! crisis. 
Reinstatement 6.13 G 
criteria same as 
non-renewal 
criteria 
Eligibility for the reinstatement of an employee on leave during and at ihe 
conclusion of the time of a budge) crisis year shall be set on the basis of 
prioritized lists developed by applying the criteria used to determine the 
probable cause for non-renewal or dismissal in the layoff and recall 
procedure. Employees determined most eligible for retention will be the 
fust to be reinstated 
District 6.13 H l All certificated employees who receive notice of probable cause of non-
employment renewal or discharge of their leaching contracts wilt he placed in a 
pool, source for District employment pool and will be considered for any vacancy in the 
filling partial &. District which thereafter occurs. Any vacancy (partial or full-year) in 
full-year ihe District will be filled by an available, qualified individual from the 
vacancies pool, consistent with reduction in force procedures. The term 
"vacancy" shall be liberally construed and shall include all positions 
that may become vacanl for any reason(s). 
ii Employment qf an individual from outside the employment pool will be 
allowed only if there is no Individual voluntarily available in the pool 
and reasonably qualified for a specific vacancy. 
Duration in 6.131 Certificated employees will be retained in ihe District employment pool until 
employment reemployed, or resigned, or by allowing Iheii economic leave to lapse by not 
pool substitute making a timely annual application for an extension. (See Arlicle 6.L3 D) 
service Any individual in the pool will, on request, be placed on the substitute 
teachers'list for the following yean 
Procedure for 6.13 J Any individual in the bargaining unit who may not have been named for 
creating a non-reuewaf or discharge by operation of the layoff and recall criteria and 
voluntary procedures may, of his/her own volition, without regard for normal 
"vacancy" in application deadlines and prior to the opening qf a school year or semester, 
economic crisis apply for and receive a budget crisis leave under the provisions ofRCW 
year 28A.405.90C to allow an individual from the employment pool to serve in 
his/her regular assignment for a stipulated half or full school year. 
Employment 6,13 K Any employee on District budget crisis leave will be considered to have 
status continuing employment status with the District for the purposes of the 
continuation of maintenance of seniority status (reinstatement, salary schedules, e t c ) and for 
group insurance group insurance programs. He/she shall be provided full opportunity to 
programs make mutually satisfactory and necessary arrangement to provide direct 
payments through the District business office for [he continuation of such 
insurance programs during the period(s) of the leave. 
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C H A P T E R ? . F R O F E S S I O N A L P L A C E M E N T 
Article 7,1 
Fundamental The District and the Association acknowledge that the single most critical factor 
concepts of determining the quality of instruction in a school district is its professional staff, as that 
placement quality derives from effective procedures of recruitment, selection, and assignment in 
adjusting to the continuous changes in enrollment patterns, new instructional techniquesh 
and programs as they emerge to meet the needs of the students and community. It shall 
be the policy of the District to recruit, hire, and promote qualified persons without regard 
to race, colorT religion, sex, age, national origin, marital status, or because of a handicap, 
as wjll best meet the requirements of a specific position opening in a District program. 
Article 7.2 
Basic 7.2 A Educators will normally be assigned, reassigned, or transferred with due 
placement recognition to professional qualifications, experience, personal interest, and 
decisions within the scope of their teaching certificate, as well as their major and minor 
consideration fields of study, as these factors relate to the identified duties and 
responsibilities of a specific position opening. All professional placement 
decisions will be reached on a rational basis of fact, and in a thoughtful and 
judicious manner. Assignments Outside the scope of certification, experience. 
or of major or minor fields of study, shall be temporary and for emergency 
reasons Only. 
Personal 7-2 B It is an objective of the District to try to place each certificated staff member 
preference into an assignment of his/her preference whenever this can be done consistent 
considerations with providing a high quality instructional program for the students of the 
an objective not community. However, the District is not required and will not reassign an 
a mandate individual to an open position of preference for which he/she may qualify by 
preparation and seniority when it cannot reasonably foresee finding a 
qualified replacement from within die District, or when financially feasible 
from outside the District, to fill the position he/she would leave 
Article 7,3 
Definitions In the interest of common understanding of terms used in the placement of personnel the 
following terms are hereby defined: 
7.3 A Position: A defined set of particular duties and responsibilities for 
implementation Of a District program within one (1) or more administrative 
units usually with particular entry qaalifications as provided by statute or 
District job description. Positions are classified as: 
l Permanent Position; An established position that has existed for one 
(1) or more years and is anticipated to be continued indefinitely surged 
to possible substantive changes in student enrollment or in the Districts 
curriculum prugram(sj. Most positions are presumed permanent 
ii Temporary Position: A position established to meet (an) identified 
transitional need(s} of a particular program, or to meet a potentially 
short-term expansion in student enrollment or a new pilot program in a 
school A position anticipated to be phased out in one (1) or two (2) 
vears 
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7.3 A iii Head Teacher/Program Coordinator Position: A position dial 
requires administrative arid supervisory responsibilities (exclusive of 
summative evaluation) and thai is filled from die teacher bargaining unit. 
(See Article 7.15) 
7.3 B Assignment; Assignment is the placemen! of an individual in an open 
position. Assignments are classified as: 
i Standard Assignment: The placement of an employee serving on a 
continuing or provisional basic contract of employment into a permanent 
position opening, 
ii Acting Assignment: The placement of a teacher into a position-usually 
permanent position-for not more than one (I) school year Permanent 
positions and/or newly created position openings are filled on an "acting 
assignment" basis if they occur after the first fifteen (13) school days of 
the school year. As an exception, an employee hired into a position 
during the first fifteen (15) school days which was a known vacancy at 
the end of the previous school year and for which PIR candidates were 
available will be in an acting assignment- An "acting assignment" 
expires at the close of the current school year and the position becomes 
subject to the normal PIR or recruiting process. Experience in an aenng 
assignment shall not be used as a qualification requirement. 
iii Replacement Teacher—Time Certain Assignment: The placement uf 
a contracted employee into a permanent or a temporary position as a 
replacement for a continuing contract teacher on a sabbatical, regular, or 
other leave (RCW 2SA-405.900). The replacement may not necessarily 
serve in the same position vacated by the individual on leave. (This 
classification was previously referred to as delegate assignment-
Replacement teachers will receive the same benefits as all other 
teachers) 
iv Casual day substitute assignment. The daily on-call employment of an 
employee in a variety of different positions, or die placement of an 
employee-in a specific position for a period of not more than twenty (20) 
days. Such employment does not confer benefits, and will be paid at Ehe 
Board approved daily rate regardless of the aggregate rate of 
employment (i e.F less than, equal to, or greater than 30 days in a given 
year.) Exceptions to place the employee at a scheduled rate may be made 
by the Administrator of Human Resources when necessary to meet the 
needs of the District 
v Term Substitute Assignment 
vLa. The placement of a substitute into a position for a period of time that is 
contemplated to be potentially more than twenty 120) work days but le^s 
than ninety-one (91} dav&. 
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7.3 E v.lx The assignment will terminate upon the return of the standard assignment 
teacher, a drop in student enrollment, or the end of the school year. 
whichever comes first. However, if the individual is not replacing a 
teacher on indeterminate sick, or other similar leave, he/she should be 
offered a contract for the remainder of the year or a provisional contract 
if; he/she has served ninety (90) days or more, been evaluated as 
performing satisfactory service, and is likely to complete the student 
attendance year in Ihe assigned position. A term substitute replacement 
is treated like an acting assignment, and the position will be subject to 
PIR placement for the ensuing school year. If qualified and registered 
PIR candidates are not available, the District may permanently assign the 
position to the former term substitute or another candidate. 
v.c. The first twenty (20) days of service will normally be paid at the 
minimumdaily rate of the first step of the salary schedule. Exceptions to 
place the employee at the scheduled rate may be made by the 
Administrator of Human Resources when necessary to meet the needs of 
the District On the twenty-first (21) day of service the teacher will be 
placed on the salary schedule according to his/her qualifications and 
becomes a member of the teachers' bargaining unit, subject to 
representation fees, and eligible for membership in the Association. 
Similarly, an employee initially placed at the Board approved, daily 
substitute rate for a period of time expected to be not more than twenty 
(20) days whose placement subsequendy exceeds twenty (20) days, will 
be placed on the scheduled rate and become a member of the teachers* 
bargaining unit, subject to representation fees, and eligible for 
membership in the Association on the twenty-first (21) day. The 
placement on payroll in each case will become effective at the nent cut-
off date following the twenty-first (21) day. A term substitute will be 
eligible for enrollment in the group insurance plans of the District 
following their twenty-first (21) working day of employment in the same 
assignment. An employee who: 
1 is assigned to a term substitute appointment that meets the 
requirements of Article 7.3, and 
2 who completes the 21 s t working day qualifying period, and 
3 whose term sub appointment subsequently terminates, and 
4 who is again assigned as a term sub under Article 7.3 in the same 
school year. 
5 will not be required to complete a second qualifying period, and 
6 will be eligible to subscribe to health benefits on the first day of the 
month following the first month in which they work a majority of the 
working days. 
v.d Re-employed Annuitants; When a retired employee ii pluced on a one-
year contract or as a term substitute, the employee will be emiiled lo the 
following compensation and benefits: 
1 Payment from the first day of the term substitute or one-year 
appointment at the appropriate per diem rate based on education and 
years of experience 
2 Coverage under the dental, vision, and prescription insurance 
program if employed as a -36 or greater FTE. 
3 Entitlement toTRJon the same basis as all other employees if 
employed tor 5 or greater FTE. 
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7.3 B v.e. Position Definition. The District will normally define positions at a 
minimum of forty percent (40%). This will quahfy an individual for 
the opportunity to obtain heal[h insurance benefits. (Example1 Two 
(2) individuals sharing a position of five (5) teaching periods would 
be computed as one ( I ) sixty percent (60%) teacher with benefits 
and one ( I ) teacher with forty percent [40%) of the benefits.) 
vi Protected Positions. The Associaiion has reluctantly acknowledged that 
the District must assign qualified personnel to certain co- and 
extracurricular student programs to ensure they will be of good quality. 
Consequently* an individual of little District seniority that has the 
necessary qualifications to handle, both a co- and extracurricular 
assignment as well as a regular curriculum assignment can obtain a 
preferential treatment in the s ta t ing Of a school. A person with much 
District seniority in a curricolum assignment without qualifications 
and/or desire to serve in a co-textracunicular activity assignment is at 
risk to be reassigned. The administrative prerogative to assign 
individuals of little seniority in protected co-/extracurricular "protected" 
positions should be kept to a critical few situations. Certificated staff 
members placed into the three [3) classes of positions in a building as 
identified below are protected from an involuntary reassignment caused 
by the reduction of staff in a building. 
vLn. Staff assigned because of established affirmative action program 
staffing objectives, ethnic-minority, etc. 
vi b. Staff assigned to co-curricular extended-day activities by virtue of 
their curriculum teaching assignment, which are middle school and 
high school vocai and instrumental, high school journalism and 
yearbook, high school drama and stage. 
VLC- Intramural director in middle schools-
Transfers 7.3 C Transfer refers essentially to a change in place <e g., building or 
administrative unrt) where services arc performed. An administrative unit 
Administrative exists when all like certificated employees are managed and supervised under 
unit defined a central administrator (e.g., counselors* psychologists, visual and performing 
arts, ELL teachers, and special services teachers for high needs students). 
Designation of additional employee groups as administrative units is subject 
to mutual agreement of ihc Association and the District, Employees in an 
administrative utu't are considered as being assigned to the unit and not to a 
specific location. However, prior to reassignment of employees within an 
administrative unit, the employees will be given notice of the basis for the 
proposed reassignment and provided an opportunity to have their input 
considered as part of a final decision 
Reassignment 7.3 D Reassignment: Reassignment refers to a change in a "position," i.e., new 
grade level, subject maner, administrative position (with or without transfer 
to another place). 
Opcniri; 7.3 E Opening: An opening in a position exists when no currently employed 
certificated person has been formally assigned to fill it 
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Vacancy 
Position 
Interest 
Register 
defined & 
described 
7-3 F Vacancy: A vacancy refers to an opening in an existing or newly-created 
position in which no currently employed qualified member of the bargaining 
unit has expressed an interest through the Position Interest Register; or no 
Currently interested employe? po5ses^es the qualifications and is selected to 
fill the position (Article 7.7). A vacancy may be filled by employment of an 
individual from outside the District. An opening in existence or occurring 
between July 15 and October 15 may be considered a vacancy subject to the 
FIR provisions of this chapter, 
7-3 G APosition Interest Register procedure will be maintained by the Human 
Resources Office to provide an employee the opportunity to officially register 
his/her interest and willingness to be considered and assigned to a position 
opening(s) when it appears. 
Specific 
position(s) 
interest 
An employee may file far a specific position opemng(s). A request for 
assignment to a specific position will constitute an employee^ 
authorization for him/her to be placed in the position at any time it 
becomes available without the necessity of additional consultation with 
the Human Resources Office. 
General 
transfer & 
reassignment 
interest 
An employee may file a general transfer and/or reassignment interest 
request indicating that he/she is interested and wifl accept any open 
position for which he/she maybe qualified by certification and college 
preparation, i.e,. majors and minors and/or prior experience, after basic 
consultation with the Human Resources Office. Employees will be 
restricted in theii selection of sites for which they wish lo be considered 
to three (3) sites for secondary employees and four (4) sites for 
elementary employees, 
Summer 
service on the 
Position 
Interest 
Register 
Duration of 
interest listings 
iii The Human Resources Office will maintain, in conjunction with the 
regular Position Interest Register, an opportunity for employees to 
provide specific and accurate information of addresses and phone 
numbers where they may be contacted during the summer, to be notified 
when there is an opening in a position of interest to them. Unless the 
employee files a summer service request, the Human Resources Office 
will not attempt, escept in an involuntary assignment situation, to notify 
the employee of openings of interest to him/her as listed in the regular 
Position Interest Register between the last duty day of one (1) school 
year and August 15. 
Lv.a. An employee's position li'.ting(s) in the Position Interest Register 
will expire automatically August 15 of each year. Employees may 
register between January 1 and March 14 for the ensuing year-
.b. A position interest request for a position may be withdrawn by the 
employee at any time prior to the time a reassignment has actually 
been made. 
IV 
iv .c. Employees are responsible for investigating the sitc(s) for which 
they register and will be deleted from the register if they receive and 
decline a compatible position offer. An employee may subsequently 
decline a previously accepted assignment if significant 
circumstances warrant and conditions permit. 
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7 3 G iv.d. When an employee has upgraded his/her qualifications for a 
particular position after March 15, the employee may contact the 
Human Resources Office to make notation that he/she has become 
eligible for additional assignments Employees who are surplus or 
who are otherwise unal igned by May 1 (i.e., returning from year 
long leave of absence) will he provided a list of all current openings 
and be given preference by seniority for any of those identified 
openings prior to new employee placement. 
iv.e. NEW CT additional listings by an employee not covered by the above 
circumstances may be allowed at any lime al the discretion of the 
Human Resources Office. 
v The Association and ihe District agree that it is in the District's and the 
employee's interests to have reasonable stability within an elementary 
building and to avoid excessive reassignments. Excess employees who 
are involuntarily placed in a new building will beesemptfrom 
displacement for a period of two (2) years. 
vi The District will provide for the return of teachers on special assignment 
to the classroom by granting them a placement choice from any available 
vacancy for which they are qualified prior to making the PTR listing 
available to buildings for placement Seniority will apply within the 
TOSA grouping, 
Posting 13 H Posting: The procedure by which the District provides information about 
openings and vacancies to employees and to individuals interested in 
becoming employees with the District. (See also Article 7.7) 
Seniority 131 Seniority: For the purposes of Chapter 7 seniority is defined as the total 
number of most recent continuous full years of service under a regular 
contract in the Vancouver School District. 
Article 7.4 
An individual, to be assured full consideration in obtaining desired placements, is 
responsible to regularly inspect and update his/her personnel file by submitting current, 
official ttanscripts, certificates, credentials, evaluations of experience, and other 
pertinent documents regarding his/her qualifications. 
Article 7.5 
Within the parameters prescribed by state statute and District policy, ihe District will 
consult with the Association (in request but shall solely determine, except as limited by 
provisions of this Agreement, the number of positions and the specific duties it deems 
necessary for the effective operation of the District's program of curriculum and 
instruction and extended-day programs. 
Article 7,6 
Position A position posting will provide the following information; 
classification 
7.(i A The District will specify the tenure of [he position. 
Establishment 
of positions 
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Minimum & 7.6 B 
desirable 
qualifications 
Extended duties 7.6 C 
& 
responsibilities 
requirement 
The basic qualifications necessary for an applicant to be considered for 
placemen* in it and supporting desirable qualifications thai may be 
considered in selecting an applicant fbi a specific position. Qualifications 
may be identified in the position description in lien of the position posting 
providing such description is referenced in the posting and is available to the 
employee through the internet or through the Human Resource Office, 
A specific position posting may include a statement of extended-day or 
extended-year duties and responsibilities that may be appended to the basic 
contract assignment and basic and desirable qualifications necessary for 
such a supplementary contract service-
Affirmative 7,6 D A specific position posting shall include a statement* when appropriate, of 
action any special considerations under the affirmative action plan established for 
weightings the District. 
7.6 E The probable location of the position (when known). 
7,6 F The District official to be contacted for an application. 
Article 7.7 
Posting It shall be a basic policy and practice of the District to provide means for the broadest 
guidelines passible distribution of information of and about all certificated position openings to 
assure that all interested and qualified persons have an opportunity to be considered. 
Position 
Opening 
posting 
Primary means 7.7 A The primary means of notifying the in-distnet candidates of openings shall 
of notification be the Position Interest Register procedure and the District web site and e-
mail (see 7.7 C). 
Posting time 
limits period 
Oct. L5-July 15 
5 days 
Period July 16-
Qct. 14 
summary 
decisions 
1.1 B During the period October 15 to July IS, an opening will be kept open 
for a minimum of five (5) working days to allow maximum opportunity 
for in-district and out-of'district candidates to make application. 
During the period July L6 to October 14. the Association acknowledges 
that the District may be required to reduce the five (5) day open time 
period and to make summary employment of out-of-district candidates 
and/or transfers and reassignments of employee teachers from school to 
school or class to class to meet problems of changing and unanticipated 
enrollment patterns toward the goal ol equalizing class sizes between 
schools and among classes. In-district candidates will be considered 
prior to employment of out-of-district candidates in filling an opening 
during this time period, providing they have requested summer service 
in the Position Interest Register. 
Time limit 
newly created 
iii Newly-created positions must be posted for a minimum of five (5) days 
and every reasonable effort made to inform and provide in-district 
candidates the opportunity to be considered before the positions are 
filed. 
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7.7 B iv District employees, other than special services, who are on 1.0 FTE 
assignments Ihal are splil between buildings and who have made 
themselves available for placement on the current PER, will be afforded 
the opportunity to be placed in a single location (LO FTE) prior to 
placing a non-district employee in Ihe position. 
Bulletin 7.7 C i All position openings will be posted on Ihe VSD's web site. 
procedures, Immediately after the position is posted, all certificated employees will 
posted be notified through the District's email mat a position has been posted 
positions to the web inviting them to view the posting if interested. 
Schools n For schools that are not current with technology, the postings) will be 
without faxed to the secretary for posting in the building in a location where all 
technology employees will have the opportunity to view all posted positions 
iii The Association acknowledges that when there is an expanding student 
enrollment and a decline in the number of high quality candidates in 
short supply for certain kinds of positions, the District may have a need 
to offer "letters of intent" to applicants as early as a year in advance to 
persons from outside the District. This recognition is intended to assure 
that well-qualified persons are obtained for the ensuing school year. 
However, the Human Resources Office will make the specific 
placement of the new employee consistent with PIR requirements. In 
especially difficult recruiting situations, and with the Association's 
consent, the district may commit to and specify the placement in the 
letter of intent and not subject it to the PIR process 
It is further acknowledged that when a building (administrative unit) 
staff has participated in the extensive planning and organizing of a 
program employees may be retained in the positions for the ensuing 
school year. 
Position 
Interest 
Register 
enrollment 
period 
Student 
population & 
program fore-
cabins needs 
Curriculum 
staffing needs 
7.7 D The outgoing Association president will have first seniority in PlR 
placement 
Article 7.S 
Annual Timeline and Procedures for Staff Deployment to Staff District Programs 
7.8 A Professional staff are invited to register their interest through the District's 
web site or in the Human Resources Office (January 1—March 14) to be 
considered for openings. 
7.8 B 
7.SB 
The District will normally determine the anticipated student enrollment 
and will forecast the instructional program needs ai students for Ihe 
ensuing school year to determine the number and kind of teaching and 
other curriculum positions required for each school (administrative unit) 
in the District 
Secondary principals will define posjtions (Article 7 5) into terms of 
teaching sections in the program subjects to be taught, elementary 
principals in terms of grade level classes to be taught. 
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Extraeurricular-
cumcular 
staffing needs 
Discussion with 7 
building faculty 
reps of 
curriculum 
program & staff 
assignments 
iii Each principal will also determine the positions needed in paid co-
cumcular and extracurricular programs for the effective operation of 
the school, (Article 7-3 B vi) 
i Each principal will review the qualifications of the staff currently 
assigned to the school to try to properly place each resident staff 
member into identified positions in die programs. The principal will 
meet with the building facutty advisory council (faculty representatives) 
to discuss program and staffing plans as soon as information is available 
for discussion purposes, but not later than the first week of May. 
ii The principal will call for volunteers for identified building assignments 
or placemen! in the unaligned pool. 
Tentative iii The principal will tentatively place individual educators of the building 
placement staff according to the qualifications and will consider personal 
plans preferences of each educator to cany out the identified position 
formulated assignments. 
Human 7.8 D i The principal will identify to the Human Resources Office the specific 
resources nature (responsibilities and duties) of any position not filled by cuneni 
involvement staff because of (a) increased enrollment of students, (b) presently 
assigned building staff lacks qualifications to fill an identified position, 
(c) the names of resident staff believed excess because of (1) decline in 
enrollment, (2) individual qualifications do not match an identified 
position openingT (3) student program needs. 
ii Each principal will review with the Human Resources Office trie 
individuals tentatively assigned as excess pursuant to established 
criteria followed (Article 7.9) and the specific rationale for each 
decision. 
Employee 7.BE i An individual not assigned in the principals' initial staff placement plan 
notification of (Article 7.S C i)) will be notified in writing by Human Resources that 
placement to he/she is tentatively placed in an unassigned staff nook The building 
"unassigned principal will, simultaneously to the written notice* meet and conler 
staff' pool with each teacher identified for the unassigned pool to review the 
conference rationale followed in making that decision. 
Unal igned ii Individuals placed in an unassigned pool may complete a Position 
staff pool Interest Register form. The District will attempt to place individuals in 
considerations areas of preference, but the District may ptace them in openings for 
which they are qualified by certification, education, or experience. 
Displaced iii An individual involuntarily placed will be given priority consideration 
person for assignment into District openings in accordance with his/her 
consideration qualifications, preference, and total cumulative seniority as a 
certificated staff person in the District. 
Reinstatement 7-8 E iv An employes reassigned involuntarily because of a reduction of staff 
provision will be given priority to return to the original building to a specific 
(District vacancy if qualified fas determined by the District? that may occur 
determination) following his/her displacement providing he/she has the same or greaLer 
District seniority than another candidate vying for placement in the 
opening. 
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Article 7,9 
Whf n the District becomes overstaffed District-wide (more staff than 
funded for), they may place staff members involuntarily into positions 
for which they are qualified to meet the urgent needs of the District in 
an attempt to prevent layoff of staff. 
Criteria for the placement of an individual in a rjosltion (existing or newly-created, 
curricular or extracurricular program) are in priority order as follows: 
Final placement 7.9 A 
considerations 
in displacement 
A candidate is deemed qualified for a defined position by virtue of 
documented qualifications to handle all of the responsibilities
 0f the 
position. Relevant qualifications are: 
Fully 
qualified 
consideration 
j Proper certification 
ii Formal training: Le.T a major or minor or a comparable equivalent 
number and pattern of course units that would qualify an individual as 
determined by me District. 
iii Experience: Written verification of prior successful experience in 
teaching a subject, etc., or in thecase of extracunicular activities 
adequate experience or education as determined by the District except 
as limited in Article 13 B n t Acting Assignment. 
iv Performance: Demonstration of successful performance based on 
documented evaluations and/or disciplinary actions. All such 
evaluations of internal employees will give full and fair consideration to 
employee comments thereto, and will only consider evaluation or 
behavior data that is documented in compliance with this Agreement 
Protected 
assignment 
considered 
7^fl 
v Interviews: The purpose of the interview for m-distnct candidates shall 
be exclusively for the purpose of verification and validation of the 
qualifications stated in i, ii, and hi above The interview process and/or 
performance of the interviewee shall not be used to determine the 
capability of the candidate(s) for a position which has been opened 
pursuant to the provisions in the Position Interest Register. The 
composition of tbe interview team* if used, shall consist of the building 
principal and no more than two (2) other staff members from within the 
building for which the open position exists It is understood that the 
principal shall determine The recommendation for the position-
Any applicable affirmative action program objectives, considerations, and 
Other protected assignments that may apply will be considered-
Involuntary 
prior 
displacement 
placement 
Staffing 
sequence 
7.9 C Involuntary displacement considerations, i.e. reinstatement to original 
building assignment. (See Article 7-8 E ivj 
7 9 D The sequence for mak ing staffing decisions within ihc District 15: 
Candidates in the building. 
i Candidates in the District. 
ii Candidates from outside of the District 
Seniority 7.9 fc. Seniority is as defined in Article 7.3 I. 
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Self-reoewaf 7.9 F Seniority being equal amongcandidalesh an employee with five (5) or more 
opportunity years of service in his/her current assignment, Le„ school grade level 
considerations subject, etc., will be given preference. 
Article 7.10 
Information to 7.10 A The Human Resources Office will utilize the Position Interest Register to 
building provide building (unit) administrators the names of the in-district. leave 
administrators return, and excess employees who are interested and qualified to fill an 
opening in a position under their supervision. 
Applicant 7,10 B The Human Resources Office is responsible for the Position Interest 
selection Register, the posting procedures for positions, and determination of the 
assignment recommendation for a position assignment. The recommend atioti to the 
responsibilities Board for an assignment will be made by the Human Resources Office, 
7,10 C The District will make every reasonable effort to fill all known open 
positions, (existing and newly-created) for an ensuing school year prior to the 
last all-faculty duty day of Ihp current school year. 
Article 7.11 
June 1 An educator may reasonably assume that his/her assignment in a specific 
notification position will continue through the next school year without alteration if he/she has not 
been given written notification prior to June 1 that circumstances exist and there is a 
probability that his/her position may be abolished or substantially altered, or he/she may 
be transferred oi reassigned to another position. Any alteration that may be required 
because of unforeseen circumstances that arise during the summer that mayor will alter 
an educator's assignment will be brought immediately to his/her attention at his/her last 
known phone or mailing address. He/she will be given every reasonable assistance in 
being placed in an open position of his/her choice of those available up to the opening 
day of school. He/she may request that such a placement be recorded as an involuntary 
placement in his/her personnel file. 
Prompt 
notification of 
status of 
application to 
all candidates 
Article 7.12 
An employee who is interviewed for the possible appointment to a listed vacancy under 
these procedures will be promptly notified as soon as it is determined that the individual 
will, or will not. be recommended far appointment. 
Review of If not selected, an employee applicant may request a conference through the Human 
deficiencies Resources Office to meet with an appropriate administrator for the purpose of obtaining 
provided counsel as to what specific steps, if any .he/she should take to become better qualified 
for appointment to similar vacancies in the future and why Ihe successful candidate was 
recommended for appointment. At the employee^ request, a record of the conference 
may be included in his/her personnel file. 
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Article 7.13 
Requirements An opening occurring after the first fifteen (15) school days of the school year and the 
for filling end of Ehe school year will normally be filled by an "acting" assignment (Artide 7.3 B 
openings ii) in reorganization of the building staff or employment of an individual on a delegate 
assignment basis (Article 7,3 B iii)}, In special and unusual situations* and when 
necessary to secure qualified candidates, the District may make a continuing (non-
acting) appointment during the school year. However, normal procedures of 
notification and interviewing to assure that all interested and qualified employees are 
considered will be utilized prior to conclusively filling the position on a continuing 
basis during a current year or for the ensuing year. In addition, the Association must be 
notified in advance of the recruitment action of the special and unusual situation. The 
Association reserves the right to grieve such action if not in agreement that special and 
unusual circumstances exist. Mid-year reassignments will be allowed whenever such 
action can be reasonably construed as not excessively disruptive of present assignments, 
consistent with sound instructional procedures and programs for students, and/or to fill 
an opening in aposition for which few current employees hold the required 
qualifications. 
Article 7.M 
Involuntary and Special Situation Placements 
Involuntary 7,14 A Involuntary changes in placement of professional educators-transfers or 
placements reassignmcnts - will be effected only lo accommodate urgent needs of the 
District. Such involuntary changes, when required, shall be accomplished in 
compliance with the following procedures: 
Volunteers i No opening will be filled or created by means of involuntary change, if 
there is a qualified employee volunteer available in the same building. 
Considerations 
required 
ii Whenever an involuntary change in placement is necessary, proper 
consideration will be given to any alternative action to fulfill the urgent 
needs of the District, all aspects of the individual's professional 
qualifications, the individual's expressed preference for placement, and 
the effect on his/her total compensation. 
Explanation 
conference 
di Such involuntary changes in placement will occur only alter a 
conference between the individual and the administrator of Human 
Resources and/or his/her designee, at which time the individual will be 
given an explanation as to why the change is essential to the urgent 
needs of the District, which explanation will establish a rational basis of 
fact. 
Representation 
allowed 
IV At the time of scheduling any such explanatory conference, the 
individual employee may, at his/her option, be accompanied by a 
representative of his/her own choosing from the Association. 
Alternate 
vacancies 
provided 
At the lime of any proposed involuntary change in placement the 
individual employee shall have access to a complete listing of currently 
reported openings far which he/she is qualified in the District, and shall 
be afforded an alternative opportunity to apply fur any vacancy so 
listed 
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Statutory rights 7.14 A vi No involuntary change in placements wili be effected that may 
protected compromise in any way the employee's rights under the statutory 
provisions. 
7.14 B It is recognised that compelling, special situations may exist whereby a 
change of position assignments within the District is necessary to serve the 
interest of the employee. Such situations may be initiated by the District. Che 
Association, or the employee concerned, and in all cases will be based an 
collaboration between the Association and the District, When such 
situations e*i$th the District may identify a reassignment/transfer and offer 
such change to the employee outside of the normal placement procedures. 
Typically, such options would be based on existing vacancies. However, in 
the most compelling situations, such reassignment/transfer may be used 
concurrent with the above "urgent" need authority of the District. Examples 
of appropriate situations include but are not limited to: 
i Transfer or reassignment of employees who have served successfully in 
an especially challenging and demanding assignment-
ii Transfer or reassignment of a successfully performing employee who 
has been unsuccessful for a number of years in gaining a reassignment 
through normal reassignment procedures. 
iii Transfer or reassignment of an employee due to a compelling personal 
situation that is beyond the control of the employee. 
AHicle 7.15 
Promotional 
positions 
Temporary & 
permanent 
promotional 
positions 
defined 
7.15 A Any opening in The District which offers a "promotion" as defined in this 
statement of procedures will be posted in The same manner as other 
openings. Every reasonable effort will be made to post openings for these 
positions prior to the beginning of the summer holiday. Recommendations 
for appointment to a promotional position will not normally be initiated until 
an opportunity has been provided for all qualified employees to be 
interviewed for the position. Qualifications shall not be altered substantially 
after publication of such notice of the opening, unless the notification 
procedure is reinstituted. along with a statement of the rationale for such 
changes. 
7 !5 B The Superintendent and Board may make ad hoc "acting" assignments of 
certificated personnel to fill a regular promotional position. However, such 
assignees shall have the basic requirements for the position and shall not 
serve beyond the current school year 
Explanation 7.15 C The two (2) previous Articles (7.15 A a n d B ) do not apply to positions 
conference created in reorganization/consolidation of administrative positions or lateral 
transfers of current administrative employees 
Article 7.16 
Teacher Teachers may, when qualified, with consent of their immediate supervisors, exchange 
exchange their regularly assigned teacher positions for a duration of time mutually agreed to by 
the participating teachers and respeenve building administrators. The purpose of this 
exchange shall be for the expansion of teacher experiences in other buildings, in other 
grade levels, and/or subject areas. Exchange of positions on a permanent basis are 
subject to review and final approval by ihe Human Resources Office. 
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Article 7,17 
Relocation of Relocation of a leacher and/or his/her class to another building shall be accomplished; 
teachers with the greatest possible prior notice; with passible assistance in packing, transporting, 
and unpacking materials from the one site to the other to eliminate or reduce the 
necessity of overtime by the teacher. The District will determine if extra paid work 
day(s) will be provided in making the transition. 
When a building is closed or opened due 10 remodeling, construction, etc.T and a 
certificated staff member is required to relocate to another site, the VSD will provide 
two (2) eight (8) hour days per affected staff member. Adjustment may be made by 
mutual agreement of ihe principal and the staff member^). 
When a temporary disruption due to remodeling, construction, etc., of the workplace 
requires a staff member [omo\e to another area within Che same building (site), the 
sixteen (16) hours may be utilized to accomplish the move(s). Distribution of hours 
worked will be applied in a flexible manner to accomplish the needs of the individual 
and the District, However, it is recognized that construction contracts may restrict the 
flexibility requested. 
The District shall transport the supplies, materials* and equipment to the designated site 
or classroom. 
]n the event that a certificated staff member is required to relocate after the beginning of 
the school year to a reassignment or is required to change an entire grade level or 
subject matter, the District will provide a minimum of two (2) days without students for 
preparation in the new assignment, 
Article 7,18 
TOSAsand Teachers on Special Assignment {TOSA): The District is encouraged to use teachers 
Mentors on special assignment to perform functions that can best be fulfilled with cfassroom 
teacher knowledge, and that are appropriately rotated among teachers to maintain a 
contemporary knowledge of classroom need^, issues, and challenges. Activities 
included in this category include, but are not limited to, mentoring, curriculum review 
and developments special program operations, and development of extended learning 
programs. In making such assignments, the following provisions apply: 
7-18 A i The District will post the position in accordance with normal posting 
requirements of this contract and subject to any qualification criteria 
otherwise specified (i e., OSPf or RCW requirements). Qualifications 
will be based on job analysis of the position/function to be performed. 
Additionally, the District will encourage building administrators to 
consult with their site-based team and recommend well-qualified 
teachers for consideration An annual reminder of this will be made by 
VEA when teachers and administrators are completing the self-
assessment process. The District retains the final decision regarding 
selection 
ii TOSA assignments in mentoring and curriculum will normally be for a 
two-year period. A lesser period may be stipulated in the job posting 
based on the specific need The District may extend the TOSA 
assignment for a third year without further consideration of other 
members when it is necessary for completion of a project The District 
wiH inform the Association or such situations and the reason therefore. 
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7.18 A iii To the entent practical, TOSAs will represent the full spectrum of 
classroom teachers (grade level categories), and will be provided with 
experience across the spectrum of TOSA responsibilities (i e,F 
mentoring, curriculum. etc,). 
iv The District will provide TOSAs with professional development and 
leadership development opportunities while on special assignment. 
v The District will aggregate extended days/year (Appendix E), TRI. and 
any other agreed upon, additional, compensation and provide for 
payment of the aggregate amount over the ten (10) student attendance 
months. In no case will the District reduce the extended day amount 
below any state authorized and funded stipend, 
vi TOSAs on part-time release will be paid proportionately to full-time 
TOSAs. 
vii Extended-day compensation and duties are in addition to [he basic 
contract and are based on an eight (B) hour on-site duty day. 
viii TOSAs completing the special assignment will return to the classroom 
via the PrR provisions for TOSAs (7.3 G vi). 
7.18 B Mentors. Certificated staff who have been selected to serve as mentors on 
an as-needed basis will be granted substitute release time for mentoring or 
will be compensated for hours ouEside the normal on-site day at the hourly 
rate specified in this agreement for supplemental contracts. 
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CHAPTER 3. EVALUATION O F T H E PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE OF CERTIFICATED STAFF 
Annual 
systematic 
evaluations 
Priorities of 
purpose of 
evaluation 
-Article 5.1 
The District and the Association acknowledge that state statute and sound principles of school 
administration require systematic objective evaluation, at least annually, of eaeh certificated staff 
member's professional performance. Equally important, the District and the Association are committed 
to the principle that the most effective educators are lifelong learners and that an effective and 
professional evaluation system is inextricably tied to the professional development process. The 
evaluation, self-assessment, and observation process is designed to maintain and advance this linkage 
between evaluation and professional development-
Article 8.2 
The purposes of evaluation of professional performance in order of priority are deemed to be: 
8.2 A To improve the professional performance of [he employee. 
S.2 B To provide the employee with regular feedback about his/her performance, 
S.2 C To specifically inform the employee of ways In which he/she can improve. 
S.2 D To identify specific [raining needs of an employee 
S 2 E To establish a basis for contract renewal or non-renewal, dismissal, or any other 
disciplinary action against an employee whenever such an action may become necessary. 
Article 8 3 
Evaluation Evaluation is the basic and primary responsibility of the building principal or his/her counterpart in 
responsibility administrative units to whom a certificated person has been assigned. Any principal or other supervisor 
may request other certificated staff members to assist in the remedy of such identified deficiencies and in 
stricL accordance with written improvemenl plans as have been specifically designed for a teacher placed 
on probation. Every certificated employee will be notified of the name of his/her primary evaluates 
within thirty (30) days of the beginning date of the school year. The summative evaluadon 
responsibility is restricted to persons holding an administrative certificate and serving in that capacity 
with the District-
Delegation of 
evaluation 
authority 
Article 8.4 
An associate principal and/or anolhcr appropriate designated administrator may be assigned by the 
building principal to perform the evaluative process for designated members of the school's staff 
Article S.5 
Program 
supervisor 
evaluation 
responsibility 
For certificated employees assigned to specialized areas of instruction where program supervisors are 
provided, the program supervisor will assist in the evaluative process giving special attention to the 
specialized knowledge and technique of the teacher in his/her assigned area of instruction-
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Article S.6 
Evaluation Evaluation and professional development are conceived as processes thai are continuous, normally 
process year- planned, and conducted throughout an employee^ career with the District. Although yearly evaluations 
long cycle are required by statute and critical points of accountability may become prominent in the cycle, these 
will not be viewed as isolated incidents, but rather as integral functions in the contmuoui cycle-
Article 8.7 
Pre-school Building principals, associate principals, and other responsible supervisors will plan and schedule as part 
preps for of the annual pre>school staff activities an explanatory presentation and appropriate discussion of the 
evaluation evaluation process, including quality time for reviewing and providing feedback on Ihe certificated 
employee^ self-assessment. Certificated employees will take initiative in evaluation and professional 
Designation of development both in the self-assessment process and in providing evaluation input. Mutual assessment 
evaluators and input to identify developmental needs and opportunities are essential ingredients of the process. The 
scheduling of observations should be discussed, i.e., teacher initiated and/or administrator initiated, to 
Review of provide for the most effective development of the evaluation process. Information obtained thro ugh 
evaluation scheduled observations should be supplemented by other methods of evaluation and Through the use of 
criteria input that the employee may choose to provide. 
Article 8.8 
Annual Every certificated employee will be evaluated annually and an official report of that evaluation on the 
evaluation appropriate form shall be filed in the Human Resources Office. Evaluation reports on all certificated 
reports due employees must be filed in the Human Resources Office no later than twenty (20) school days before Ihe 
end of the year. 
Article 8.9 
New employee The 1092 Legislature established an initial two-year (2) period of lime for teachers new to teaching in 
evaluation Washington State as a '^provisional contract" status to demonstrate a satisfactory performance period 
time prior to attainment of "continuing contract" status. During the initial two-year (2) period each 
dimensions provisional employee will be evaluated at least once, for thirty (30) minutes, within ninety (90) days of 
the beginning date of the employee's service (first day iff employment) and preliminary reports arc due 
in the Human Resources Office no later than one hundred and five (105) calendar days 1mm the 
employee's beginning date of service. In the event the employee does not make sufficient progress 
toward improvement during an established probationary period, he/she will be separated from service 
with the District an is provided in statute-
Article 8*10 
Preliminary For all continuing employees whose perlormance is judged to be unsatisfactory, a report stating the 
report probable causes or rca&ons for probation will be submitted to the Superintendent and a copy provided to 
ihe employee. The principal or designated evaluaiion supervisor and the employee shall immediately 
attempt to develop a mutually agreeable wrrtten plan designed to improve the employee's effectiveness 
in the identified deficient areas. If the supervisor and employee are unable to agree upon a mutually 
acceptable plan for improvement, the supervisor shall prepare and deliver such plan to the employee, 
Such rcporis will include a recommended, specific, and reasonable program designed to assist the 
employee in improving his/her performance. 
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If Ihe Superintendent concurs with the supervisor's judgment that the performance of the employee is 
unsatisfactory, the Superintendent shall place the employee in a probationary status at any lime after 
October 15 and ending after sixty (60) school days. Prior to the Superintendent'$ decision to invoke 
probationary status, the employee may request a conference meeting to review the principal's report and 
Ihe proposed improvement plan with the Supcnnlendent/designee for the District The employee may, at 
his/her option, have arepresentative from the Association accompany him/her to the review conference 
meeting. On or before the beginning of the probation period, the employee shall be given written notice 
of the action of the Superintendent, which notice shall contain the following information: 
tt.10 A i. Specific areas of performance deficiencies, 
8. LOB i. Suggested specific and reasonable program for improvement. 
S.IOC i. A statement indicating the duration of the probationary period and thai the purpose of the 
probationary period is to give the employee the opportunity to demonstrate improvement in 
his/her area(s) of deficiency. 
Provisional employees shall be afforded procedures and safeguards similar to the above except that the 
requirement for a probable cause determination by The Superintendent and a sixty (60) school-day 
probation period does not apply Such employees will be: 
8.10 A ii. Provided with written notice of their deficiencies by the Stiperintendent/designee at any 
time that performance is deemed to be unsatisfactory; 
S.10B ii. Provided widi a suggested specific and reasonable plan for improvement, 
S.IOC ii. Provided an opportunity to meet with the Superintendent/designee and wrth an Association 
representative, at their option, to review the principal's report and the proposed 
improvement plan, and to provide input to the plan of improvement. 
Article S.Il 
Evaluation An "evaluation" is a comprehensive conclusion based On a series of events and activities. An evaluation 
defined as submitted on the appropriate forms, shall be based on the recorded observations in the classroom or 
other instructional setting* as well as any number of documented critical incidents, supervisory reports. 
consultations, and input from the employee and the employee's professional development plan In Ihe 
spirit of joint involvement of employees and supervisors in the evaluation and professional development 
process, all information used in the evaluation should have been shared and discussed during the course 
of the year as it became available and consistent with other provisions of this Agreement. 
Article 8.12 
Evaluation during the probationary period: 
Evaluation 8,12 A At or about the time of the delivery of a probationary leiier, the principal or designated 
during evaluation supervisor shall hold a personal conference with the probationary employee to 
probationary discuss performance deficiencies and the remedial measure Eo be taken. When appropriate, 
period the supervisor may designate a certificated employee to assist the employee in improving 
his/her areas of deficiency, as is provided in the written improvement pfan of the probation 
notice. The peer mentor will provide formative assistance only and will be freeol any 
evaluation responsibility for continuation of the probationer's empFoyment. 
8.12 B During Ihe probationary period, the principal or other designated evaluator shall meei with 
the probationaiy employee ai leasi twice (2) monthly to supervise and make a written 
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B.12C 
evaluation of the progress, if any, made by (he employee. The written evaluation of 
progress will be provided to the employee at the end of each month. Beginning with the 
probationary period, an employee may have an Association representative present during 
the twice-monthly conferences concerning evaluation reports. 
The probationary employee may be removed from probation at any lime if he/she has 
demonstrated improvement to the satisfaction of the principal or designated evaluation 
supervisor in those areas specifically detailed in the improvement program evaluation 
meetings. 
Article 8.13 
Recommend- In cases where recommendations for improvement are not effected and deficiencies are not corrected 
ation for non- during the prescribed probationary period, the supervisor will advise the employee of such a conclusion 
renewal and of the fact that the supervisor must recommend that the employee's service contract not be renewed 
for the following year-
Article S.I4 
Immediately following the completion of a probationary period ihat does not produce performance 
changes detailed in the initial notice of deficiencies and improvement program, the employee may be 
removed from his or her assignment and placed into an alternative assignment for the remainder of Ihe 
school year. This reassignment may nut displace another employee nor may it adversely affect the 
probationary employee's compensation or benefits for the remainder of the employee's contract year If 
such reassignment is not possible* the District may. at its option, place the employee on paid leave tor 
[he balance of the contract term. 
Article 8. IS 
Forms B J S A The observation form is designed and intended for use as an instrument of detailed and 
required fur immediate communication between the employee and the supervisor in their ongoing 
use in relationship. It is mandated for use in evaluation conferences and such conferences shall 
evaluation be scheduled promptly after each significant classroom observation or at such time as the 
process supervisor or employee deems a performance discussion to be appropriate. Not fewer than 
two (2) visits, a total of sixty (60) minutes, will be scheduled each year. At the conclusion 
Function of of each conference where the glasgroqm/Frofeskional Activities Observation Notes form 
Professional has been used, both the employee and [he evaluator will sign the form, indicating that the 
Activities form represents a report of the information communicated at the conference. It does not 
Observation necessarily denote the employee's full concurrence in the evaluatorTs conclusions. Signed 
Forms copies ol each form will be retained by both the employee and the evaluator and will not be 
placed in the employee's personnel file. Observation notes are intended as working notes 
of the evaluator and the teacher for their e\uIusive use and should generally only be 
provided to die Human Resources Office when ihai office is providing assistance to ihe 
supervisor or the employee in performance improvement or professional development 
planning. 
Employee's & 15 B The Summalive Evaluation Report is a formal and official summary evaluation based on a 
signature series of documented observations, critical incidents, supervisory reports, and 
acknowledges consul tationsT whieh arise out of coniraeted performance. This report should re Heel the 
supervisor's previous discussions recorded on the appropriate forms. In is signed by both the employee 
comments and the evaluator. A copy will be provided to the employee. Signature docs not denote 
concurrence, but rather that the report is an adequate statement of the substance (if Ihe final 
Interview evaluation conference. Each Summalive Evaluation Report shall be forwarded to the 
noles not sent Human Resources Office fur filing in the employee's personnel file. The employee will 
to human have the right to append to this form a pertinent rebuttal slalemenl for the record. Such 
resources. supplementary statements will be submitted to the Human Resources 01 fsce within ten (10} 
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working days of Ihe final evaluation conference, with a t o p y to be transmitted To [he 
evaluator. The administrator of Human Resources may contact Ihe parlies in an effort to 
conciliate any differences toward establishing a more harmonious working relationship 
between the iwo (21 parlies. 
Article S.Hi 
8.16 A The certificated employee should complete an annual self-asscssment/evaluation, including 
ihe netting of individual professional goals and outlining a plan for the accomplishment iii 
such goal*. The plan may inctudeobservations and comments by one or more peers of the 
employee's choice (sec Article B. 15), comments by students and/or parents, and the use of 
District or building goals, per^nal records, and/or District evaluations. 
8-1(3 B During September and October, teacher participants and their supervisors will meet to 
thoroughly discuss the employee's self-assessment and for the administrator to provide 
his/her input to the self-assessment result and professional development plans. Participants 
should have in mind their professional goals. 
8,16 C The employee may identify lo his/her evaluator two (2) or more peer teachers, specialists, 
or clinicians in a like job assignment, that have agreed to serve as a designated peer 
consultant to work wilh the requesting teacher toward the improvement of his/her skills and 
knowledge of teaching. The District will designate one (1) of" the candidates as [he peer 
consultant and authorize the payment of released time costs. The District will allocate at 
least one (1) day of released time substitute costs for the peer consultant to provide in-class 
visitation for observations and/or demonstrations* e t c The final decision on a denial for 
stipulated and reasonable cause utilizing this service rests with the Human Resources 
Office. 
H.L6D When funds are available, the District will annually establish and allocate funds not to 
exceed $12T00O to allow release-time substitute costs for approximately one-third (1/3) of 
the teaching staff to participate in a peer consultant supervision/experiment project. 
8.16 E Consistent with the tenets of evaluation procedure^ the peer consultant may provide 
positive input* regarding his/her observation to the employee's primary evaluator to 
validate the individuals participation in the process 
8-16" F The administrator fot Human Resources will be responsible for working with building 
administrators for coordinating and scheduling of a peer consultant, obtaining a substitute, 
etc., and providing notification to all parties of interest when all arrangements have been 
formalized 
Art ic les . 17 
5.17 A The grievance procedure may be utilized through Step 3, Level HI, Arbitration, to resolve a 
dispule that pertains to proper adherence to the procedures and timelines followed in the 
process ol evaluating an employee, 
8.17 B A dispute- pertaining to the veracity of a conclusion, a recommendation, or an observation 
of an evaluator indicating an exception which is noted on the final Summative Evaluation 
Report will be limited to appeal through Level II, Step 2, Ihe Grievance Adjustment 
Conference. "See footnote 
S.17 C This provision does not alter the opportunity for an employee to seek, through 
administrative channels, a review and/or a change of the contents of his/her Observation 
Notes form or Summative Evaluation Report by a District level administrator^. The 
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review will be based on incomplete, inadequate information, or otherwise unsound basis of. 
evaluation, i.e., personal prejudice, lack of knowledge about a specific area* etc. The 
employee may request a change in ibe individual designated as evaluatoi on same grounds 
stated above. 
Article 8. IS 
The Evaluation Syslem Resource Manual is hereby made a pari of this chapter by reference. 
•Footnote. KCW 2SA.405.31O, The discharge and non-renewal statute procedures provide the 
procedures that will finally be utilized by a designated neutral attorney/hearing officer to resolve any 
disputes should the District determine to pursue that course of action-
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CHAPTER 9. EMPLOY KB RIGHTS. PREROGATIVES. AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
Article 9.1 
The Right In Personal Freedom 
Private lives The District and the Association recognize that [he private life of an educator is not 
exempt from within the appropriate concern or attention of the District for purposes of judging 
Distriet his/her professional performance and competency and continued employment status, 
scrutiny except as it may directly prevent the educator from properly performing his/her 
assigned functions during the workday. 
Article 9.2 
Full citizenship Educators will be entitled to full rights of cilizenship, and no religious or political 
rights activities ot any educator or the lack thereof will be grounds Ibr adverse action with 
respect to the professional employment of the educator, providing such activities are not 
violative of law. 
Article 9.3 
The Right to Academic Freedom & Controversial Issues 
Parameters Academic freedom shall be guaranteed to teachers, and no special limitations shall be 
defined placed upon study, administrative inquiry, presentation and interpretation of facis and 
ideas concerning man, human society, the physical and biological world, and other 
branches of learning, subject to accepted standards of professional responsibility and 
School District policies P6122 and P6123. 
Article 9.4 
These responsibilities include a commitment to democratic tradition, a concern tor the 
welfare, growths and development of children, and an insistence upon objective 
scholarship. 
Responsibility 9 4 A 
9.4 B 
94C 
0.4 D 
In discussing controversial issues, the teacher will encourage courteous 
expression of all individual viewpoints and will try lo ensure fair and 
equitable consideration of conflicting points of view. 
Students will be encouraged to withhold judgment until viewpoints and 
available information have been considered. 
tn the presentation of all controversial issues, the teacher will make every 
effort to effect a balance of biascsh to ensure fair representation of 
divergent points of view, and opportunity for students to research 
The teacher will respect positions other than his/her o^vn. "Hie teacher will 
state his/her position, biases, or beliefs when requested by students, but 
should make every effort to identify statements of opinion and statements 
of 1 "act 
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9.4 E Outside speakers on controversial topics may be used when available 
instructional materials or media resources are inadequate. Administrative 
approval must be obtained prior to scheduling any guest speaker. Such 
approval will be exercised in a manner consistent with Ihe principles of 
free inquiry and expression. If, in the opinion of the administrator* the 
prestiguor rhetoric of the speaker will result in unwarranted persuasion to 
one viewpoint, he/she may require that proponents of other viewpoints 
have a similar opportunity to be heard. The administrator may withhold 
approval when he/she has reason to believe that a speaker or his/her 
message would hinder 01 disrupt the orderly functioning of the school. 
The teacher may request a written statement from thE administrator 
specifying the reasons for withholding approval. It is recognised that tlie 
decision for denial (if outside speaker requests rests with the 
Superintendent/designee and appeals from the decision are limited to step 
2 of the grievance procedure, i.e., not subject to the arbitration procedure. 
Article 9.5 
"Hidden bugs" No mechanical or electronic device shall be installed in any classroom or brought in on 
prohibited a temporary basis by which records are made of the procedures, activities, 
conversations, and events in any class without the full knowledge of its presence and 
specific intended purpose of the record and the written consent by the educator 
responsible for conducting the class. 
Article 9-6 
Public Expression 
The District and ihe Association recognize that educators are usually well-informed 
regarding the curricula* the general operation of the schools, and the way the funds 
available to Ihc District are being spent. Citizens in the educator group should feel free 
to speak out on such matters to their fellow citizens without fear of District censorship 
or discipline. However, an educator should take into aecount both the content and the 
method of presentation of any public criticisms as to their potential for improving the 
educational system and the long-range benefits they may have for students. An 
educator should not knowingly distort or misrepresent facts concerning educational 
matters directly or indirectly, or use personal invective in his/her public expressions of 
opinion. Each educator should clearly distinguish in his/her public statements between 
personal opinions and when he/she may be serving as a spokesperson fur the District or 
the Association-
Public expression as defined by U.S. Supreme Court decisions provide the following 
guidelines: 
9-6 A While public employees have Ihc right to self-expression on matters of 
public concern, their speech may not be disruptive to the workplace. 
9.6 li The employee's interest in public expression on an issue of public concern 
must not be outweighed by any injury the speech could cause to the 
interest of the District, as an employer, in promoting the efficiency of the 
public services it performs. 
9 6 C An employee has the right to criticize policies or practices in hLs/hcr 
school system in remarks communicated pnvalcly to his/her supervisor 
without fear of being disciplined for that. 
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0.6 D An employee^ public expression must be free of false and recklessly 
made statements. Employees will use the District's communication 
services in a manner chat is factual, fair, and respectful. 
9.6 E The District has a dirty to investigate prior to any disciplinary action of an 
employee. 
The Association and the District agrcE that these guidelines should not be considered as 
absolutes. They are based on specific court decisions, and [he courts continue to define 
First Amendment Rights as Ihey relate to the public concern. Whether any given speech 
is protected or how much protection will be afforded an individual depends on the 
unique circumstances of each case. 
Article 9.1 
Freedom of Association for Purposes of Employee-Employer Relations 
Individual's The District and the Association recognize that every certificated employee shall have 
right to the right to freely organize, join, and support an employee organization of his/her 
participate in choice for the purpose of professional improvement, engaging in negotiations and other 
employee concerted activities for mutual aid and protection eicept as may be specifically limited 
organizations by this Agreement, under rights of the Association as the officially recognized 
bargaining agency. The District will not directly or indirectly discourage, deprive, or 
Association coerce any certificated employee in the enjoyment of any rights conferred or protected 
membership by the statutes and constitutions of the state of Washington and the United States: that it 
activities will not discriminate against any certificated employee with respect to any terms or 
protected conditions of employment by reason of his/her membership in the Association, his/her 
participation in any grievance complaint or proceeding under this Agreement, or 
cither wise with respect to any terms or conditions of employment. 
Article 9.3 
Right of Nondiscrimination 
District The District shall adhere to a policy of not discriminating against any certificated 
responsibilities employee in his/her employment relationships on the basis of race, creed, color* 
national origin, sex. Family* domicile* marital status, age, physical or sensory handicap, 
Association or membership in an employee organisation. The Association shall adhere to a policy 
responsibilities of admitting to its membership all certificated employees without discrimination on the 
basis of race, creed, color, physical and sensory handicap. 
Article 9.9 
Responding to Parent/Community Complaints 
Prompt An educator in normal circumstances will be informed within three (3) working days of 
participation in conferences or contacts, including anonymous complaints, belwccn parents or citizens 
supervisor and his/her supervisors when there are discussions of events or circumstances that arc 
parent relative to an evaluation of his/her professional performance and competency. The 
conferences teacher and the administratoi will meet and consult on how best to address the 
questioning complaint. It is recognized that teacher initiative and direct parent/citizen and teacher 
competency communication is most typically the best means of resolving differences. Different 
required approaches will he considered consistent with the nature of the complaint, level of 
emotion, or overall atmosphere. No written reference to an alleged complaint from a 
citizen shall be included in the educator's personnel file unless it is verified through 
investigation and becom&s pari of a disciplinary action and the teacher is notified in the 
prescribed maimer. 
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A District level administrator will refer a citizen-parent complainant initiating a 
complaint at the District level in normal circumstances within three (3) working days of 
the receipt of said complaint to the level of building administration and/or teacher 
where the. problem originated for full discussion and definition of the issues involved. 
Article 9.10 
Administrative Discipline Procedures 
Discipline procedures arc intended [0 be constructive procedures to avoid the necessity 
of dismissal. Conversely, the supervisor or District administrator in appropriate 
situations may issue a verbal or written caution for incidents not meriting formal 
disciplinary action without regard to the discipline procedures. When a verbal caution 
is issued, the administrator will follow up within ten (10) working days and provide the 
employee with written confirmation of the caution and the expected behavior. Such 
documentation will be retained in the administrator's building file and will not become 
pan of the personnel file. 
The parties affirm that the general principles of "progressive discipline" will be applied 
in correcting employee behavior. The normal sequence of progression i s ( l ) 
admonishment, (2) letter of reprimand, and (3) suspension- Serious and compelling 
circumstances may warrant the omission of steps 1-3. 
It is in everyone's interest to be both thorough and timely when investigating allegations 
of misconduct and in communicating the expected, corrected behavior to the employee. 
It is therefore anticipated that letters of admonishment and reprimand will normally be 
issued within ten (10) working days of when the misconduct becomes known except 
when District and/or Association representatives require additional time to properly 
complete the investigation and review process. 
9.10 A Admonishment The employee's supervisor, or a District level 
administrator in appropriate situations, shall have the option to admonish 
vetbally or in writing by identifying the behavior that needs correclion. 
Admonishments are to be issued tor minor incidents. 
Written letter i An administrator may admonish an employee for misconduct that, if 
of admonition continued, may result in progressive discipline. Attendance at an 
procedure admonishment conference is normally limited to Ihe administrator and 
the employee. However, Die employee must be informed piior to or at 
the start of the conference that it is for the purpose ol an admonishment. 
The employee, on his/her initiative, may request a delay of not more 
than one workday to arrange to have a representative present. When an 
employee representative is to be present, a District office representative 
may also participate, 
n A letter of admonition will be retained in the administrator's file. The 
letter shall be signed by the recipient, indicating only that he/she ham 
seen it and dues not necessarily indicate he/she agrees with the conlcnt. 
A copy of the letter will be provided to the educator 
Distribution of 
letters of 
admonishment 
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9. LOB A Letter at Reprimand 
Written 9.10 B i An administrator with the assigned responsibility far the cvalualion of a 
reprimand for specified certificated person may, fbrjusl cause, present a letter of 
the record reprimand for the record to an individual citing the reasons for [be 
procedure reprimand, the behavior required in the future, and the probable 
consequences if" there is a repetition of the behavior cited. Such a letter 
may also be issued by a District level administrator in appropriate 
situations, 
A letter of reprimand may be issued for an incident when an error of 
judgment or negligence that may reasonably be construed to have 
plaeedin jeopardy the mental and physical health and safety of a person 
entrusted to his/her care; an act of moral turpitude; an overt refusal to 
carry out a lawful administrative directive; or refusal to abide by 
District policies, District regulations* or this Agreement. A reprimand 
will be placed on file in the Human Resources Office within two (2) 
days following its issue. The reprimand will remain in the individual^ 
District personnel record until such time as it may be removed at the 
direction of the Superintcndent/designee, or the office of the 
Superintendent. 
Any educator whose behavior may be subject to reprimand shall be 
allowed to know all of the facts then known supporting an allegation 
that there is probable, jnsth and sufficient cause for such an action. A 
conference date for the employee to review the evidence and the 
reprimand contemplated will be established by the immediate supervisor 
with no less than two (2) days prior notice to the employee. The 
employee will be informed of the purpose of the conference, the nature 
of the complaint, his/her right to representation, and given an 
opportunity to defend him/herself. The two-day (2) prior notice 
requirement may be waived only by agreement of all parties. Wiihin 
five (5) working days following the conference, the employee will be 
provided with a final text of the reprimand or notified that it will be 
dropped or thai another action is to be taken. A copy of the reprimand 
will be placed on file in the Human Resources Office and a copy sent to 
the employee The employee will have the opportunity to draft a 
rebuttal statement for aLlachment to the reprimand within ten (10) 
working days of its issue with a copy to his/her supervisor. 
An employee will always be given the right to include another person of 
his/her choosing. The employee or the District may tape record the 
proceedings of a meeting scheduled for the presentation of a letter of 
reprimand for therecord. Whenever other District administrators} are 
to be included in a discipline mealing ur conference, prior notice will I* 
provided to the employee and the employee will have the right to add an 
equal number ill representatives. 
9.10 C Suspension for just and sufficient cause as allowed bv state statute and 
District policy. 
9.10 D Separation for just and sufficient cause as allowed by state statute and 
District policy-
Causes for a n 
reprimand 
Recorded in 
reprimand 
procedure 
Prior notice 
representation 
required 
Employee's iv 
representation 
witness 
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Article 9,11 
Procedure for Discipline letters placed in an employee's personnel file in accordance wilh this 
review & chapter, will be removed from Ihe personnel file after two full years of satisfactory 
removal of service. The record may be maintained in a separate master grievance or discipline Tile 
derogatory in accordance with Article 9.13. Additionally, an educator who has had a reprimand or 
material other derogatory material placed in his/her file in the Human Resources Office may 
request a hearing by the Super jntendent/designee each len (10) monlh time period from 
the dale it was filed lo determine the necessary and lawful purposes that remain for its 
continued retention in ihe personnel file in the Human Resources Office. The materials 
will be removed if il can be established that the individual has remedied the fauEl(s) 
cited and/or ao necessary and lawM purpose remains for continued retention of [fie 
materials in the file. Ii 15 recognized that Ihe decision for removal or non-removal of 
material rests with the Superintendenl/designee and appeals from the decision are 
limited lo step 2 of Ihe grievance procedure, i.e.T nol subject to Ihe arbitration 
procedure, 
Article 9-12 
Administrative Inquiry/Investigation* A semi-formal administrative inquiry is a 
procedure normally carried out by a District level administralor or a building 
administrator other than an employee's assigned evaluator/supervisijr. 
Administrative 
inquiry 
conference 
An administrative inquiry conference may be scheduled by a District or building 
administrator for Ihe purpose of discussing an alleged incidents) involving a member 
of the bargaining unit The incidents) to be discussed should be of substantial gravity 
ihat, if confirmed, would lead to disciplinary action or dismissal. The scheduling and 
conduct of the meeting is subject to Ihe same conditions as apply to letters of 
reprimand. Copies of any written materials used at the conference will be provided to 
theemployee. A written record that such a meeting was held shall nol become a pari of 
Ihe permanent personnel record of the employee unless the inquiry rcsuhsin a letter of 
reprimand or more serious disciplinary action 
Article #.13 
Righl of Knowledge 3c Access to Personnel Files, Materials , & Information 
Rights of access Certificated employees 01 former certificated employees shall, upon request, have the 
to all materials right during regular District business hours to inspect all contents of their complete 
& information personnel file kept within the District. Upon request, a copy at District enpense of any 
in personnel documents contained [herein shall be provided to Ihe employee No secret, alternate, or 
file other personnel file shall be kept anywhere in Ihe District, except that all records of 
grievance and discipline will be maintained in a separate master grievance or discipline 
file specifically organized For Ihat purpose. Supervisors may retain pertinent records 
about events that involve employees, providing that the employees shall have access to 
such a file. 
Article 9.14 
Right of At the request of Ihe individual educator, other persons of his/her own choosing maybe 
counsel in prc&ent with him/her in reviewing his/her personnel file, if an educator is unable to be 
making file present, a notarized wnlten permission and authorization for a designee to review the 
reviews contents of Ihe file nmy be made 
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Article 9.15 
Usual minimum Each certificated employee's personnel file shall contain the following minimum items 
contents of of information: 
personnel fife i Professional certification for positions held or desired. 
ii All formal evaluation reports with rebuttal statements attached, if any 
(Classroom/Professional Activities Qb5ervation_Nntcs_may not be included 
in the personnel file). 
Basicand supplementary contracts. 
Transcripts ol academic records. 
Copies of all letters* if any, sent toother districts, persons, isr agencies 
regarding the employee. 
Lelters of commendation, honors, etc, 
Most recently filed home and Tor warding address(esO. 
in 
iv 
VI 
vii 
Article 9.16 
Derogatory No evaluation, correspondence, or other material making derogatory reference to an 
materials employee^ or former employee's competence, character, or manner shall be kept or 
placed in the personnel file without the employee^ knowledge and the opportunity to 
attach his/her own comments or the right to have it reviewed at a fair hearing and 
removed if warranted, 
Notification Derogatory material must be shown to a certificated employee within ten (10) days after 
required & receipt, or composition (if originating within the District clitcc), and must be certified 
rehullal allowed as seen via a dated employee signature or documented as to the employee's refusal Co 
proper receipt sign, Any derogatory material lacking proper receipt of employee notification shah not 
procedure be allowed as evidence in any non-rcncwal proceeding or other Distrie! hearings. Any 
derogatory statement from a nonprofessional source will routmely be removed and 
Annual clearing destroyed twelve (12) months following dale of receipt in the Human Resources Office 
of derogatory unless it is a current, relevant, and important part of an immediate or possible non-
materials renewal or other discipline hearing proceedings. 
Article 9.17 
Standards for a Fair Inquiry Hearing & Due Process in (he Examination of 
Allegations made from External Sources 
Investigatory The District and the Association agree that every employee will always have the right to 
hearings doe pn>cess regarding an official District aeiion that may be taken that can iiffect the 
educator's professional reputation and continued employment, 
Chapter 28A.405 RCW is deemed to be the official and exclusive channel and 
procedure for resolution of problems arising from notices of dismissal, non-renewat, 
and/or adverse effect of an employee's contractual rights. The grievance procedure 
provided in Chapter 5 of this Agreement i^  deemed lo be the official and sole channel 
and procedure for resolution of problems arising in the interpretation and application o( 
this Agreement. 
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When an allegation is generated against an employee from a source©* i,er. students, 
parents, other employees* or cilizens not normally a pari of the Districts personnel 
procedures as established in state statute and/or the Comprehensive Professional 
Agreement for the evaluation and general supervision of its employees, Ihe District has 
the discretion to conduct a semiformal hearing of inquiry (ace also informal 
administrative inquiry Article 9-10 B) r The purpose of this semiformal heating is to 
determine whether the allegation's-). 
9-17 A i. Is nol valid and lo clear the employee, or 
9-17 B ir Thai the allegations) has merit and (o establish a factual basis for another 
administrative action as may be needed lo correct Ihe identified and 
validated problem(s)r 
The semiformal hearing of inquiry will be conducted with the following minimal 
assurance lo the employee: 
9.17 A ii. A reasonable impartial hearing officer and decision-maker chosen by the 
District to conduct the proceedings in a judicious manner 
9.17 B ii. Timely and adequate notice detailing the reasons for the hearing or 
impending action or other possible judgment* to be made. 
9,17 C ii- The right to have a representative ofhii/hcr choice accompany and assist 
him/her in making representations in the hearing(s)-
9-17 D ii. The opportunity for the educator to be heard, 
9,17 Ei i - The opportunity to confront and cross-examine witnesses and to present 
witnesses on his/her own behalf. 
9.17 Fii, The opportunity to present arguments and evidence orally as well as in 
writing. 
9.17 G ii. The hearing officer's recommendation will rest "solely on the information 
and evidence adduced at the heoring(s)." 
9-17 H it The hearing officer^ recommendations will provide a statement supporting 
any decision reached that provides the reasons for the determination and the 
evidence relied on. 
9.17 I ii- The employee may choose if the proceedings will be open or closed to the 
public. 
9-J7 J ii. The hearing officer^ decision and recommendations are strictly advisory 
I'he due process rights and hearing set forth in this section do not preclude the District 
from initiating and/or processing disciplinary action against an employee including 
action for non-renewal, dismissal, or adverse effect of an employee's contractual status. 
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Article M S 
Mutual Respect & Courtesy Conferences of Employees, Especially Privacy & 
Dignity Concerns 
Private 9.IS A The parlies agree lhat when employees have strong differences of opinion 
conference between and among themselves il is expected that such differences should 
sessions be approached through rational discussions held among and limited to 
Only Ihe "parlies of interest" held in a private place. All employees are 
expected lo refrain from use of critical and invective expression of each 
other in the presence of the public (students, other employees, and 
citizens) in semi-public places such as faculty lounges, hallways* etc. 
Administrators 9,18 B Administrators will discuss problems of the employee^ performance and 
critical of verbally admonish or reprimand employees in private with only those 
employees Association representatives and other witnesses as requested or necessary 
lo Ihe process lo be in attendance. A written admonishment, censure. 
reprimand, m other evaluative memoranda of a teacher^ performance is 
not to be made available to a parent or other general citizenry excepl as 
may be required by the law of the state of Washington or by procedures of 
a formal beanng conducted by Ihe District or by a court order. Whenever 
a building administrator requests a conference with a member of the 
Association's bargaining unit, management will have no more persons 
present than the Association. If additional administrators arc included, ihe 
subordinate will be granled enough time to obtain a representative of 
his/her choosing, if so desired, to be included in ihr conference. 
Employees 9-IRC A teacher with a personal complaint or grievances) wilh an individual 
critical of administrator's decision or action will apprise this supervisor in Ihe forum, 
administrators the private grievance procedure conference situation^ which has been 
established for dealing with that kind of problem with only a faculty 
and/or Professional Righls and Responsibilities representative and other 
persons in attendance that may have information of importance necessary 
lo the resolution of the problem 
Employees 9.1BD A teacher with a complain! about another employcc(s) (Icacher, 
critical of supervisor, aide, etc J should llrsl try lo resolve the difference between 
employees and among themselves in a private conversation. Tf lhat does nol resolve 
the problem any employee may request an appropriaie building 
administrator to conduct a private conference wilhal] parlies of concern to 
facilitate a solution before the administrator lakes any necessary 
administrative summary action to finally resolve the dispute lo assure Ihe 
orderly operation of Ihe school-
Concern for 9. IS E Any employee may be subject lo an appropriate disciplinary action for 
dignity of failing to exercise reasonable, goodjudgment in handling interpersonal 
others disputes and is expected to exercise respect, courtesy, and concern for the 
dignity of other employees. 
9 18 F The District agrees not to issue press releases regarding the disciplinary 
action of a member of the Association's bargaining unit. 
Refer to Appendix I Alternative Dispute Resolution Process 
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Article 9,19 
As a condition of employment the teacher assumes the shared responsibility with die 
lotal building staff for iQpcxvi&ion and maintenance 0/order, 
Article 9.20 
9.20 A When suspected criminal activity of an employee is under investigation by 
law enforcement authorities the provisions of Articles 9.9,9.10 B and 
9.19 will be suspended until the dale the District receives notification 
from the office of the law enforcement agency involved thai the 
investigation has been completed and whether or nut charges will be 
initiated. 
9.20 B The employee will be informed in strictest confidence by the District at 
the earliest reasonable time when notified that an investigation is or will 
soon be under way by a law enforcement agency and that the employee 
should retain the services of an attorney and/or contact the Association 
office-
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CHAPTER10. GENERAL CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT 
ArtieTe 10.1 
Calendar of The calendars) of service days covered by this Agreement is. set forth in Appendix B 
service days and/or Regulation 6111, and made a pari hereof. 
Article 10.2 
Emergency 10r2 A 
adjustment of 
calendar for 
weather & 
make-up days 
Snow make-up 10.2 B 
guidelines 
Delayed day 10 2 C 
reporting time 
The calendar of service days will not be altered without prior notice and 
consultation with the Association, except in emergency situations. 
Whenever, in the opinion of me Superintendent/designee, the conditions of 
inclement weather or other conditions exist which may constitute a real and 
present hazard to the health and safety of students or employees because of 
their required attendance at a school on a regular school day or teacher duty 
day* the Superintendent may suspend the day^ service or alter the hours of 
a service day until such time as the hazardous conditions cease to exist 
The mate-up days fnr snow closure will be provided for in the calendar to 
be adopted each year for the succeeding year* normally prior to March 15-
The following priorities will be utilized: (1) days at the end of the school 
year* (2) spring in-service day. if available, (3) mid-semester workday, (4) 
spring holiday days only in extreme situations. 
Whenever the Superintendent delays the reporting time of students to keep 
school buses out of the morning rush hour traffic during especially 
inclement weather, employees will be expected to report to their assigned 
buildings at their usual starting times (Arliele L0.5 D) or as reasonably near 
thereto as is consistent with their safety and in no ense later than thirty (30) 
minutes prior to the opening of school for students as required in WA.C 
180-44-050. 
10.2 D Emergency situations will also include provision for early departure when 
the District has determined that students must be dismissed earty due to an 
emergent crisis Such early departure may be authorized by the 
Superintendent. All students must have departed the school prior to the 
release of the staff, 
Artiefe 10J 
The following guidelines should be ulilized in developing a calendar of service days 
for certificated staff covered by the Agreement: 
10.3 A The first student day should normally be scheduled not later than 
September 5. However, the first student day may be scheduled after 
September 3 because of construction delays. 
10.3 B One (L) contracted duty day (option of two (2Mor each elementary and 
middle school teacher) immediately prior to the first student day. 
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10,3 C Mid-semester workday. One (1) contracted non-student attendance day (89 
or 90 actual student attendance days) separating the first semester from the 
-second semester, will be designated-for senior high teachers to prepare their 
room<5) and plans for the next semester and to finalize student work 
evaluations from [he first semester. Every reawmable effort will be made to 
schedule the day on a Friday or a Monday, snow make-up day and course 
hour requirements permitting, (This is an optional workday for elemenlary 
and middle school teachers as per Article 10-3 8 ) 
10 3 D There will be a Ihree-day (3) Thanksgiving vacation period. 
10.3 E A winter holiday between December 25 and January 1 inclusive with 
additional days before or after that period. 
10,3 F There will be a President^ Holiday Break scheduled (one (1) or two (2) 
days). 
10,3 G A spring holiday of fivE (5) consecutive weekdays, approximately halfway 
between the winter holiday and the last day of school, the last week of 
March or the first week of April receiving first consideration. 
103 H One-half (1/2) contracted workday following the last student attendance 
day for teachers to close out their student records and their rooms. 
10.3 1 Participation in statewide in-service days will be provided on a non-
contracted day basis if the calendar permits. 
10.3 J Periodic non-student days may be scheduled during the school year for 
Site-Based Decision-Making Team planning. 
10.3 K All reasonable efforts will be made to coordinate the Vancouver student 
attendance calendar with those of other Clark County districts. 
10,3 L No District wide meeting will be scheduled on the teacher workdays that 
precede the start of the school year, the day between semesters, and the 
one-half (1/2) day following student attendance at the end of the year. 
10,3 M In calendar formulation a three-day (3} school week is to be preferred and 
nothing less than a two-day 12) week should be scheduled. 
10.3 N The last student attendance day should be scheduled as early in June as 
possible and preferably not later than the end of the second week. Two to 
three (2-3} days will be routinely scheduled far snow make-up days at the 
end of the year when the calendar is adopted. 
10.3 O Calendars for each year of the negotiated CPA will be adopted 
10.3 P The last day of the school year wiII be a two (2) hour early release-
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General Provisions - All TeachtrS 
Article Jfl.4 
Teaching Day and Hours - All Teachers 
Clucking in & Certificated employees shall nol be required lo "clock" m nt die beginning of their dirly 
out day or out at the conclusion of their duty day by hours and minutes, bulrciay be 
required by a supervisor lo indicate their presence or departure from Hie school 
premises by placing a checkmark in the appropriate column of a facility "check in/out" 
rosier. If an employee is authorized (Article 10.5 £ ) by his/her principal or designee lo 
arrive fate or leave early, he/she must sign his/her name flnd destination oil the "check 
in/om" rosier. 
Article 10.5 
State The parlies acknowledge (he fact that RCW 2BA.0LO10 provides that a school day 
requirements shall mean each day of the school year on which pupils enrolled in the common 
schools ofa school di&unct are engaged in educational activity planned by and under 
the Board of Directors of Ihe District (197 f l s tex .s . c J6I & 1; 1969 ex.s. c 223 & 
2SA.Q1-010. Prior: (i) 1909 c 97 p 262 & 3, pari; RRS & 46B7, pari; prior; 1903 c 
104 & 22, part; 1897 c 118 & 66, pari; 1390 p. 372 & 46. Formerly RCW 2g.0l .0f0 
part, (ii) 1917e 127 7 1, part; RRS & 5098, part. CP. 1911 c S2& I, parr; 1909 c 97 
p37E sub-chapter 19, part; ffi97c I 1 8 & 181, part. Formerly RCW 28.35.030, part.) 
The parties also acknowledge lhat WAC 180-44-050 requires certificated employees to 
be at their respective school for the benefit of the pupils and patrons at least thirty (30) 
minutes before Ihe opening of school m the morning and;»leas! thirty (30) minutes 
after closing of school in the afternoon and RCW2SA.405 46D requires a duty-free 
lunch period of not Jess than thirty (30) continuous ininutes 
J0.5 A The length of the assigned workday shall be substantially equivalent for all 
certificated employees. 
10,5 0 No educator will be required, except in an emergency circumstance and for 
Special assignments covered in Chapter 13, to provide his/her services "on 
Site" for more than eight (5) continuous hours in one (1) contracted day 
The "routine on-site day" (e.g. days not scheduled for meetings ivill be 
seven and one-half (7 Vi) continuous hours One-half (1/2) hour of service 
is allowed to be performed "off site" in a "routine on-site" day. 
Professional development activities scheduled lo begin thirty (30) minutes 
after student departure, may be compensated beginning at that lime in 
accordance with, the provisions in Chapter 16", with rhe understanding that 
employees will still perform the Vi hour off site before the workday begins 
or alter the professional development is completed. These services will be 
deemed done without the need of an individual to maintain a written record 
to document eight (8) hours of service each day. 
Wednesday 10 5 C The District wifl generally schedule required building and District meetings 
for required for teachers, before or after normal school student attendance hours on 
meetings Wednesdays Meetings will be based on agendas designed for Ihe lime 
allowed^ Meelings wil] not routinely continue beyond the full workday 
other than io bring orderly conclusion to a discussion item or to conclude 
discussion on a eiitieal item that cannot be deferred lo the next meeting. 
Equivalent 
workdays 
On-site school 
day 
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Variable 10.5 D The immediate supervisor will, at his/her discretion, assign staff and each 
arrival & individual certificated employee under his/her direction an appropriate 
departure lime - -regular daily starting and departure time as-will best meet-the particular 
natiire, duties, and responsibilities of the particular assignment and within. 
The parameters cif Article 105 E and WAC 1 8 0 J W - Q 5 0 . 
Provisions 10-5 H Consistent with the requirement of being available for a specific student or 
governing parent conference (WAC 180-44-050), an individual educator may, upon 
alterations in specific approval of his/her principal, or designee* arrive late or leave 
daily wurk directly after the close of school in order to attend a class, professional 
schedule meeting, or activity; or for valid personal business reasons not possible to 
complete at a different time that require his/her attendance or for those 
voluntary extended day program services he/she has. or will provide, to the 
students ancVor District which would substantially extend the routine on-
site day of seven and one>half (7 L/2) hours. Emergency situations which 
require an educator to leave school before the end Uf the regular 
instructional day may b e allowed upon making arrangement with the 
principal or his/her designee. Educators will be allowed to leave their 
assigned duty site immediately after the close of day prior to the beginning 
of a scheduled holiday period, on Fridays and on days they huve been 
requested to return to school or another site to attend a scheduled evening 
meeting event, i.e,, FT A, holiday programs, etc. 
Alteration in 10.5 F To the extent that TRI resources are available in the amounts specified j n 
daily duty day Chapter 12, time will be scheduled for parent-teacher conferences to occur 
allowed in outside the normal school day. Release time will be used in elementaly and 
parent secondary schools only when TRI resources have been reduced due to 
conferencing funding limitations. Building principals may require an accounting of 
parent-teacher conferences and may otherwise allow necessary alterations 
in lhe usual starting and departure times far staff to best accommodate 
parent-teacher conferencing-
Article 10.6 
Specific Provisions for Elementary Teachers 
Elementary 10.6 A Elementary teachers need periods of unassigned time "on site" for 
teacher preparation and evaluation of their instructional activities and should 
Unaligned generally he able to count on this time being available on a tegular basis. 
time periods Building principals will make every reasonable effort to limit 
before &- after administrative encroachments on a teacher^ "on-site" unassigned time 
student day periods before the student day, generally when a special subject teacher i& 
working with the class and after the close of the Situdent day. 
Elementary 10.6 B Certificated employees teaching in an elementary school shall be provided 
relief break a daily mid-morning aud/or mid-afternoon fifteen (L5"> minute relief period 
unless other suitable airangements are mutually developed by a building 
principal and faculty. This provision ghall also On an equitable basis apply 
uj teachers uf self-contained classes of the special education program. 
Weekly 10.6 C i The District agrees to provide each grade i-5 classroom teacher a 
average mini- weekly average of one hundred and si*ty (160) minutes of unassigned 
mnm 160 mill time in four, forty (40) minute blocks ol Lenchcr telcase time. There 
of unassigned are times when the claksroom teacher may be asked to remain wiih 
Time his/her class when a specialist teacher is instructing the class. When 
this situation occurs the classroom teacher should still be aflorded the 
average of one hundred sixty (160) minuic& unassigned time per week. 
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ii The District agrees to provide kindergarten teachers with a total of iwo 
- hiindredandteji-(210) minutes of planning lime per week-composed of 
ihirty {30) minutes per day of planning rime to adjoin the lunch period, 
iind two, thirty (30) minute media release periods per week i t adjoin, 
where possible, a recess period. 
in Normal circumstances are deemed to be days when specialist teachers 
are not absent from duly. The District will make every reasonable 
effort to provide substitute teachers for absent specialist leathers. 
iv Specialist educators, shall have an equivalent total amount of planning 
time as the rest Ol"the teaching staff in that building. Scheduling 
permitting, planning time for specialist teachers will include four, thirty 
(30) minute blocks. A specialist teacher who does nut receive the four, 
thirty minute blocks in One year will be afforded the opportunity for a 
schedule change for the subsequent year either within or outside of the 
building. 
v When substitute teachers are unavailable the provisions in 
Article 10.7 0 apply, 
School day lO.ri D Every reasonable effort wril be made to not require an elementary teacher 
student to be responsible for Ihe traffic safety patrol or the supervision of cafeteria 
supervision to and playground. The District will attempt to relieve or severely limit the 
be minimal elementary teacher^ responsibility Kir supervising children whenever such 
responsibilities can, within funding limitations, legally be assigned to non-
certificated persons, hired or volunteer. 
IfTRI resources are nol available as specified in Chapter 12, no less than 
780 minutes per year of release time for elementary teacher-parent' 
conferences shaff be scheduled by the principal and his/her staff This 
minimum will be proportionately adjusted for any reduction in TR1 
resources due to funding limitations. 
A teacher shall not be required to have a face-to-lace conference with 
parent(S) of eacb child enrolled in a class during the first scheduled parent-
teacher conference period. The teacher may, however, be required to 
document efforts to communicate with parents (by phone log or letter) not 
conferenced. All parents, if possible, should be afforded a face-to-face 
conference once a year. The District will make every reasonable effort to 
provide telephone lines and instruments available at times and places to 
facilitate convenient and private communications with parents. 
Kindergarten 10.6 F Each kindergarten teacher will be allowed four and One-half (4 5} days of 
conferencing substitute teacher service for parent conferencing. Ha If-time (.5) 
kindergarten teiichcrs will he allowed five (5J, half-days of substitute 
service. 
Elementary IOC E 
parent 
conferencing, 
shortened days 
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Article 10-7 
Specific Provisions for Secondary Teachers 
Daily prep 10.7 A Full-time secondaryclassroom teachers will be provided one (1) leaching 
period period each day for a preparation and evaluation period 
Secondary 10.7 0 Teachers need a period for the preparation and evaluation of Their 
preemption of instructional activities and must be able to counton this time being 
prep periods available on a regular basis. When substitute »achen> are unavailable the 
following provisions apply: 
i The principal may preempt a teacher's planning period which will be 
compensated at the approved hourly irate prorated to the length of the 
planning period. This provision does not apply To building-based 
Structured learning program teachers who receive benefits under 
Appendix B. for loss of planning periods, 
ii Teachers who are employed -5 or le^s may be requested io substitute 
the remainder of the day al the substitute rate of pay. 
ui Teachers who art employed more than .5 and less than 1
 r0 may 
substitute for no more than one hour at the approved hourly rate or the 
prorated portion thereof. Teachers in this category who choose to 
substitute for more than one hour can only do so at the substitute rale 
of pay forthe entire period (Le.T they may not combine one hour at the 
approved hourly rate and additional hours at the substitute rale). 
iv There is no additional compensation for situations in which teachers 
must "double up" to cover an absent teacher's class. The District and 
building principal have on obligation to make every possible effort to 
employ a substitute teacher or take other action to avoid the need for 
doubling up 
Open campus 107 C A teacher shall be permitted to leave the "work site" during his/her lunch 
period, subject to reasonable requirements for notifying the office on 
his/her departure and return. A teacher may he permitted io leave the work 
she during his/her preparation period with per mission from the building 
principal or his/her designee. 
Course preps 10.7 D Every reasonable effort will be made to keep the number of subject fields 
considerations and different curriculum eourse preparations for a secondary (9-12) 
teacher's assignment al a minimum. Generally, the normal teaching 
assignment is deemed to be not more than three (3) preparations and two 
12) different subject fields. When involuntary expanded assignments arc 
necessary, the building principal will discuss (be circumstances and reasons 
for expanded assignments with tbe staff members involved-
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Foe formal grade reporting, high school teachers will not be required [o 
make written evaluations more than four (4) limes each semester and 
-middle school teachern-will not be required to make written evaluations -
more than two (2) times each trimester Secondary teachers, or any teacher 
utilizing data processing procedures for reporting lo parents, will be 
allowed up to a rota! of five (5) working days following the end at" each 
designated report period to record and to submit repart sheets Jo the 
building administrator^ office, excluding the mid-yeiir and the final report 
period where a full or one-half (1/2) non-student attendance duty day has 
been provided for that purpose. All grade reporting procedures prescribed 
by the District shall be designed to avoid requiring teachers to work 
weekends to complete [he fasK to meet the District-set deadlines. 
To the extent that TRI resources are available in the amounts specified in 
Chapter 12, high school teachers are expected to be available outside the 
normal school day fur purposes of parent-conferencing. 
To the extent that TRI resources are available in [he amounts specified in 
Chapter 12. middle school parent-teacher conferences will occur outside 
the normal school day. Release time will be used only when the amount of 
TRI resources has been reduced due to funding limitations. 
10.7 G Teachers sliall not be required to utilize a prep period far making student 
attendance Supervision telephone calls. (Teachers may make calls on a 
voluntary basis J 
Camp-In 10.7 H The District shall establish the camp experiences for all middle school 
(Sixth Grade) students which shall be uniform for all schools. All camps will be 
scheduled on student-attendance days. Compensation shall be at the 
approved hourly rata. During the regular norma] student attendance day, 
compensation shall begin after the seven and one-lialf(7 1^2) hour work 
day. Staff members who would experience personal hardship shall not be 
required to attend camp-in programs mat require being away frcim home 
uvernight- Teachers participating in the camp experience are entitled to 
compensation for up to ten (10) hours of student supervision outside the 
normiil teaching day and an additional five (5) hours of advance 
preparatory time at the approved hourly rate. 
Secondary 10.7 E 
recording & 
- submitting 
grade 
Middle I0 .7F 
schools 
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Article 1U.8 
Responsibilities of All Classroom Teachers During & After School 
Juh I0.S A Each year employees in Ihe bargaining unit will be given (be opportunity to 
description meet with his/her immediale supervisor lo review the responsibilities and 
review duties of his/her job description. They will discuss the degree of accuracy 
the written job description has wiih Ihe actual activities as required by the 
supervisor and carried Out by Ihe individual during Ihe prior work. year. 
Any significant disparities in the listed and actual basic year duties will be 
identified and should be brought lo the attention of Ihe Human Resources 
Office for review and possible revision. The responsibilities and duties 
necessary beyond the ont hundred eighty (ISO) day basic teacher year 
should also be reviewed. The review should determine how many of the 
extended year duties must, how many should, and how many could be 
done {funding available). The review will identify the varying levels of 
quality of service possible in accordance with extra days available to do the 
work. 
Major 
responsibility 
instruction 
The major responsibility of the teaching staff is in the area of classroom 
instruction. However, to assure Ihe success of the total school program, 
other related responsibilities dealing with school wide supervision and 
control are, of necessity, a part of the teacher's position. 
Staff assistant 
assistance 
Where deemed feasible by the administration and the staff and within ihe 
budget limitations, staff assislants will be provided to assist in the 
performance of non-instructional duties. 
Equal sharing 
of extra duties 
The remaining non-instructional responsibilities which are normal to the 
day-to-day operation of the school day program shall be assigned equitably 
among the certificated Staff. 
Student body 10.8 B The Board and the Association agree that Ihe certificated stafl should share 
activities the responsibilities involved in student body activities. It is recognised that 
voluntary certificated employee participation in student body activities will be 
voluntary-
Hours uf 
student body 
Service 
Early in each year a building administrator will identify for [he building 
faculty assembled the student activities planned for the enduing year and die 
number of adulU that will be required to b t in attendance to assure 
adequate supervision. 
Mul l s frurn the community should be recruited by the building 
administration by all reasonable methods to fill as many assignments as are 
prudent from that source. The preferences of teachers must be considered 
in making duty assignments Individuals may volunteer for n* many hour* 
of student body service as they choose 
Parent nights LO.fc C A teacher may be required t<i meet with parents aL one (1) evening meetin; 
each yeaj to explain the curriculum program and/or the instructional 
procedures to be followed inclass. (Note: Theda teof such meeting will 
be communicated to teachers not later than Ihe first week of school.) 
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Article 10.0 
Professional The District wi JI schedule non-student attendance days before or during the school 
improvement year for Ihe purpose of delivering in-strvice programs. Scheduling of such dayfs) will 
shortened days be consistent with the TRI time specifically set aside for this purpose m Chapter 12. 
When TRI resources arc not available and there is a clearly identified need, the District 
will schedule not fewer than five (5J hours (Wednesdays) of early released time per 
year, with a shortened student day, for the purpose of conducting building or District 
meetings, or other activities specifically designed as in-service programs to improve 
instruction and curriculum within a building or the District. When applicable, the 
teachers will be surveyed for input as ID the nature of topics to be included in these 
meetings 
Article (0.10 
Traveling Teachers assigned to two (2) of more buildings Shall be scheduled in such a manner as 
teachers to provide a thirty (30) minute, duty-free lunch period, plus necessary travel time 
between buildings. The District will make every reasonable effort to avoid 
fractional]zed assignments (i.e., scheduling an employee in multiple buildings when 
the schedule from the start of the day to the end of the day exceeds a normal day, or 
when the assignment is not consecutive time). When such situations cannot be avoided 
the District will consult with the Association to determine the appropriate 
FTE/compensation level-
Art ic le lO.f i 
Alleviate The unique problems of "floating teachers" will become a matter of discussion 
floating between the building administrator and the floating teacher before, or early inT the 
teacher school year The principal will attempt to develop reasonable procedures and 
problems arrangements to eliminate or alleviate problems inherent in having to teach in several 
different rooms during the school dayr It shall be an administrative goal for each 
building to attempt to have a two (2) station limit for each teacher There are tinies, 
however, because of euro flment and classroom ftci I ifies limitation that some teachers 
will need to teach at more than two (2) locations. 
Article 10.12 
Paraprofessionafe 
Stuff assistants 10.12 A The Association and District recognise the importance and advantages of 
utilizing parjiprofessional staff (staff as,sislants) in the schools and 
classrooms in those activities which may properly be assigned to 
noncertificated staff. The Association and the Districl also recognize that 
funding must be available to provide [his assistance from nontertifLcaied 
itaff 
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Number of 
suite & local 
funded 
positions in 
District budget 
The legislature funds through the Basic Education Act (BEA) one (i J J T E 
classified r*>sitian for each three (3) F fE BBA certificated positions- This 
ratio of Oiie-iO'lhree (1:3) includes all classified positions, i c, clerical, 
custodial, maintenance, and the professional-technical staff, at both the 
building and District levels (transportation and food service positions are 
nc>t included) as are determined necessary for the basic operation of the 
District's BEA programs. Staff assistants are employed primarily from 
those funds thai are generated by (he regular passage of the local special 
school levy and that are not being Utilized for the employment of additional 
certificated staff to lower class size or for other specified purpose in the 
enhancement of the BEA program. 
Program 10.12 B Ccrtificaicd employees shall be responsible for the instructional program 
responsibility and a staff assistant shall not be employed to replace a teacher except as 
provided by the waiver process in Chapter 15. 
Staff assistant 10.12C Paraprofessional (staff assistant) employees utilized within the classroom. 
or other instructional areas, will be under the supervision of a certificated 
employee who is responsible for the instruction of the students. Staff 
assistants assigned to classrooms shall not be preempted to other 
assignments without prior notice to the certificated person or persons 
regularly supervising during that time period so as to allow adequate 
arrangements l o b e m a d e to cover the absence. 
Staff assistant 10.12 D The fullowing priority guidelines shall generally govern the allotment of 
assignment available elementary staff assistant dme by the District among the 
guidelines elementary schools and within a school by the principal, i.e., exclusive of 
categorically funded state and federal programs, 
i 1st priority-safety patrol activities. 
ii 2nd priority-playground and cafeteria supervision. 
iii 3rd priority-assignment of staff assistants to classrooms and other 
instructional areas to assist in clerical and instructional activities with 
teachers and students. 
iii,a. Excessive enrollment in a room. It is agreed that, in instances 
where it is nut possible to curtail elementary classloads, staff 
assistant time will be provided, if available, to offer a measure of 
relief. 
iii.b. Basic school progiam - instructional activities area 
Staff assistant IQ rl2 E The specific manner of staff assistant utilization within an elementary 
utilization school will be determined by (be school principal after consultation with 
the certificated staff in the school. 
10.12 F The intent is to staff certificated positions with qualified certificated 
personnel. When n is not possible to recruit a qualified certificated 
employee or if it is not practical due to other limitations, the certificated 
allocation may be converted to classified time. Conversion of time will be 
based on the district's average certificated salary plus accompanying 
classified support in the case of special education (e.g.. si* (6) hours of 
classified support per 1.0 certificated PTE at the elementary and secondary 
level). Upon the assignment of the converted hours to a staff assistant, the 
principal will notify Human Resources and VEA simultaneously via e-mail-
The conversion formula will be published m each annual letter of 
agreement-
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Conversion Factors: The annual value of one (1) hour of staff assistant time 
will becumputed using the applicable school year hourly rale multiplied 
limes \S& workdays. The ^erEiffoated conversion value will be ihe average 
salary based on (he state budgeted staff mi* factor multiplied by Ihe FTE 
amount. In the case of learning support, the certificate conversion value 
will include the value of accompanying staff assistant time. 
Example: For school year 2002-03, the staff mi jt average rate for a teacher 
is 345,952 (based on the 1801 report), and the hourly rate for a staff 
assistant is $13-35 (Professional Step plus certification stipend). The yearly 
cost for one (1) hour of staff assistant time is $2,510 ($13.35 x 183 days). 
Conversion of a full 1.0 FTE would therefore equate to 18.3 hours 
($45,952/$2.5lO)This amount is in addition to Ihe six (6) hours of staff 
assistant time that accompany a full 1 0 FTR learning support teacher. 
Consequently, the total allocation for a 1 0 conversion would be 2 4 3 hours 
(13.3 plus (>). All conversions are rounded to the nearest quarter hour. Both 
the conversion and the accompanying staff assistant time is prorated for less 
than hill FTE. 
Article 10.13 
Easy access to In order to permit freedom of access btith during and after regular school hours, all 
buildings at all teachers should have access to keys to the faculty lounge, work areas* and interior 
times hallways of their school. Subject to reasonable regulations to ensure security of the 
building, all teachers will be provided, upon request, with a key or other means of 
access through an outside door to their area of the building during nonschool hotirs. 
Article 10.14 
Safety The District will, without delay, investigate situations or conditions that are considered 
promptly to be unsafe or unhealthy. The District safely officer will investigate allegations of 
processed unsafe situations or conditions and make recommend alums for correction to the 
Washington Industrial Safety and Health Act agency's standards if they are warranted. 
Staff members should outline the unsafe situation or condition in writing and process it 
through their building principal or supervisor to the District safety officer for aciion. 
Article 10.15 
Requests for 10.15 A Instructional persunnel will be invited to submit requests rot the 
instructional nonconsumable equipment and work orders that each teacher may identify 
equipment as important and necessary for effective instruction in the curriculum for 
which he/she i& responsible. These requests will be responded to by the 
appropriate administrator as quickly es information is available regarding 
ihe disposition of the request (generally thirty (30) days after ihe original 
request) regarding the level ul priority which has been assigned lo each at 
the building and the District level and the date it may be accomplished if 
known-
Priority use of 10.15 B The needs of classroom teachers for use of copy machines and access to 
instructional telephone Jinc^ s and instruments will enjoy a priority fully equal Jo that of 
equipment administrator^ and other empfoyees 
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Article 10.16 
The parties acknowledge thai the legislature hab allocated funds to staff ihe Basic 
Education Act, It is the intent of the District to provide the greatest possible number of 
staff at the classroom level with a high degree of equity in the number of staff assigni^i 
to the various grade levels. The District will, whenever local funds arc availab!eT 
supplement the number of staff funded by the legislature's Basic Education Act 
appropriation by employing additional certificated and classified staff. 
Article 10 J 7 
Guidelines: Basic Education Class Size 
Number of 10 17 A The number of students in a class and the kinds of students in a class are 
students major factors that heavily impact the workload of a teacher- Every 
reasonable effort will be made to equalize the work load among the 
leathers of a school as early in ihe year as possible and at certain specified 
times during the year. 
10 17 B Specific clans sizes within a school may need to vary to meet the identified 
goals and to best alleviate demands on time and energy of each teacher due 
Eo subject content, materials and facilities, learning problems of student 
groups, unique grade level enrollment patterns in o building, and other 
pertinent factors ai determined by the principal in consultation with his/her 
staff. 
10,17 C A principal will make every reasonable effort to obtain input from all 
interested teachers to help him/her make final determination(s) of how 
classes are to be initially organised (reorganized during the year) as is 
necessary because of an increase or decrease in the number of instructional 
staff (teachers/paraprofessionals) as is required by changes in student 
cnrollmenl in the building, 
10,17 D A brief summary account of the conditions existing and the rationale 
utilized in making a final determination as to the best deployment of a 
buildingstaff and of ihe various ciass sizes in a building will be made by 
the principal with a copy to the teachers thaL participated in, oi will be 
impacted by- those discussions. The staffing plan must be as educationally 
sound and in me best interest of students as the tpacher/para-professiona! 
resources available to the building will allow. All individuals are expected 
to support a groups decision until such time as the conditions are 
substantially different when the original decision may be brought up for 
reconsideration. 
10 H E Music Ibiind and choral groups) and PE classes may be scheduled with 
Larger class sues as may be appropriate at the middle or high school level. 
Administi ators at both she building and dialiict level will review suchclas^ 
sizes consistent svith Ihe provisions of Article 10 19 giving consideration lo 
the following: 
i Instructional impact 
li Safety 
iii Supervision 
iv Scheduling 
v School program 
vi Class demographics 
vii Qthtr factors thai may be impacted by class size. 
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10.17 F TeacheiMTi such classes may request an overload tnnferen^e.con&isrenl 
with Article 10.19, when [hey feel that (he above factors need to be 
addressed. 
Article 10.18 
Class Size rJetermiiistinns 
10. IS A The number of students in a class i$ impacted by the number of certificated 
staff assigned mio positions other than classroom teaching, i.e., released 
time periods allowed to teachers such as department heads, cafeteria 
control, and the number of professionals in support positions such as media 
specialists, reading specialists, traveling teachers, counselors, nurses, drug 
and alcohol program facilitators, e tc 
JO. IS B Elementary Individual Classroom Maximum and Secondary Student-
Teacher Maximum Daily Contacts: 
i Grades K-3-A maximum of twenty-four (24) students js established. 
ii Grades 4 - 5 - A maximum of twenty-seven (27) students is established, 
10.18 C Middle School-Trie middle school staffing levels shall be 24.16 
(students/teacher) for basic education students. 
i This ratio is intended to resuft in maximum das* sizes of 2R;1 iria 
seven (7) period day and 29:1 in a six (6) period day. 
u Any classes, other than music (band and chora] groups) and physical 
education, that exceed these sizes will require review by the principals, 
YEA, arid District administration. 
iii Overload situations shalJ be addressed an provided in Article 10.22, 
10.13 D High School—The maximum number of student-teacher daily contacts 
Is based on thirty (30) timeg Ihe number of classes a teacher is required 
to teach in his/her duty day. No lea ther will be assigned more than 
one (1) IrtBtritetional period p e r semester In excess of thirty-two (32) 
stnderits* 
Specral education students sliaif be figured in calculating the pasic 
education class sizes when those students are receiving instruction from the 
basic education teacher. 
10J S E The fn^t option to meeting ihe provisions of Article 10 18 is to balance the 
class sizes in all buildings in accordance with Article I0.1SB. To meet the 
unique needs of students in a School, deviations from rhe class size 
provisions in B ii may occur. For example, K-3 efementary teachers agree 
to hove more lhan twenty-four (24) students in their classroom in order to 
avoid a combination classroom arrangement. When a deviation occurs, the 
reasons for the deviation shall be agreed to in writing by the affected 
ttacher(s) and principal. The form provided at the end cl this chapter must 
be completed find copies sent to the Association and Ebe administrator for 
elementary or secondary education within three (3) davs of the decision to 
deviate. 
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NOTE: A middle school staff may convert certificated classroom teacher 
position(s) into a certificated teacher tor specialized classroom program 
position^) on an annual basis. The maximum class sizes in Article 10. IK C 
wiH be recalculated and presented to the impacted staff for discuss ions. 
The building principal must communicate in writing to [lie staff how the 
decision will specifically impact the maximums and when overload 
provisions will begin. Tbc impacted classrooms shall not be iricreased by 
more than one student as a result of this action. 
An elementary school slaff* with the involvement of the director of 
elementary education, may convert certificated classroom teacher 
position^) into a certificated specialist positjon(s) on an annual basis at the 
rate of One .5 specialist only for every seven (7) classroom teachers. The 
maximum class sizes in Article 10-IS 5 will be recalculated and presented 
to the staff for Site Baaed Decision-Making Team (SBDMT) discussions, 
The building principal must communicate in writing to the staff how the 
decision will specifically impaci the maximums and when overload 
provisions will begin. 
All decisions shall be made by consensus of only those impacted by the 
decision. 
The specialist position shall b e in effect for one year and not qualify as a 
permanent position as defined in Article 7 3 Ai ) . 
10.18 F Specialist educators will not be required to double up from existing basic 
education classes. The class composition shall be comparable to thai of the 
basic education teacher sending the students. 
A r l k l e 10.19 
Classroom Overload Relief Guidelines 
The provisions in Chapter 12 permit teachers to draw against TR1 resources when an 
overload situation exists as a form of compensation or to engage the services of a staff 
assistant. It is recagnized that these TR1 provisions are minimal in terms of alleviating 
theimpact of overloads on effective instruction, and that such use of Tftl resources 
limit* their availability for other uses. The principal will consider [he actions listed in 
Article 10-22 and will involve the administrator for elementary or secondary education 
and other central office administrators as appropriate, 
Overload guidelines shall not be in effeclduring the first fifteen (15) student 
attendance days t>f the school year, and at the beginning of each trimester/semester at 
the middle/high achoul levels. During the first ten (10) days* and on the earliest day 
possible, the building administrator will initiate a meeting with each teacher in an 
overload situation and the building representative to resiilve the overload- If the 
overload eannotbe resolved* or an accommodation cannot be reached, the 
administrator will report the outcome of the meeting to the director of secondary or 
elementary education with any recommendation^) fcjr further relief. The building 
representative will concurrently provide a copy ol llie report to the Association. The 
report will be made using the sample format at the end of this chapter. 
NOTE Any staffing enhancement for grades K-12 for classroom overload relief is 
based on stability of state and local funding, A decrease in funding will alter the 
staffing enhancement ior grades K-12. 
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Article 10,20 
Checkpoints in Schuol Calendar fur Reviewing Building Class Sizes 
.Listed below are designated points of time when class sizes will be reviewed in each 
school. 
10.20 A. During the first week of May, ihe [wilding principal will meet with 
Association faculty representatives and/or buildinfi staff (o review and 
discuss projected student enrollments and faculty and student deployment 
plans for the next school year, 
10.20 B Five (5) working days after the opening of school, the building principal 
will meet with Association faculty representatives and/or building staff to 
review and discuss thE reorganization of the building to alleviate areas of 
overload to equalize workload among the staff. Action is to be taken 
immediately or postponed until a definite time when more or betler 
information may became available lo ovoid making changes that will soon 
result in other overload situations. 
10-20 C Five (5) days prior to the end of each grading period* the building principal 
will meet with the Association faculty representatives and/or building staff 
to discuss action to be taken if an overload exists. 
10.20 D At any rjme during the school year that it becomes evident that a State of 
overload exists within a school, the principal will contacl [he appropriate 
administrator to work with him/her and with the building faculty in an 
attempt to alleviate the problem. Unresolved situations will become a topic 
for the executive director of ihe VEAand the Superinicndent/dcsignee. 
Article 10,21 
The Human Resources Office will provide a copy of the Actual Enrollment By Class in 
Elementary Schools and forMiddle and High Schools (reports V407 and V4I1) to the 
Association's otfice immediately following the Completion of each monthly report. 
Article 10.22 
Administrative Actions for Mitigation of Overload Situations Due to Enrollment 
Increases 
One or more of the following options should be considered as mutually determined by 
the deputy supenntendent/designee, principal and impacted reacherfs}, to afleviate or 
mitigate the overload situalionr (Article 10.18 C it for exception) 
Reassign students into different classrooms within the school orT where feasible, create 
combination classes, bus students to another school, or rescind boundary exceptions 
for certain students. 
Employ an additional certificated teacher. 
Employ a new staff assistant, rcdiiecl the use of a current start assistant, ot increase the 
hoursof a currently employed staff assistant to be utilized in duties or during hours aa 
will best alfeviate the condition of overload. 
Identify limes or events during the year where the teacher will have an especially 
heavy workload and allow for additional support during that period. 
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When (he above options cannot be accomplished within available resources, the 
District will continue to monitor Hie overload situation and take action at (he first 
opportunity to eliminate the overload, The principal is responsible for assuring that 
teachers are treated equitably with regard to overload situations (i.e. the teacher will 
not be subjected to repeated overloads in successive years when other teachers have no 
overload), 
Additional boundary exception^ will not generally be approved for a building with an 
overload situation if the additional boundary exception would aggravate the existing 
overload situation within the building or would eliminaie an opportunity to reduce the 
overload. However, the Uistrict and the Association recogrdle that increased 
enrollment through boundary exceptions may be the best solution to enrollment and 
overload issues. 
An additional full or part-time teachfir will be employed whenever [he aggregate 
Overload within a building equals a normal class size or siudent-leachcr contact level. 
Article 10.23 
Guidelines tor Elementary Combination Class Formation & Operation 
The parties acknowledge that the age patterns of students enrolling in each of the 
elementary Schools of the District are sometimes distorted at specific levels. 
Consequently, combination classes are often necessary. Combination classes do create 
some particular problems that should be recognized and deali with loward the goal of 
creating the best teaching/learning environment possible. 
It is expected that all the teachers-adjacent instructional regular classroom teachers 
and instructional traveling classroom teachers--will be invited by building 
administrators to fully participate in discussions regarding Che initial formulation and 
subsequent operation Of a combination class particularly as that class may pertain tu 
their work duties and responsibilities and having a reasonable "manageable task." 
After all input is gathered, the final decision will remain with ihe principal to ensure 
the best learning/teaching environment possible. 
10.23 A In the selection of a teacher for a combmadon class, it is very desirable that 
the teacher is: 
i A volunteer for the assignment, if possible. 
ii Preferably a teacher with prior experience with the curriculum of at 
least one (1) of the grades included in the combination class, and 
ill Not the same teacher utilized as a combination grade teacher for two 
(2) or more successive years unless that is a desired assignment of Lhe 
Specific teacher, and/or if no other teacher is available per grade Icvel-
10.23 B In the evaluation ol a teacher m a combination class, the evaluator should. 
i Take into account the particular difficulties of the assignment, and 
ii Include recognition of s-uccesslul management of the assignment in the 
"commendations" portion of the evaluation fonTL-
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10,23 C In the sefectiorl of students to be included in a combination class: 
10.23 C i The student should! be free from special learning and/or behavior 
problems relative to other students available for assignment into class, 
li The student should have the skiJIs and altitudes needed for independent 
work and the ability to relate to more than one teacher each day if 
required. 
hi The span of reading and math operation levels of students should be 
limited as much as possibly allowed by (he group being structured. 
iv To the greatest extent possible, the parents of the students assigned to 
combination classes should be those with a track record of working 
cooperatively with teachers and the school. The principal and teacher 
will work cooperatively in the handling of home-school concernsr 
v To [he extent possible, students will not be placed in combination 
classes in consecutive years and when not possible Jo avoid such 
placement, the principal will relate the rationale to the parent prior (o 
or very early in the school year or when the class is formed during the 
school year. 
vi Teachers and the principal of each building should work, cooperatively 
to decide the best grouping for combination classrooms. One (1) or 
more of these guidelines may be waived if mutual Iv agreeable to all 
parties and it is in the best interest of students involved. An attempt 
should be made to avoid combination classes in grades one and two. 
10-23 D The principal will carefully work with the teacher to resolve the problems 
of obtaining all necessary equipment and materials needed to effectively 
teach the curriculum assigned to two grade levels in one room; resolve 
administrative problems of different grade levels, authorized field trips, 
participation in swim program, outdoor school, etc.; and assist in arranging 
for teachers in adjacent grade levels to work cooperatively with a 
combination class leather. 
10.23 E Class Size. The class size of a combination class should be smaller Jhan 
that of regular single grade classes, 
Article 10.24 
Guidelines for Certificated! Staff Allocation; Special Services 
Preamble 
Staff allocation varies by program biised upon student need (severity of disability), 
nature ol the program model, number of students in the program, other support 
available in a given setting, ability to hire appropriately qualified stair" or contract for 
services, task demands for a given jn]), available program revenue, and legal 
requirements. 
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There are Washington Administrative Codes (education and menial health)
 h 
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, Americans with Disabilities Act, case law 
requirement, and other special circumstances thai may influence staff configuration 
arid allocation. In these situations the Association and [he District in consultation and 
written agreement with the impacted certificated staff and building principal, may 
a p c e to an alternative delivery model different from those provided in the remainder 
of this Article (10.24). The District will only act in the absence of such agreement, 
when essential for legal compliance or equally compelling circumstances. The District 
will inform the Association in advance of any such action and the Association reserves 
the right to challenge such action. Thest provisions are not intended to circumvent the 
staffing model. In some special education programs, particularly at the secondary 
lev?], student attendance can be very sporadic- Consequently, the program enrollment 
will be determined on a daily average attendance basis across each month. 
10-24 A Structured Learning;. Structured Learning staff allocations are based upon 
[he severity of the population served, the staffing ratios required by mental 
health WACs for day treatment, available program revenue, and the 
availability of non-district controlled resources as follows: 
i All-day treatment programs must be staffed at one (.1) menial health 
provider for every five (5) students. A mental health provider may be 
either a mental health specialist or a person under the clinical 
supervision of a mental health specialist. 
]i Building-Based Programs - usually one (1) teacher, two (2) staff 
assistants, one (1) mental health specialist (subject lo available Title 
XIX Day Treatment Funds) for Ten to twelve (10-12) Fl 'E students 
distributed on an equitable basis as is reasonably pos&ible. 
Every effort will be made to keep enrollment between ten to twelve 
(10-12) PTH students, 
Additional staff assistant dme will be considered on a case-by-case 
basis. 
Building-based structured learning program, teachers shall have an 
equivalent planning time which will be provided by scheduling 
Students into other special or regular education classes as determined 
appropriate by the multi-disciplinary team, or by having staff assistants 
work with students in the classroom while the teacher is planning in 
another parL of the building as allowed by WAC 392-172-174, The 
principal will meet with the teacher to develop an acceptable solution 
when, due to unforeseen circumstances, the above options cannot be 
implemented-
Building-based structured learning prof-ram teachers are compensated 
for lost planning periods on a fixed basis in accordance with the 
slructured learning stipend it] Appendix E. 
iii F i r Grove is staffed consistent with mental health WACs - usually one 
(1) teacher and one (1) staff assistant for seven to nine (7-9) I'TE 
students. Evety effort will be made to keep enrollment between seven 
to nine (7-9) FTl£ students. In addition, there will be one (1) mental 
health specialist (subject to available Title XIX Day Treatment Funds 
for each twelve to fifteen (12-15) FT£ students and three O) "floating" 
staff assistants who help out with trouble spots A psychologist, 
secretary, custodian, and an administrator are nlsn on site. 
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30.24 B Life Skills. Life Skills staff allocalion is based upon die severity of the 
served population and numbers as follows: usually one {1} teacher and two 
(2) staff assistant fbr ten to twefve (10-12) FTE students. 
i Every effort will l>e made to keep enrollment beiween eight lo ten (B-
10) FTE Students. 
ii Additional staff assistant time will be considered on a case-by-case 
basis 
10.24 C Wnrk Study/Basic Skills. Work study/basic skills staff allocation is 
based upon the severity of the served population and numbers as follows: 
typically one (1) teacher and four (4) hours of aide time for twelve to 
fifteen (12-15) FTE students. A job facilitator at each high school also 
works with these students for jab placements, j ob coaching* and other job 
related skills. 
i Every effort will be made to keep enrollment between twelve to fifteen 
(12-15) FTE students. 
ii Additional staff assistant time will be considered on a case-by-case 
basis, 
10.24 D Multi-handicapped, Staff allocation is based upon the severity of the 
servedpopul^tfonantlnumbcrsasfollowsr typicaJly oi ie( l ) teacher and 
four (4} hours of aide time for twelve to fifteen (12-15) FTE students. A 
job facilitator at each high school also works with these students for jot? 
placements, job coaching, and other job related skills, 
i Every effort, will be made to keep enrollment between seven to nine (7-
9) FTE students 
ii Additional staff assistant time will be considered on a case-by-case 
basis. 
1024 E Hard of Hearing/Deof. Staff allocation for the hard of hearing/deaf 
program is based upon the severity of the served population and number as 
follows: usually one (1) teacher, one (1) stalf assistant for seven to nine (7-
9} FTE students 
i Every effort will be made to keep ftirollment between seven to nine (7-
9) FTE students. 
ii Additional staff assistant lime will be considered on a case-by-case 
basis. 
iii Sign fanguage interpreters will be considered on a case-by-tase bosi&. 
10.24 F Developmental!}' Handicapped, DevelopmentalJy handicapped program 
staff alfocation is based upon the severity of the served population and 
numbers as follows, usually one <1) teacher and one (!) staff assistant for" 
lento twelve (10-12} Kf"E students per One-half (1/2) day session. 
i Every effort will be made [0 keep enrollment between ten lo twelve 
(10-12) students. 
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10.24 F ii Additional staff assi&tanuime will be considered on a case-by-cas& 
basis. 
10.24 0 Elementary Learning Support. Elementary learning support teacher 
allocation is based upon student needs and numbers in the following way: 
i O n e ( i ) teacher and one (1) si\-hour (6) staff assistant for 
approximately every twenty-three to twenty-eight (23-28) IEP students. 
As the number of students varies at the upper and Lower ends* staff 
assistant time is added or subtracted. 
ii Every effort will be made to keep enrollment within the above range, 
iii Additional staff assistant time, will be considered a n a case-by-casc 
basis. 
iv Application: Elementary certificated staffing is determined by dividing 
the number of students on the official count by 23 Each full-time 
teacher is allocated sis (6) hours of aide time. When a teacher has over 
twenty-eight (28) students, one (1) hour of aide time for every three (3) 
students is added undl the number of students reaches thirty-nine (39) 
students. At that time, a .5 teacher is allocated. The building has (he 
option to convert this tostaff assistant time on a case-by-case basis. 
The conversion leqiiires approval of the Executive Director of the 
Association, the District administrator for special education, and the 
Administrator of Human Resources, 
10.24 H. Secondary Learning Support Secondary learning support teacher 
allocation is based upon the severity of the served population and numbers 
as follows: 
i O n e ( l ) teacher and one ( I ) sixhQur (fi) staff assistant for 
approximately every twenty-eight to thirty-three (28-33) IEP students. 
ii Every effort will be made to keep enrollment within the above r&nge. 
iil Additional staff assistant time will be considered on a case-by-casc 
basis. 
iv Application: 
iv.a Certificated teachers will be allocated as follows: 
Staff 1 One ( I ) certificated teacher for 28 to 33 students. 
Conversion 2 Two (2) certificated teachers for 56 to 66 studtnts. 
(seealsu 3 Two and one-half (2,5) certificated teachers when enrollment 
10 . I2F) equal i73. 
4 Three (3) certificated teachers for S4 to 99 students-
5 Three and one-hall [3 5) certificated teachers when enrollment 
equals 106 
o Four (4) certificated teachers for 112 to 132 students, 
7 Five (5) certificated teachers fur 140 to 165 students. 
iv b. The building has the option to convert certificated time to staff 
assistant time on a case-by-ca^c bash. The conversion requires e-
mail approval of the District administrator for special education and 
confirmation of the Executive Director of the Association and the 
Human Eesourcei Administrator 
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iv.c Staff Assistant time win be added between ranges before severity-
five (75) or one hundred and six (106} is reached at [he rale of one 
(1) hour for every three (3) students over the (op of die previous 
range. For example, if a school has sixty-nine (69) students, die 
school would be allocated one (1) additional hour of aide time, 
iv.d. Certificated and classified staff time will be adjusted [ifter a pattern 
has been established over two [2) official counts (i.e. (wo monthly 
count dates). 
10.241 Administrative Actions for Alleviation of Overload Situations Due to 
Enrollment Increases* One (I) or more of the following actions will be 
utilized as is mutually determined through the consultation of the 
appropriate District administrator, building administrator, and appropriate 
building muftidisciplinary team. The Options arc not necessarily listed in it 
mandated order of priority and each is subject to the availability of funds at 
the time the decision JS made, ability to hire appropriately qualified *taff. 
and the imposition of any legal requirements beyond this Agreement. 
Overload situations must exist across one complete reporting period, in 
order to assure a stable population requiring action, 
i Employment Of an additional (a) certificated teacher or (b) a new staff 
assistant or (c] increase the hours of a currently employed staff 
assistant to be utilized In duties or during hours as will best alleviate 
the condition or overload and meet the needs of students as determined 
by District administration and the muJiidisciplinary team in the 
impacted site. 
ii Following the nexi reporting period, reassign students into different 
classrooms within the school or. where feasible, create a new class, bus 
students to another school, or rescind boundary exceptions for certain 
students, [f feasible, 
iii Postpone action to a specified time when the overload situation will be 
considered again and action taken at that time. 
10.24 J Support Services Muff. Due to the widely varying range of roles and 
responsibilities of support services staff (psychologists. nmscs. SLP, motor 
team, and counselors), it is difficult to establish average or typical 
workloads and conditions. Therefore, it is agreed that the review process to 
resolve concerns in a timely manner is as follows' 
i The district administrator" for special services will have the primary 
administrator for each special services certificated category conduct an 
analysis of each employee's caseload by October 1 of each school year 
and again by February I of each school year. The review will have as 
its primary objective the balancing of caseloads among employees with 
consideration to such things as students assigned, severity of cases, 
geographic dispersion, number of buildings assigned, eic. The results 
of the analysis iind caseload changes will be shared with all employees 
of the respective group. 
ii At any time during the year that an employee believes his/her caseload 
is dispioporuonate to other employees, the employee may initiate a 
discussion with his/her supervise and approptialc budding 
administrators) to problem solve the concern- The employee has the 
option of YEA representation during the discussion. 
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10.24 J ill Unresolved situations will become a topic for resolution between the 
executive director of die VEA and The District administrator for special 
services, 
iv Every effort will be made to assure an equitable distribution of the 
workload. The VSD administration will meet with the Association the 
first week of October and the frnsL week of February to review 
caseloads. 
10,24 K TEP conferences shall not eliminate the duty free lunch period. 
L0.24 L The District will use and continue to use improved procedures and 
management strategies to move SLP caseloads to a 55-60 at jdent range per 
full-time FTE (with an objective of [he lower end of the range). Objectives 
will also include heightened efforts to ensure compliance while offering 
efficient and effective services to students. 
Article Was 
Teacher The District will support and uphold an employee in his/her efforts to maintain a 
regulation of "learning environment in the classroom, the school, and activities of the school 
student campus."1 District Regulation 5159.5 and the procedures of a school^ student 
behavior & handbook, if one exists, provide direction for employee action, A student whose 
learning conduct is detrimental to the Learning process or contrary to good behavior may be stnt 
environment to the principal's office and excluded from class (room) activity. Other authorized 
corrective actions are counseling and conferences, detention, and school probation, 
Corporal punishment is not a disciplinary option for teachers and administrators
 r For 
purposes of this Agreement the term corporal punishment means the infliction by an 
employee of physical pain uprm a student either by spanking or striking as an actual or 
alleged misbehavior 
Article 10.26 
Classroom 
visitors 
Approval 
requited 
The District and the Association acknowledge that it is desirable for patrons of the 
District to be familiar with the total education program and instructional practices in 
the schools. ] t further recognizes that frequent and unannounced interruptions to the 
classroom can be detrimental to the educational process. To provide patrons the 
opportunity to visit classrooms with the least interruption to the teaching process, the 
following guidelines are set forth: 
10.26 A All visitors to a school andVor a classroom shall obtain the approval of a 
building administrator or designee, and if Ihe visit is to a classroom, the 
time will bo arranged only after the building administraltir, or designee, has 
conierred with the certificated employee. 
Patron 10-26 1$ The certificated employee shall have the opportunity to confer with the 
conference classroom observer before and/or after the observation. 
Young visitors 10.26 C Young visitors (student age or less) will be admitted to classrooms only. |1) 
when satisfactory arrangements are made wiih Ihe classroom teacher, (2) 
when (in the case of preschool youngsters) they are accompanied by an 
adult who will assume total responsibility fur the young visitor. 
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Article 10.37 
Student grades 10.21 A The District and the Association recognize the importance of regular 
& reporting to periodic evaluations cif the devclopmenlal progress of a student in the 
parents courses of curriciflnm to which he/she has been exposed and thai these 
professional conclusions of progress should be justly, efficiently, and 
effectively communicated to parents, guardians, and other individual and 
institutions with a legitimate interest inh and need to know of, a student's 
welfare. (See R5127, WAC 180-44-010) 
Districts. 1027 B A teacher^ professional conclusion of a students performance shall be 
practitioner based on established District grading philosophy, practices, and procedures, 
standards as well as the teacher's own standards and procedures. 
Cfiange in 10.27 C A teachers grade or other evaluation of a student may not be altered or 
evafuntioit of changed without consultation by (he administrator with the teacher. A 
student proposal tor change will be based on an allegation hy the administrator that 
ihe teacher-i original evaluation was based on incomplete, inadequate 
information, or otherwise unsound professional procedure or practice 
Co-curricular 10.27 D In the absence of District gufdefines for awards programs for co-curricular 
awards activities, the teacher supervisor of a particular co-curricular activity will 
guidelines submit plans for an awards program for the activity to his/her building 
principal for approval. These guidelines will serve as the framework for 
the awards program fo/ that particular co-curricufar activity in that 
building, until changed or superseded by District guidelines. 
Article 10.2S 
Proper use of The District and Ihe Association acknowledge that counselors and media specialists 
counselors* have been employed and assigned to schools on the basis of their specialized training 
media to carry out specified responsibilities in adopted District programs. Every reasonable 
specialists effort will be made by building administrators to utilize these specialists within their 
preparation and ]0b descriptions. They may be called to share emergency substitute 
services and other tasks outside their normal assigned duties on the same basis as 
members of Ihe certificated staff. 
Article 10.29 
Substitute The District shall maintain a computerized substitute calling system. For absences 
teacher requiring prior approval, employees will call the automated system after their 
services administrator has approved the leave. Employees may call Ihe automated system up to 
ninniy (90) days in advance of an anticipated, pre-approved absence-
Article 1031) 
Mainstreaming Whenever a special education student is mainstreamed the District uilt orient the 
classroom teacher to the particular Identified instructional needs of each such student 
and within the funds available provide ihe necessary support lo the teacher so he/she 
can reasonably manage the task ol" meeting the instructional needs of both his/her 
regular class and the student being "mainstreamed." The Djstiict .vilf design in-service 
programs and lake other necc&sary action in an attempt to assure each student being 
maijLSlreamed is a success. 
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The District/building PC And IEP teams will consider four (4) factors in considering 
placement for mainstreaming/inclusion °^ a special education student into a regular 
education program. 
10.30 A The educational benefits available to the student in a regular classroom. 
supplemented with appropriate aids and services, as compared with the 
educational benefits of a special education claisroom; 
10.50 B The non-academic benefits of interaction with children who are not 
disabled; 
10-30 C The positive/negative effect of the student's presence on the teacher and 
other students in the classroom; and 
10.30 D The cost of mainstreaming/inclusion into ft regular tlassruom. 
For students with disabilities the Professional Group JPG) is responsible:: for 
determining appropriate Supplemental aides and services to address instructional 
needs. Distribution of staff assistant time assigned by the P G for a student shall be 
communicated tcj all teachers assigned for instruction of that student-
If Ihe student with disabilities is seriously disruptive, distracting, or unruly, and there is 
a detriment to other students' learning, or if the student with disabilities takes a 
substantially inordinate portion of the teacher's time, such that other students' learning 
is negatively impacted, the PG shall be reconvened to discuss alternative strategies oi 
placements, 
Each building Site-Based Decision-Making Team (SBDMT) shall develop a written 
site plan stipulating the procedures to be followed in placing a student ^vith 
significantly unique needs into a regular classroom for mainstreaming or inclusion 
purposes. The plan shall be reviewed for legal compliance by the District. Thisplan 
will be communicated to the stafl at the beginning of each academic year, 
Each building administrator with the assigned responsibility of supervision of the PG 
shall assure an equitable distribution of ipecipl education students among regular 
classrooms deemed appropriate by Ihe PG- In doing BO, items one through four (1-4) 
above must be addressed, 
When a student who has a life-threatening health condition which may require 
emergency procedures is placed in any program, all staff involved will be fully 
informed in writing of said emergency procedures 
Article 10.31 
Curriculum 10-31 A Student learning and program support services will annually provide a fund 
development (subject to lunds available) to establish special curriculum development 
& installation study committees and/or curriculum installation activities ihat will utilize a 
fund certain measure of non-&upermory certificated employees of the District. 
These fund committees will operate during the summer, Saturdays, and late 
afternoons, and compensation will be provided as per Article 12 5 B ii. 
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Information 10.31 B Information about the specific nature of a special curriculum development 
provided gtudy planned for a summer committee will be. made generally available to 
rionsupervisory certificated employees at the appropriate school level 
and/or in the specific committees proposing 3 study as these persons ore 
Committee most likely to have the special expertise needed to carry out the assignment. 
member Employees will have the opportunity to express an interest and availability 
selection to die District administration to serve on these committees. The selection 
pf individuals will be the prerogative of the Disrrict administration with 
decisions made on factual basis in fact regarding qualifications of 
applicants. (See Article 7.12) 
Artfcte 10.32 
Use of Tobacco on Campus 
The District will employ an ample number of employees to enforce (he restriction of 
u&e of tobacco by anyone on school premises. Teachers will not be requested tu 
interrupt rhrir instruction activities with classes or their irnassigned time periods to 
enforce no smoking restrictions. A teacher will generally not be required to perform 
student or student locker searches for tobacco or other contraband substances except in 
an emergency situation when assistance is requested by an administrator. 
Article 10,33 
Itinerants Serving Multiple Sites 
Program supervisors and principals shall annually meei wilh all itinerants assigned lo 
serve students at multiple work sites. The purpose shall be to provide itinerants with 
adequate Facilities and workspaces to cany put the goals of the District programs. 
Every reasonable effort shall be made to have this completed prior1 to thelasE day of 
school At the conclusion of this process, the supervisor of facilities will develop 
alternatives and recommendations that will address the short-term and long-term needs 
of those itinerants with inadequate workspace- An annual survey of all itinerants shall 
be conducted by the facilities manager to determine which specific individuals and 
sites are inadequate In perform the duties assigned. The results of the survey shall be 
submitted to the Association office by April \ of each year. 
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Basic Ed Overload Resolution Form 
CPA Chapter 10, Article 10.22 
Teacher Name School 
Dam of overload School & grade level or subject Total # of students 
Secondary class load p. 1 __ 
p. 2 „ 
P-3 - -
P- 4 _. . 
P-5 . - -
P. 6 .... _ 
P-1 - „ 
P- S _ _ _ 
VSD Consideration: To be completed by Principal, Chief of Elementary or 
Secondary Education, Director of HR, Deputy Superintendent 
L J Creating combination classes? 
inding boundary exception students in overload classes? 
L J Employing an additional certificated teacher? 
L J Checking your building aggregate overload to determine if you qualify for an additional 
full or part-time teacher? 
L J Maintain a space-available list for potentially overloaded classes. 
Teacher Recommendation: {If not resolved above) To be completed by teacher. 
U Release time during the year when the workload is especially heavy. 
LjRelief from extra dirties and expectations 
L J Provide additional -sfaff assistant time to [he building fofthe ov ^ loaded educator that is 
convenient for relief of the workload. 
• A s suranee that an overload will not happen in successive years for the impacted 
educator. 
Q Other 
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Hease indicate opiion that was used to solve the problem and any additional adjustmenis that 
^ill be made. 
If a resolution still has not been reached, please state after your signature which of the 
tibove options you prefer. 
Impacted Teacher Administrator 
Building Representative Date sent to District Office & VHA 
Forward all unresolved situations to the Chief of Elementary or Secondary Education. Please 
include any recommendations appropriate for consideration at the district level. 
VEA/V5D Decision: 
VEAExec Director or President Chief of Elementary or Secondary Ed 
Date Date 
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CHAPTER 11 . PROFESSIONAL COMPENSATION, E C O N O M I C BENEFITS, & SECURITY 
Article 1 1 * 1 — - -
Individual 
contract 
required 
Equitable 
application of 
placement 
provisions 
Salary 
schedules in 
appendices 
There shall be a certificated contract for all initial/provisional and standard/continuing 
staff* in conformity with Washington state law and the rides and regulations of Itie stale 
Board of Education in the mutually developed contract format set forth in the 
appendices of this Agreement and made a pari of this Chapter by reference. 
Article t I -2 
The provisions of salary schedule placement will be applied equally to aU certificated 
personnel and every person will be given his/her proper place on the salary schedule 
consistent with his/her verified qualifications of academic preparation and verified 
professional experience-
Article 1 1 3 
1 1 3 A 
Salary step/lane 11.3 B 
provisions 
The salary schedule* for all personnel included in the bargaining unit 
covered by this Agreement shall beset forth in the appendices of this 
Agreement and made a part of this Chapter by reference- (See Appendix C.) 
The slate allocation model (SAM) is adopted as the District salary schedule 
for certificated employees (seeRCW 28A 150.410). Placement of 
certificated staff on the salary schedule will be in compliance with the 
provisions of WAC 392-121-200 through WAC 292-121-299. 
General 
provisions for 
clock hours and 
course work 
placement on 
salary schedule 
Additional 
provisions 
governing 
placement on 
lanes including 
other academic 
training 
including clock 
hours 
Article 11.4 
11 4 A It is expected that course work taken for placement on salary lanes will be 
normally applicable or transferable for a Bachelor's Degree. The units must 
have been completed subsequent to receipt of the Bachelor^ Degree. 
Graduate level course work does not generally need prior approval. Clock 
hours, in-service credits, continuation credits. LEAP credits that may relate 
to both certification and compensation fbf advancement on Ihe. salary 
schedule will be recognized by the District as is allowed by Ihe Washington 
Administrative Coder The costs of registration and recordkeeping will be 
borne by the individual subject to potential reimbursement when submitted 
in accordance widi prafEssionaf development procedures. 
11.4 B Courses and dock hours not apart of a planned program leading to an 
advanced degree or for other certification requirements, or individual 
professional development objective, must normally receive prior written 
approval from the educator's immediate supervisor or become subject lo 
processing a$ reasonably relevant to his/her professional assignment if they 
are to be allowed for salary schedule advancement. Clock hours and/or 
lower division undergraduate courses (generally listed ELS fOO-200 level) 
clearly relevant lo ihe professional assignment of the teacher, acceptable lor 
reporting on the S-275 form* with approval from the immediate supervisor, 
appropriate administrative assistant, and administrator of Human Resources 
wifl he allowed toward the requirement for placemen! of salary lanes. The 
clock hour type of credit, to be acceptable, must be established by the 
appropriate agency and individual at the time that the course is offered and 
verified as eurncd by the individual immediately upon its completion to the 
District and through ihe Educational Service District (EED) 112 assistant 
superintendent office assigned ihat responsibility. 
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In the event of extenuating circumstances wherein an individual educator has 
earned college credits) which appears lo be relevant to his/her professional 
assignment wiuVthe District but does-not-qualify under the-articles m u^5 
chapter, the Superintendent or designee will approve advancement on the 
educational lanes of the salary schedule- Procedures for consideration of 
college credits are as follows: 
i The individual educator will make a written application on forms 
provided to his/her immediate supervisor. The immediate supervisor 
will review, approve, or disapprove, the application, forward it to the 
Human Resources Office for review and forward it to the appropriate 
administrator. The Human Resources Office will determine if the 
courses arc acceptable for recognition by OSPI regulations in the 
determining of the staff characteristics index figure for the District. 
ii If the application is disapproved by both the immediate supervisor and 
the appropriate administrator the application will be returned to thE 
applicant as the final disposition of the request. If The immediate 
supervisor and/or the appropriate administrator approves the 
application, the application will be submitted to the 
Supenntcndent/designte. 
iii The Superintendent/depjgnee will review [he application with the 
commentary of the supervisor* Human Resources Office, and 
administrator and make a final determination on the application to grant 
or reject the course^) for purposes of District salary schedule 
placement-
Ar t lde 1 1 3 
11.5 A Persons to be employed in vocational! y-accredited assignment will have a 
proper certificate with appropriate apprenticeship training and work 
experience computed at two (2) years of apprenticeship for one (I) year of 
academic credit and evaluated as being equivalent to a year of undergraduate 
academic education up to and including the Bachelor's Degree. Years of 
experience utilized for academic credit for placement on the schedule may 
not also be utilized for years of experience credit to advance down the 
schedule. 
H . 5 B Advancement in salary lanes for a non-degreed vocational education teachtr 
may be recommended in writing by the Superintendent/designee, with a 
favorable endorsement by the Superintendent for submission to the Board 
of Directors for action to place him/her un the higher salary lane. Normally. 
such placement will be based on appropriate training and/or experience 
grimted in lieu of college credit as may meet the development of special 
qualifications for a particular assignment. Placement is lurther governed by 
the provisions of W AC IK0-77 and Basic Education Reporting criteria 
(S275). 
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Article 11,6 
Educalion staff Professional staff holding a Bachelor's Degree and lo be employed in a position 
associate requiring an initial Education Staff Associate Certificate will be placed on the 
certification appropriate experience step of lane I of ihc professional salary schedule. Advancement 
and placement in pay lanes will jiecessitate rrieetirig the same requirement specified in the guidelines 
adopted for other professional stalf, except that persons holding the Continuing 
Educalion Staff Associate Certificate are considered to have the Continuing Teacher 
Certificate. Such persons must have appropriate experience and meet the course work 
and/or degree requirements for advancement in lanes. The District reserves the right to 
evaluate the suitability of any non-public school Teacher or social agency experience as 
to its equivalent value for experience placement on the salary schedule. The provisions 
for occupational experience in WAC 180-77 and 292-121-145 also apply. 
Article 11-7 
Course work 
evaluation for 
transfers into 
District for 
salary schedule 
placement 
Course work for educators transferring into the District from other schoof districts will 
be evaluated and credited for salary advancement in the same manner as for educators 
who have been employed in the District all of their professional careers. 
Article 11.B 
Salary Schedule Experience Credit-
Definition of 11.8 A 
basic workday 
& work year 
for purposes of 
salary schedule 
placement, 
advancement & 
compensation 
The standards established by the legislature and the OSPI for reporting 
employment (currently the S275 form) and generation of funding for 
compensation, will be utilized for the placement of an individual on the 
salary schedule. Consistent with the Basic Education Act a work 
week/workday is defined as an average weekly period of twenty-five (25) 
hours and an average of three hundred (300) minutes per day of teacher-
student formal and informal contact time. A minimum of one-half school 
year of credit (90 student days) is required tor one (1) year of advancement 
on the salary schedule. No more than 1,0 school year of experience maybe 
counted Ibr any twelve (12) month period. 
11.8 B Part-time employment (partial day or year) will be proportionately computed 
in tenths (lOtba) of an instructional year. Employment of ninety (90) days 
full-time or one hundred eighty (ISO) days half-time shall be counted as .5 
years of service (see Article 14.7 A), A routine "on-site" duty day cs seven 
and one-half (7 1/2) continuous hours (Article 10.5 B). Part-time service 
may be accumulated over Heveral years to qualify for advancement on the 
schedule (See Article 14.7 A, Seniority Defined) 
1 1 S C Experience as a substimie teacher may be utilized for salary schedule 
placement (advancement) when: 
i I t can be documented. 
ii It will qualify tor placement on the state LEAP schedule and will 
generate salary funds from the state to the District un the S275 annual 
personnel report, (Article 14 7 AT Seniority Defined) 
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11.8 D II is mandatory Ilia! all eligible employees participate in the Washington 
State Teachers' Retirement System (TRS). Employees who established 
membership prior to October 1.1977, will be on Plan 1. Those who 
established membership between October 1, 1977, and June 30, 1996T will 
he on Plan 2, except [hose who choose lo transfer to Plan 3. Employees who 
became eligible for membership on or after July 1, 1996, will be on Plan 3. 
All full-time employees are eligible for membership; eligibility for part-lime 
employees varies by plan. Handbooks are available in the payroll office. 
Article 11,9 
Ail prior public school teaching experience in the state of Washington (RCW 
2fiA.400.300) is transferable and will be credited to the individual for the purpose of 
salary schedule placement. 
Article 11,10 
Out-of-state teaching or professional experience in accredited public or private schools 
Or social service Agencies will be allowed year-fbr-year credit advancement on the 
Salary schedule when il can be documented by the employee and verified through the 
administrator of Human Resources as equivalent and/or appropriate to the position for 
which the individual is being employed with the District. (See WAC 180-77} 
Article 11.11 
A maximum of two (2) years of active military service. Peace Corps, or Vista will be 
allowed for the purposes of experience placement on the salary schedule ii it is 
interrupted professional education employment. Eleven (11) months of active service 
shall be computed as one (1) year. 
Article 11,12 
Provisions For Job Sharing And Other Part-Time And Overtime Situations That 
F r ac t i ona t e Certificated Instructional Personnel E T £ . (Full-Time Equivalent) 
Position 
1 L 1 2 A Compensation - Computations 
i Each individual on a part-time assignment, i.e., teaching le&s or more 
than the normal average FTP daily teacher assignment, will be 
compensated pursuant to ihe following: A normal PTE is a daily 
average of 260-275 minutes of formal and twenty- live to forty (25-40) 
minutes of informal teacher/student contact time. A teacher is paid an 
amouifi proportionate (computed to the nearest .00 of formal teaching 
time) of actual time served with students and based un his/her 
placement on the basic salary scheduler A preparation period during a 
teaching day is nut recognised for purposes of compensation-
Examples: The normal load is five {5) classes computed at \0Q% FTP-
(full-time equivalent) A high school teacher with three {'!) classes is 
computed at(sO% uf PTE, another teacher with two (2) classes at 40% 
ufTTR. A high school teacher with six (6) classes is 120% PTE of 
his/her salary schedule placement- A middle school ledchei with two 
(2) classes is computed at ,34 of PTE, another teacher with tiitee (3) 
classes at 51 o tFTE. 
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11.12 A ii Advancement of one (I) step on Ihe salary schedule will require a 
minimum of 80% of FTE year of service, Not more than nne (1) year 
of service can be earned in one-(1) schoof year. Part-day and part-year 
(regular contracted and substitute) service may be accumulated over 
several school years to quafify for advancement on [beschedufe. 
Mulliple years of part-time service should be computed each year to 
determine each individual's specific salary schedule placemen!. 
E^ampfer Three (3) ye~afs"oF80% service is equal to ofi]y 274 years. Le.T 
[wo (2) steps, not three (3) steps on Ihe salary schedule. Four (4) years 
of 80% is equal In 3 2 years. Ihree (3) steps. Five (5) years of S0% is 
four (4) steps. Two (2) years of 50% service is required for 
advancement of one (1) step on the salary schedule and Ihe computation 
of seniority of an individual forolher purposes of ihe contract, i.e., RTF, 
placement, etc. Advancemenl on Ifie Vancouver Salaij Schedule is 
contingent for each individual case on ihe District being able to 
generate funds through Ihe stated LEAP fundi ng regulations to 
reasonably fund a change in pfacement-
iii Group insurance benefits will be offered in direct proportion to (be time 
spent teaching, with a minimum of 40% FTE to participate in the 
program. 
iv Emergcncy/sick leave, staff development funds, personal business 
leave* and similar other economic benefils will be computed in 
proportion lo ihe individual's percent of ihe FTE computation, i.e.. 40% 
minimum. 
11.12 E Position Determination 
i The District will arrange the sharing of one Fl'H position by two (2) 
individuals or some other fractionalizalion of a limited number of 
teacher FTE positions when: 
l.a. The District can identify some clear advantages to Ihe District for 
utilizing such an arrangement and/or 
i.b. The District does no! identify any dear disadvantages of substance 
from a proposed fractionalizalion of an FTEunit. 
The fractionalizalion nh" an FTE position must not result in 
substantially increasing the costs to the district for salary and 
benefits in excess of its average cost of funding an FTE. It will not 
be accomplished solely to accommodate the "preferred fife style" 
of the employees. There must be some value being accrued by Ihe 
District for the splitting of an FTE and Hie expansion in 
administrative load inherent in the increase ol the number of 
employees lo be supervised and accounting records to be 
marnlaincd 
ii A |ob sharing or other FTE fraclionafization will normally be 
accomplished for noi more than one f 1} yeiir 
It may be abnfn,hed without prior notice: 
ii.a. At Ihe end of each school year. 
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I1.J.2B ii.b. I n s necessary [hut a fraction of an FTE employee must be 
increased during a school year because a change in circumstances 
occurs. 
ii.c. One-hall of a job sharing pair departs the scene and another 
suitable replacement cannot be immediately located. 
M d. The job sharing partners find they are incompatible and one (1) 
leaves Ihe District or lakes unpaid leave and it is nol convenient for 
[he District to make other suitable arrangements-
iire- The District has need to discipline or terminate the sharing 
arrangement because one or both persons are not complying with 
their prior written agreement as to how they will handle 
responsibilities of attendance at staff meetings, equitable sharing of 
student control duties during the school day, evening extra/co-
currieular supervision of students. Or to attend seminars or other 
special training as necessary at the established compensation rates. 
ii.f. If Ihe job share employee is a current full-time equivalent status
 h 
the portion that is being vacated for the job share must either be an 
approved leave of absence or resignation subject to ihe approval of 
the District, 
ii g- In the event a job snare employee desires to return to Full-time 
status, the employee must notify the Human Resources Office that 
he/she desires to return to full-time employment (See Article 6.12 
C). If the person has a fractionahzed continuing contract, the 
District must employ that person as a full-time equivalency prior to 
applying for full time status positions. The employee must use the 
Position Interest Register for any open position in the building or 
District, NOTE: The job share cannot be used to lock up a full-
time position in the same building. 
u.h. Job share positions are reduced to the person in the job share with 
the least seniority for Ihe duration of the job shaie, NOTE: Tnthe 
event that there is a decline in enrollment or funding and the 
building must excess one FTE and one of the job share educators 
ha1, the lowest building seniority, both of the persons invulvcd in 
the job share shall be excessed, regaidless oi the seniority of the 
other job share employee. 
ii.i. If the job share position becomes a part-time position without the 
provisions of the job sruire, then the employee shall resume full 
seniority rights as other members of the bargaining umt. 
ii.j. Employees must notify the Human Resources Office by March i of 
the preceding school year with a proposal to enter or Lerminale a 
job share assignment. 
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1 U 3 C J o b Share Defined: 
A job share and apart-time position are both considered fractionalized. The difference 
in Ihe (wo (2) positions are lha| job shares involve two (2) persons for one (I) full-time 
posilion. A part-rime position dots no! involve another employee in fulfilling the duties 
and obligations of 'he position. Job share leachers leach al differenl times of Ihe school 
day or calendar days and have responsibility for the same students. Employees who are 
eligible for job sharing miisl: 
i Have continuing contract status. 
ii Currently be in the same building or have expressed an interest on the 
Position Interest Register for consideration in a proposed job share 
position. 
iii Ernployee Orientation 
Tfie district wifl provide to Ihe employee a checklist ol potential 
adverse effects from job sharing or otherwise accepting a part-time 
position and Ihe employee willingly accepts those limitations by 
initialing each area. 
iii.a. An individual's advancement on the salary schedule steps may be at 
leattbiannual and often more years apart depending on Ihe 
proportion of teaching performed. (Article 11.12 AN) 
HLb. Eligibility for retirement credit may be limited or nonexistent 
during those years pursuant to state teachers'retirement system 
provisions. 
j i ic. An individual^ "continuing contract rights" for the foflowing year 
are reduced to the proportion of the day actually worked for a 
following year. The District is nol legally bound to reinstate the 
individual into a full-time position Reinstatement to a full-time 
position will be at the District's convenience. 
lii.d An individual may be required to relum to Fulf time any time for 
"urgent needs" of the District. i .e . student enroll ment change, 
space situations, etc. 
iii.e. Individuals proposing lo enter inlo a job sharing arrangement will 
prepare a signed, written agreement. II will stipulate how each 
individual will handle each and all of the duties and responsibilities 
ol" Ihe position being divided These will include, but not be 
limited to, the following: attendance at building and District staff 
meetings, back-to-school night For parents, student supervision 
duties both during school hours and evening student body 
activities, individual parent conferencing, equipment inventory, and 
similar kinds of activities normal to those ciI a full-time teacher as 
may be identified by the building adminisiratot. The building 
administrator will sign after reviewing and commenting in writing 
his/her approval or disapproval of" any aspect of the proposed plan. 
'I he plan is to be presented to the Human Resources Office for a 
prior final review before ihe proposal can be approved 
Legal Reference RCW 26A.400.3QQ 
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Article 11.13 
Vocational A minimum of twelve (32) months of apprenticeship training and/or work experience 
experience and/or service in a vocationally-accredited assignment may he credited as one (1) year 
credit of prior "teaching" experience, providing such experience has not been previously 
evaliMcd and allowed for salary placement credit as being equivalent to undergraduate 
academic Training, (Articles 11,7 and 11 .£) 
Miscellaneous Provisions of Salary Schedule Placemen! and Othe r Mat te r s of 
Payment 
Article 1L14 
Quarter unit Units for salary schedule placement will be recorded in quarter houis. Semester hours 
measure will be multiplied by the factor 1,5. to arrive at their equivalent in quarter hours. 
Article 11.15 
Prior approval To assure acceptance of undergraduate courses lower division, subsequent to 9/1/E2, a 
for undcrgrad teacher must First obtain written verification from the Human Resources Office that the 
or randomly credit will be acceptable for inclusion in the S-275 annual personnel report to the office 
selected of the SP1. The applicants must then obtain a positive written endorsement from his/her 
courses immediate supervisor and appropriate administrator that the course is relevant and 
acceptable. 
Article 11.16 
Initial salary Evaluation of academic preparation and any prior professional experience for purposes 
schedule of salary schedule placement will be initially done in the Human Resources Office. 
placement Questions regarding appropriateness of an interpretation and/or the application of a 
salary placement prcivision in an individual case may be referred by the administrator of 
Human Resources, or by the applicant for a salary advancement, to the appropriate 
administrator for review and written recommendation. 
Article 11.17 
Immediate The appropriate administrator or the applicant for advancement on the salary schedule 
supervised may request the applicant^ immediate supervisor to provide a written assessment of the 
assessment of value of a particular undergraduate cciuise, conference, or workshop completed or 
value proposed regarding its relative value past, immediate, and/or potential in providing 
better professional services in his/her assigned responsibililies. 
Article 11.IS 
Application Certificated staff desiring salary lane advancement on the salary schedule should make 
forms <& dates implication on forms provided in the Human Resouiccs Office not later than April 15, if 
the individual anticipates having all of the outstanding requirements completed and the 
new placement put into effect for the ensuing school year. Individuals filing 
Application applications for new placement after April 15 may not have placement implemented 
deadline until Ihe year following if there are insufficient hinds provided in the budget category 
established for that purpose, 
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Article 11.19 
Documentation 1LL9 A Document vcnfying [he completion of outstanding requirements for 
deadline for advancement on the salary schedule must be submitted to the Human 
salary Resources Office on or before September 15, to qualify for a salary 
adjustment adjustment lor an ensuing school year Exceptions lo the submission date 
will be permitted only in extreme situations when documentation has not 
been possible because of delays clearly beyond the control of the employee. 
All course work must be documented on official transcripts or verified 
copies thereof, 
Salary 11,19 B The District will make every reasonable effort lo implement the 
advancement advancement of all individuals on the salary schedule at one time. Every 
implementation effort will be made to make the adjustment on or before the November 1 
date payroll. 
11,19 C An employee must document all college units completed within six (6) 
weeks of employment and within six (6) weeks of completion if employed* 
or by September 15 th of each year, whichever comes sooner, if ihey are to 
be utilized for advancement on the salary schedule in the future. The 
employee may present a grade slip as tentative documentation but must 
order an official transcript when requested by the District. The District will 
bear the cost of the transcript. 
Article 11.20 
Days of service 11.20 A Each individual's annual professional services contract will be written for the 
& payment school year with the required number of duty days and dates to be served as 
timeline provided in the calendar established for that time period for his/her position 
classification, 
Payday 
NBPTS 
11.20 B The District payroll for all employees will be disbursed on or before the last 
day of the month. When the last day of the month falls on Saturday or 
Sunday, the payroll willbedisbursedonthe preceding Friday. 
11,20 C The salary for each employee will be paid in twelve (12) approximately 
equal installments of each school year with no more than twelve (12) 
monthly payments during one (1) tax year. The first payment of each .school 
budget year will be made on or before September 30, the iust on or before 
August 31, and according to the salary schedule and days of scheduled duly 
established through negotiations for his/her position classification for that 
academic year, provided that pursuant to RCW 41.59.170 salary schedules 
and economic benefits may be adjusted at any time funds arc available fur 
thatpurpose. [SeeArticle 11.25). 
11.19 D The District will take necessary action to secure any additional 
compensation allowed in the state budget for NBPTS certified teachers 
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Direci payroll 11.2QD Upon written authorization ul employees, the salary of each employee in the 
deposit bargaining unit may be deposited directly into his/her personal account of 
any bankor credit union that is a member of the Automated Clean ng House. 
Written Funds will be available on the regularly scheduled pay date. The employee 
statement will be provided with a writien statement of the amount being deposited and 
provided to the of a]| the deductions made, and the cumulative number of sick leave days 
employee he/she has on the District's records. The statement will be delivered to the 
employee's school mailbox net later than the Inst school day (or placed in 
the U.S. mail not later than the last business day of the month when school is 
not in session) immediately prior to the first day of the month- Beginning 
with September 1,2001, all employees, current and future, will be required 
lo establish a direct payroll deposit by providing the district with 
information regarding a personal account of any bank or credit union that is 
a member of the Automated. Clearing House. The District will provide 
affected employees (e.g., those without direct deposit arrangements) with 
advance notice of this change prior to the June 30 pay date. New employees 
will be required to provide the District with direct deposit arrangements by 
the end of the second pay period after beginning employment. 
Summer 11.20 E During summer months, salary payments will be mailed in the U.S. mail EO 
arrangements theemployee's home address or deposited directly into the bank account 
authorized by the employee. 
Salary 
adjustments 
timeline 
Changes in contract status, special assignment payment, and payroll 
deductions will be made on the next succeeding salary warrant when the 
authorization (or approved time sheets in the case of summer work special 
assignments) have been properly submitted to the business office on or 
before the payroll cut-off day each month. An authorisation submitted after 
the payroll cut-off date of each month will be processed with the next 
following payroll-
A H k l e 11.21 
Individual per 
diem defined 
ISO days 
The basic contract term of service for all certificated staff is one hundred eighty (1B0) 
days as specified in the adopted school calendar. Payroll compulations for paying for 
daysof service or making deductions will be related to thai term of service as the 
individual "per diem" rate for a certificated staff member. Certificated staff employed 
after the beginning date of the school year to complete the school year will be paid at 
their individual per diem rate on the salary schedule for days actually worked. Services 
provided outside of the Basic Education Act work year and day will be paid as provided 
in Article 13^5 
Article 11.22 
Replacement Certificated employees hired by the District to replace educators who have been granled 
for leave official District leaves shall be employed in accordance with .state statute R.CW 
2fiA.405.900 and shall receive full fringe benefits and, upon oppljcaiion lor regular 
contract status, shall receive appiopriaie consideration, subject to other provisions of 
[his Agreement and law, for regular assignment vacancies, provided that their services 
have been evaluaLed as satisfactory. Individuals serving as replacement contraC[ 
teachers will be placed on the salary schedule according to their qualifications. 
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Article 11.23 
Reimbursement of Aulomobile & Other Necessary Authorized Expenses Incurred In 
Performing Service for the Dislrict 
Aulomobile a LL.23 A Certain District employees may be required to have an aulomobile available 
condition of during regular working hours as a condition of continued employment in a 
employment particular position to tarry out assigned responsibilities requiring mobility 
within the District or available to make emcrgeney trips on behalf of the 
health and safety of children with whom they work, and they wiIf be 
reimbursed at the established mileage rate. 
Mileage - split 11.23 B Employees whose assignment is split between buildings, will be reimbursed 
assignments at the approved mileage rate lor travel from one school building location to 
the other within the duty day. Employees wilt noL be reimbursed for travel 
from and to their private residence. 
Article 11.24 
Mileage rate An employee required to use a personal car on District business shall be compensated at 
authorization the rate per mile established by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) as appropriate for 
procedure business use of a private vehicle. The rate wiH be timely adjusted whenever needed to 
keep it contemporary with the latest IRS regulations. Mileage will be authorized and 
validated by the proper administrator in accordance with the budget and the established 
policies and regulations of the Dislrict. 
Article 11.25 
Other expenses Reimbursement and/or advances for authorized expenses incurred in performing 
services to and for the District will be made in accordance with the polrcres and 
regulations of the District. 
Article 11-26 
Insurance & Employee Protection 
General 1L26 A r The District shall provide liability insurance protection (Aiticle 11.26" A 
liability ii) for each employee covered by this Agreement in case of suit, action^ 
insurance or claims against the employee and/nr the District arising from or out of 
the employee's performance or failure of performance of duties as agent 
for the District, provided that the Districl shall not be obligated tu 
provide liability insurance protection or defend employees in 
connection with an employee's gross negligence, intentional or wanton 
misconduct or knowing violation of law or criminal act. fEirther, 
provided [bat ihe employee agrees to give notice as soon as possible to 
the Human Resources Office of any such suit, claim, or action brought 
against said employee 
ii Policy limits are one million dollars combined single limit bodily injury 
and property damage liability protection The Association may request 
and will be provided information of District coverage year. 
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Authorized 
level of force 
by employees 
Legal counsel 
provided by the 
District 
Teacher 
transportation 
of student! not 
required 
Voluntary 
nature of 
transportation 
of students to 
sponsorecl/-
sanctioned 
activities 
District auto 
policy provided 
Informed 
consent of 
employees 
transporting 
students 
11.26 B i An employee is authorized to use forte, bul no more force ihau shall be 
necessary, upon Or toward a student or other person on or around school 
premises whenever such employee is about lo be injured, or when the 
employee lawfully comes lo the aid of another about to be injured, or to 
prevent a malicious trespass, or other malicious interference with that 
real or personal property which lawfully is in his/her possession, in the 
possession of another employee or student, or upon school premises. 
II The District shall provide legal counsel to an employee against whom a 
lawsuit is instituted and which suit arises out of his/her proper exercise 
of that force authorized in this article, or in other District regulations, 
Furthermore, Ihe District shall assist an employee in obtaining counsel 
to represent him/her when he/she has been assaulted in or around Ihe 
school premises or as a result of his/her performing his/her professional 
duty, 
lL2rj C i Amemberof ihe bargaining unit shall not be required to transport a 
student in his/her personal vehicle, except in a medical or emergency 
situation or as an identified component of a paid extracurricular 
program activity assignment. (SeeChapter 13) 
ii An employee may of his/her own volition choose lo transport a student 
to a sponsored or sanctioned activity away from a school that is an 
extension of die District's curriculum program(s), a school building s 
operations* or the Districts entrac utricular program(s). During such 
expeditions die employee will be covered by an excess business 
automobile liability insurance policy maintained by the District for the 
protection of employees and volunteers as may provide transportation in 
their personal vehicles for ihe students of the District. 
hi District and building administrators shall be responsible lo advise each 
employee verbally and in writing at least once each year o i thc nature of 
the liability they assume in transporting students. Specifically: 
Identified 
statutory 
minimum 
requirements 
Employee 4 
policy is 
primary 
coverage 
Limils of 
District's 
liability 
coverage 
iii.a. Current minimum financial responsibility limits required of every 
citizen by Washington State Law (RCW 46.29,490) are 
S25,0O0/50.000 bodity injury and 310,000 property damage and 
that each passenger transported in a private vehicle is provided a 
seat and a proper safety restraint (seal belt). Any employee 
transporting a student should comply with the law. 
iti.b. The employee^ personal automobile insurance is the primary 
insurance coverage in the event of an accident and a 
claim/judgment made against the employee. 
ILC. The District's business automobile liability insurance of one million 
dollars is utilized after the maximum iimjts of the employee's 
personal vehicle liability coverage is exceeded. The Districts 
coverage does nut include restoration of damages incurred to die 
employees vehicle 
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Requiremeiils 11.26 C iv If the District plans to require art employee specificnlly employed to 
of paid sponsor/supervise an extracurricular/eo-<Jurricu!ar activity. In provide a 
extracurricular certain measure of transportation of students as a necessary component 
program of the assignment, this information will be communicated in writing on 
student the supplementary contract and brought verbally to his/her attention at 
transportation the time the contract is to be signed. The District will clearly stipulate 
situations the amount ol transportation required and any specific conditions that 
need to be observed by the employee in that specific portion of his/her 
assignment. 
Personal 11.26 D The District or its insurer(s) wilJ reimburse the member* as obligated by 
property loss & statute, for loss or damage of not less than ten ($10) or more than two-
damage hundred and fifty ($250) dollars to personal property caused while such 
employees are engaged in (I) the maintenance of order and discipline, or (2) 
the protection of school personnel, school property, or students. 
The District agrees to budget $5000 per year for the purpose of reimbursing 
employees whose personal property, including clothing and automobile, is 
lost or damaged as a result of theft and vandalism. 
The District shall promulgate reasonable rules and regulations outlining the 
procedures and documentation needed for payment of a reimbursement 
claim. Those rules shall be governed by the following provisions: 
i The use ofan employee's personal equipment for instructional purposes 
must have the prior written approval of the employee's supervisor. 
ii Loss or theft of cash is not covered. 
iii Theftor vandalism must have occurred while the employee was 
performi ng assigned duties/rEsponsibiltticB. 
iv The employee must report the theft or vandalism to the appropriate law 
enforcement agency within forty-eight (4E) hours of knowledge of the 
incident, and a copy of said report must be provided to the employee's 
supervisor. 
v The employee must complete a Proof of Loss and Claim 
Reimbursement form and attach any receipts or cost estimates that 
explain the amount nf theft or vandalism. The claim for reimbursement 
must be made to the employee's supervisor within ten (10) days of the 
theft or vandalism, or the claim is deemed waived by the employee 
vi The employee must exhaust his/her own insurance recovery possibilities 
before being eligible for reimbursement from the District. Upon 
District approval of an employee's claim, the employee maybe 
reimbursed up to H250-
vir Reimbursemenl claims shall be filed for amount not less than ten 
dollars ($10) but not more than two hundred and fifty dollars ($250) for 
each loss, 
vrn Repair and replacement costs shall be based on the most current and 
available estimate of current value, rates, and/or prices-
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LL26D ix Reimbursemenlcif employee claims will occur in June. The amount of 
reimbursement, up to a maximum of $250, depends on Ihe number of 
claims filed with the District. TheDistrict will make every effort to see 
that each employee receives an equitable share of Ihe $5000. For 
example: If there were forty (40) claims for $250, each employee 
would receive 3125 
Industrial 11.26 E i It is recognized that the payments received as compensation by an 
accident employee injured on the job undcrdrcumslancesbnnging him/her 
within the coverage of the Workmen^ Compensation Act of (he state of 
Washington ore less than the regular wage payments received by the 
employee. 
in 
Incaseof any on-lhe-job disability which is covered by State Industrial 
Insurance under the Workmen's Compensation Act of the state of 
Washington, the employer will pay to such disabled employee, out of 
his/her accumulated sick leave, an allowance equal to the difference 
between the Slate Workmen^ Compensation benefits and (he 
employee's regular gross pay, less statutory deductions, beginning at the 
time of disability and continuing until the accumulated sick leave 
entitlement is completely expended. If the employee is still disabled 
after his/her earned sick leave allowance is expended, the employee will 
revert to only the pay coverage afforded by State Workmen's 
Compensation Insurance, 
In order to receive benefits tinder this Article, employees may be 
required at the discretion of the employer to submit evidence, in writing, 
from a duly licensed medical examiner that, in ihe opinion of the 
examiner, the employee was physically unable to return to work on the 
day for which benefits arc claimed. 
Emergency 11.26F i Each site staff, under the leadership of the principal, shall establish 
procedures emergency procedures in which staff are abJe to communicate with the 
principal/supervisor about a situation that is potentially volatile. These 
emergency procedures
 W i j | also include methods for providing rapid 
assistance in emergency situations when a potential for physical harm to 
an employee is evident. These provisions shall be communicated to all 
staff members and published in a staff handbook or similar document by 
the opening day of school. 
Assault upon 
employee 
Any case of assault upon an employee by a student, parent, or guardian 
shall promptly be reported to the employee's supervisor or designee. 
The employee's supervisor shall immediately report the situation to the 
administrator of Human Resources. The District will coujiael Willi the 
employee on those legal rights and alternative courses of action 
available to the employee. If there appears to be a conflict of interest, 
the conflict will be identified, the District will advise the employee, and 
Ihe employee has the option to seek legal counsel elsewhere. 
ill The principaj/designee shall inform "on a need-to-know basis" any staff 
member who may have consistent contact with a student if dial student 
in the principal's judgment poses a threat to the staff member, 
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Assault, 11.26 F iv In [hose situations where criminal charges arising out of employment 
reporting & have been filed against an employ™ where it is mutually determined 
legal — appropriate, and there- is no-conflict of interest r-the-District agrees to - . . 
reimburse afl legal fees as deemed reasonable by [he court to the 
employee if he/she is found innocent of thE charges 
H - 2 6 G Student Personal Properly, Each teacher is expected to maintain a positive 
instructional environment in his/her classroom/activity area. In order to 
maintain a positive instructional environment, it may be necessary from time 
to time for a teacher to assume transitive possession ot a student's personal 
property. When assuming transitive possession, the teacher shall take 
reasonable precautions to protect the student's personal property until it can 
be returned to the student. If, in the judgment uf the supervisor/principal, 
the teacher takes reasonable precautions to protect the students personal 
property, and after consultation with thG Superintendent/designee* the 
District will defend the teacher from being financially liable (culpable) for 
the loss or damage of a student^ personal property held in transitive 
possession. This defense is not applicable if. in the supervisorVpnncipal^ 
and/or Supeiintendents/designee^ judgment* the teacher is negligent, or 
acted for cunversinn. or acted in a malicious manner. 
The supervisor/principal will make every reasonable effort to discourage 
students from bringing personal property to school that is not pertinent to 
their instructional assignments. Bach supervisor/principal shall establish 
procedures thai teachers will follow when assuming transitive possession of 
student's personal property until such property is returned. 
Article 11,27 
l t .27 A The District will utilize on behalf of part-time employees payroll deduction 
proceduresfor the purpose of making direct payment of premiums of group 
insurance and other programs as are mutually determined by the Association 
and the District. Deductions will be made according to the prnvisions uf this 
Agreement and the specific instruction of each employee where such 
individual discretion is allowed. 
District's 11.27 B The District will provide the stated contribution for each calendar month for 
contribution each full-time employee covered by this Agreement for the full or partial 
payment of the programs mutually determined by the Association and the 
District to be made available for employees. Part-lime employees'benefits 
(Article 11.27 E) will be proportionate to the time served. (Specific dollar 
amounts are set forth in Appendix H.) 
Note:_PuT5iiant to legislation of 1990, residual amounts will first he applied 
to individuals wilhin the bargaining unit pool as are required to reduce out-
of-pocket payments for family medical coverage, Any remaining residual 
will be assigned to Ihc scli-insurance reserve (full family dental-vision-
prescription-auditory. etc.), 
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Mutual 11.27 C The District will pay ihe premium for all employees for any specific 
determination insurance plan(s) as may be mutually determined by the Association and the 
of programs for District within the limits of Article 1L.31 B above. The specific plan - - - -
ail employees benefit and rales of any such plan(s} to coverall employees of Ihe 
bargaining unit shall become the subject of study by District and Association 
representatives. The final plan selected--ur any proposal for an alteration in 
benefits or rates during the life of Ihe Agreement-shall be a subject for 
bargaining between the District and the Association pursuant to Chapter 
41.59 RCW. Any portion of [he Districts contribution not utilized for the 
mandatory District comprehensive composite rate insurance program may be 
utilized as authorized by each employee for a health medical plan that he/she 
has individually selected from those made available to employees. It is 
understood by the District and the Association thai any costs incurred for 
any insurance program(s) in excess of the total basrc contribution afforded 
each employee by the District will be assumed by the employee, 
11.27 D The sequence of these deductions will be made in a uniform manner, with 
[he health-medical plan selected by the employee to be the last deduction 
made Enrollment in a group insurance plan will be normally allowed only 
within the established "open period" (normally September) or within thirty 
(30) days of employment, 
Part-time 11,27 B Eligibility for participation in an insurance program shall be based on 
insurance services provided at no less than forty percent (40%) of a full lime 
eligibility equivalent (FTE) employee position. 
11,27 P Pursuant to legislation of 1990 consolidation of the state's insurance FTE 
allotment of husband and wife employees in the same bargaining unit or 
between bargaining units is no longer permitted. One partner will be a 
single subscriber; the other will assume the costs of any di^pendenls. 
11.27 G i Group medical insurance programs immediately available Through the 
employer contribution are open panel medical/hospital plans. Premcra 
Blue Cross PP01 and PP02, and a closed panel health maintenance 
organization medical/hospital plan, currently Kaiser Foundation Health 
Plan. 
ii Group term life insurance (all premiums for life insurance must quality 
for tax-exempt status, as directed by the United States Internal Revenue 
Service)* accidental death and dismemberment, vision, prescription, and 
prepaid dental group programs may be made available by the mutual 
agreement of the District and the Association (see Appendix R ) . 
Article 11.28 
Statutory Funds shall be withheld from the earnings of employees in accordance with federal or 
payroll state laws and regulations for the purpose of income tax provision. Medicare taxes, 
deductions social security taxes, retirement, and industrial accident medical premiums. Funds so 
withheld will be transmitted to the appropriate governmental agency in accoidance with 
agency datelines. 
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Article 11.29- - - - -
Voluntary Payroll Deductions 
Range of Employees may authorise the District through written authorization to assign funds 
authorizations from the employer's contribution to group insurance programs or to deduct funds from 
& timeline their earnings amounts for the payment of insurance premiums, dues and assessments, 
annuities, and other appropi iate group deductions. The signed authorization form must 
be processed through the appropriate department prior to the payroll cut-off date each 
month, unless otherwise provided, for the deduction to be made from the current 
monthly earnings. 
Open period in The open period for enrollment in voluntary group insurance program(s) is subject to 
voluntary the particular rules and regulations of each carrier An employee^ participation in such 
program a program shall be subject to such limitations and neither the District nor Association 
will be liable for obtaining an alteration from the carrier in their regulations for the 
benefit of an employee. 
Specific The Association acknowledges that the District incurs costs from the data processing 
programs procedures and labor costs necessary in providing payroll deductions. To place limits 
on the costs incurred in the processing of authorizations for which payroll deductions 
can be made, the following autlvorizations have been mutually selected by the parties: 
Hospital 11.29 A i Kaiser Foundation Health Plan: 
medical *New employees may join within thirty (30) days of employment. 
^Current employees may join during the annual open period, September 
1 through October 12. 
ii The Premera BEue Cross Plan: 
*New employees may join within thirty (30) days of employment. 
^Current employees may join during the annual open period, normally 
September 1 through October 12. 
Salary 11.29 B Standard Short-Term Salary Insurance (paid premiums enurely by the 
insurance empfoyee). 
Tax-sheltered 11 29 C Salary reduction agreements for tax sheltered annuities will be made 
annuities available under the provisions of Section 403(b) ol the Internal Revenue 
Code and RCW 2gA.4OO.250- Insurance companies must be authori7.ed by 
the Insurance Commissioner of the state of Washington to transact business 
in the state of Washington. Agents representing the insurance companies 
must he licensed under Washington state Jaw. Refer to Appendix H 
11 29 D Authorization in favor of the Clark County Schoof Employees'Credit Union 
for savings and loan payment. 
-Supplement! 11.29 £ Guardian Life Insurance, John Hancock Premium Pay-Back Term Life 
life Insurance, Standard Supplemental Life, and Standard AD&D (paid entirely 
by the employee) 
Charitable 11.29 F Coniribulions lo United Way and the Vancouver School District Poundation 
contributions may he made in each of the twelve (f 2) monihs. ol" the year 
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Annual 11.29 G The District reserves Ihe right to permit additional payroll deduction! as may 
deductions be requested by written petition of at least ten percent (10%) of ihe 
-- -employees to-waffaal4he^(>6tof-pToviding^uchaeivice.andon specific 
approval of the Board of Directors. (See Appendix G for a summary liming 
of group insurance prugram benefits.) 
Article 11.3U 
The Basic Contract Certificated Staff (Appendix A) shall specify one hundred eighty 
(ISO) days of service to be compensated as provided in Ihe Vancouver Professional 
Salary Schedule (Appendi* C). The number of days in the basic contract will be 
increased for any additional slate funded in-service days. 
An additional two and one-half (2 1/2) days of mandatory service is provided to 
teachers for administrative essential activities to open and close the school year or 
semester The building administrators will schedule the days of service. These hours of 
service will be compensated at the approved hourly rate, (Chapter 12.5 A ii and iv} 
Teachers wilt be paid by the time sheet procedure. 
Exception: Certain employee classifications with several days of mandatory extended 
year service are normally provided by a supplemental contract. Any administrative 
essential days to be allowed for opening or closing school will be incorporated into the 
total days of supplementary contract 
No Districtwide meeting will be scheduled on the work days immediately preceding the 
fiest student attendance day, tbe day between semesters, and the one-hall'(1/2) day 
following the last student attendance day. These days are provided for the specific 
purpose of opening school, changing semesters, and closing a school year-
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CHAPTER 12- TRI ACTIVITIES& F R O F E S S l Q N A L ^ E y E L O P M E N T P R O G R A M 
Article 12-1 
Concept The TRI program of the Vancouver School District ha& ns its primary objective the 
enhancement of basic education programs for students. 
Article I 2 J 
The primary inlent of TRI is to improve the quality of educational services available for 
students through the performance of compensated additional responsibilities provided 
by certificated staff. These TRI responsibilities will go beyond those levels possible 
within the basic education programs as funded by the state legislature. The legislatures 
enactment of RCW 2SA.4O0.200 authorizes, the District to participate in supplemental 
contract payments of salaries and benefits to employees who meet certain specific 
provisions: 
12.2 A The payment is not for services included in the mandatory daily average 
hams Of instruction offered students within the one hundred eighty (ISO) day 
school year as is required and funded by the Basic Education Act (RCW 
2SA-150-220), or within any state funded in-service daysr 
12 2 B The supplemental contracts will normally be for one year and not subject to 
the continuing contract provisions (RCW 2RA.405 240). 
12.2 C The funding of the TRI responsibilities is subject to funds available from 
local sources and other funds allocated outside cif the BEA program. 
J2 .2D The nature of the supplemental services and level of compensation is 
negotiable with the Vancouver Education Association. 
Three major 12.2 E TRI, other than for in-service training, is payable in three (3) increments in 
elements accordance with Appendix E and provides full compensation lor the 
responsibilities listed in Article 12.5. 
12.2 F The Association and the District recognize that the responsibilities listed in 
Article 12.5 may involve, due to circumstances-excessive amounts of time. 
In this regard, the District wilf exercise reasonable discretion in its 
expectations of employees, and the Association has the right to meet with 
Ihe principal andfor central office administrators to resolve unreasonable 
situations* special events, etc. 
12.2 G Building administrators and program managers shall meet with staff to 
jointly prepare a yearly TRI plan that will identify mandatory and flexible 
respondibilities that will guide the staff in the implementation oI"TRJ 
responsibilities To die estent possible, Ihe plan will provide a schedule of 
mandatory meelingyevcnls that is balanced relative to individual flexible 
responsibilities and responsibilities that cannot bescheduledr Copies of the 
plan will be provided lo the VLA building representative and the Human 
Resources Olfice. 
12.2 H When an employee is in an unavoidable overload situation* the building 
administrator will mmimize demands on the employee's time lor TRI 
responsibilities 
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Art ic le l2 .3 
Time 123 A A TRI activity may occur (1) prior to and/or following the one hundred 
eighty (ISO) day basic education school year, OR (2) outside of the normal 
on-site seven and one-half (7-1/2) hours provided by the Basic Education 
Act (Article 10-5 B) or any state funded in-service days. 
Location 12-3 B A TRI activity may be carried out "on site" or "off site" as is reasonably 
appropriate for a particular activity. 
Signed 12-3 C The procedure to validate [he actual performance of time and/or 
statements responsibility of a contractual commitment will normally be made by 
submission of signed documentation from the employee. The employee s 
written affirmation of his/her presence on site at specified times andfor time 
documentation associated with the creation of a work product as confirmed 
in writing by the employee^ supervisor are the two (2) recognized methods 
to validate the services performed and responsibilities completed. 
Article 12 A 
TRI activities Activities included in the TRI p rogram are: 
12r4 A Administrative meetings called by building or District administrators 
necessary [0 open and/or close the school year. See Appendix E, 
Administrative Essential Days. 
12 4 B The District's administration may direct up to 16 hours of mandatory in-
service training. See Appendix E. Mandatory In-service Days. 
12.4 C ?arent conferencing by scheduled blocks of time or other special 
arrangements. Up to two (2) non-student days may be scheduled for parent 
conferencing within the TRI flexible responsibilities compensation discussed 
below, 
12.4 D Indivjdual preparation responsibilities when they occur outside the normal 
work day: 
i Curriculum development/individually designed special projects. 
it Counseling 
iii Media center activities. 
iv District authorized professional level activities 
v Tutoring of students. 
vi Grade level meetings. 
vjj Curriculum meetings. 
viii Building projects (after school activities, science lair, culture fair, 
etc.) 
ix. JEP committee meetings. 
x MDT meetings, 
xi Remedial/enrichment classes, students/patents. 
xii Department and magnet school strategic planning. 
xiii Report writing for compliance with IDEA requirements 
xiv Development and implementation of technology 
xv Testing and assessment requirements lor regular education and 
special education including statewide, mandotoiy, and Woodcwk-
Johnson, etc 
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12.4 D xvi Progress reports for related services. 
xvii Targeted schools planning. 
xviri- -QassiGern-e-verloads-
t i t Other District-authorized activities. 
Note: TRI may be used for SBDMT activities. However, il is expected that 
SLIG funds will be the primary funding source for School Improvement 
Planning and training when such funds are available. 
Article 12,5 
TRI set aside for special responsibilities: 
Mandatory 125 A Mandatory Responsibilities (see Appendix E ) comprised of two and one-
responsibilities half days (2 W) per year of Essential Administrative Activities (i.e. 20 hours) 
for which the District may require the presence of an employee on the work 
site or at another designated location. Activities as determined by the 
District, or principal with input from his/her Site-Based Decision-Making 
Team arc conducted during hours of service not already compensated within 
the District-established one hundred eighty (160) day school year and 
routine on-site, day The fallowing are illustrative of activities that may be 
included in mandatory responsibilities. 
i Administrative or school site or other authorized District meetings 
called to open and/or close the school year. 
ii On-site preparation ol classroom/instructional environment including 
preparation of bulletin boards, display tables, lesson planning and 
scheduling, assembly of icxls. audio-visual materials, student work 
sheets, grade books, and similar binds of tasks to open/close a school 
year. 
in Evaluating and recording of student progress reports for parents at mid-
year or end of year and meeting/consultation wiih other faculty to plan 
and/or prepare presentation of programs. 
iv A workshop, class, or special meeting that has been scheduled and 
deemed critical that designated staff members must be in attendance to 
participate in discussion and decision making of matters of concern to a 
specific site or the District* or to be oriented in a new concept that is to 
be implemented. 
v Employees are compensated at the approved hourly rate tor 
responsibilities actually performed without regard to part-time or full-
time work schedules. Employees who do not pcrlorm the lull two-and-
one-half days (e.g., late start or early departure) will receive a 
proportionate amount of TRT compensated. 
12.5 B Flexible Responsibilities - Appendix F, 
Flexible Flexible responsibilities are duties carried out on an individual basii by 
responsibilities employees to provide direct and/or indirect service to students. See Article 
12.5 A lit for individual preparation activities. 
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12,5 B i Employees will be compensated at the rate of £3*088 for employees in 
steps 0 through 15 and 33,488 for employees at step L6 for the 
performance of TR1 flexible responsibilities* -Employees-who are part 
lime or who do not work Ihe full school year will be compensated 
proportionately, 
ii Certificated employees who are part lime or who are hired for a portion 
of the school year will receive a pro-rated amount of TRI flexible 
compensation (e.g., a ,8 FTE receives -8 of the TR1 flexible 
compensation; an employee hjred on Ihe 50 school day receives one 
half (90/180) of Ihe TRI flexible compensation. An employee's flexible 
TRJ entitlement is fixed for ihe firsl half of the year based on his/her 
FTE on October 1. and the second half of ihe year based on his/her FTE 
on February 1. and will only be changed prospectively at mid-year lor 
changes in FTE level. Employees who enter pay status after Ihe first 
student day of the year, or who depart prior to the last stiidenl day of ihe 
year, are entitled lo flexible TRI time for each month in which [hey 
work, a majority of the scheduled work days. Unicjue circumstances will 
be referred to the Human Resources Office for resolution. 
iii Employees who are on long-term, compensated leave, for twelve (11) 
weeks orless, will continue to receive their TRI payment providing they 
continue to perform TRI activities in association with the leave. In such 
case, the term substitute will not receive TRI payments. 
iv Employees who arc on long-term, uncompensated leave, compensated 
leave in excess of twelve (12) weeks, or compensated leave of twelve 
(12) months or less but who do not continue to perform TRI activities. 
will not receive TRI compensation during the period of the long-term 
absence. Instead
 h the TRI responsibility and compensation will transfer 
to the term substitute The employee or term substitute who works the 
majority of the scheduled work days in the beginning and ending month 
of the long-term leave will receive the TRI compensation for thai 
month. 
In-service 12.5 C In-service Days (Hours;) - Appendix E 
i The District may schedule up to sixteen hours (16) per school year for 
District in-service. Participation in such in-service is considered a 
mandatory TRI responsibility. 
ii All employees, part time and full time, will participate in such in-
service and are compensated at the approved hourly rate for such in-
service. 
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CHAPTER 13, SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS UNDER SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACTS 
Article 13.1 
Noncompen- All educators
 h as professional staff members of a faculty, are expected to provide a 
sated basic certain measure of professional services thai will contribute to the activities program, to 
responsibility the guidance program, and to the good climate and efficient operaTion of their schcml 
for student without additional compensation beyond that provided in their Bask Contract: 
activities Certificated Staff on the Professional Salary Schedule. 
Supplemental 
contracts 
required 
Article 13.2 
The Di strict and the Association acknowledge That state statute RCW 2SA.G7074 
provides that, "No certificated employee shall be required to perform duties not 
described in the contract unless a new or supplemental contract is made, except that in 
an unexpected emergency the Board of Directors or School District administration may 
require ti^ employee to perform other reasonable duties on a temporary basis, "and 
further that, "no supplemental contract shall be subject to the continuing contract 
provision of Titles 28 A or 2 SB" 
Article 13.3 
Supplemental 
contracts issued 
for special 
assignments 
Guidelines for 
selection & 
assignment of 
personnel to 
special 
activities 
13.3 A Therefore, annually, any teacher requested to perform a duty not normally 
assigned to teachers wifl he issued a supplementary contract stipulating the 
duties to be performed in that special assignment and the compensation to be 
paid, and which the educator has agreed to accept lot the coming year. The 
contract form is attached in Appendix D, and made a part of this Article by 
reference. 
13.3 B District and building administrators responsible for selecting staff for special 
assignments (both paid and unpaid) must make every reasonable effort to 
see: 
i Thai the duties of non-paid special assignments parallel the 
responsibilities as outlined in WAC 180-44-010 
ri That the special assignments are equitably distributed among the staff so 
each faculty member carries his/her fair shore. If the building principal 
and a majority of the teachers in a building approve, the Association 
faculty representative shall not be assigned extra duties. 
di That equal opportunities are to be extended to staff to obtain 
compensated special assignments requiring a teaching certificate. The 
order of consideration for the selection of individuals to obtain the 
services of ihe best-qualified people for paid special assignments shall 
be first within ihe building, second within the District, and third outside 
of the District. The Human Resources Office shall provide the 
opportunity for each certificated staff member to declare his/her interest 
in Assignments. A h s t o f interested candidates from ihe District will be 
provided to each principal to be utilized in filling positions when no 
qualified certificated siaff member is available from the building. 
iv That the preferences of the certificated staff members for particular 
assignments are considered in making assignments. 
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13.3 B v Thai the procedures for the selection and assignment of individuals lo 
special assignment vacancies arc made known in writing, 
13-3 C The District will provide Association members with the opportunity lo be 
considered for coaching alignments. The Human Resources Office wilJ 
post such assignments for a period of five (5) working days and will refer 
available qualified candidates lo Ihe building principal either in advance of 
or along with [inn-Association candidates. 
Article 13.4 
Consideration Special assignments cannot always be equal. Certain extended assignments make time 
in determining demands beyond the usual requirements of all teachers. To compensate for the inherent 
compensation imbalances in special assignments* factors such as those that follow will be considered 
for special in determining whether (1) compensation shall be paid and (2) the level of payment to 
assignments be made for an activity. The factors are not necessarily listed in order of importance 
and priori ly. 
13.4 A The estimated median number of hours beyond the regular and required "on 
site" school-day hours required of all teachers and necessary for an educator 
to reasonably meet the demands of his/her specific special assignment; or the 
additional duty days beyond the basic contractual school year. 
13.4 B Numbers of teams, student participants. and adult assistants supervised. 
13.4 C Degree of specialized knowledge and experience necessary for the 
assignment, 
13.4 D Equipment and facilities supervision and maintenance responsibilities, 
13.4 E Health and safety liability factors inherent in the activity. 
13.4 F External public pressures immediate and/or potential, 
13.4 G Environmental factors, out in weather, etc. 
13 4 K The level of payment made for a specific activity should be relevant and 
competitive with the "prevailing rates of pay" in effect for the same or 
Mmiiar activity in other comparable school districts. 
Article 13.5 
Rates of compensation for services provided through a supplemental contract : 
13.5 A Extra and Co-Cunicular Programs. Services will be compensated as 
provided in the salary schedule of Appendix E which is made a pan of this 
Article by reference. 
11 5 B The salary level indicated for each activity is based on the level of 
responsibility as identified within each of the factors in Arlicle 13.4 through 
a full-scale study conducted in school year 1988-89. If a substantial change 
is made in the time and/or responsibilities, the Dislnct and the Association 
will promptly reevaluate the level of compensation scheduled for that 
activity and make whatever adjustments are necessary in compensation as 
aie fair and equitable within that overall program-
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13.5 C Services arc to be pruvided and salary payments will be made as arc 
scheduled for each activity {Appendix E)r The first payment for an activity 
should be paid at the end nf the starting month, if Che starting date is before 
the regular payroll cut-off dale for that month as established by the business 
office. 
Periodically, the District is required to mandate an employee to provide 
hours of services Chat are not and cannot be scheduled ahead of time 
i The inventory of the loss or damages, of equipment, etc. 
ii To provide tutorial services to a home-bound student. 
iii Attendance at school board meeting or similar kind of meeting or 
bearing to provide a quality of information not possible to obtain from 
other sources. 
iv School review activities and meetings and similar kinds of meetings 
scheduled outside normal working hours 
v To serve as an assigned mentor informative supervision by an 
experienced teacher of a teacher at risk in his/her employment 
performance. 
vi Saturday school supervision. 
vii The preemption of planning period when substitute teachers are 
unavailable for absent teachers. 
viii These assignments will normally be compensated at the approved 
hourly rate for the number of hours stipulated by the supervisor al the 
time the request for service is made to the employee. When 
assignments require the employee to provide instruction to other 
employees, the employee will be compensated al the approved 
instructional rate for the number of hours stipulated by the supervisor. 
Reimbursement for transportation costs will be allowed when needed at 
the established rate. 
13.5 E Subsidiary Prcigrain Pay Rates. 
i Associated Student Body Activities: Certain ASB programs require 
the employment of officials and others to administer their operation. 
The rates of pay are determined in the budget established for the ASB 
program. Employment uf a certificated employee in these programs is 
optional with the employee. 
ii Special Sport or Music Clinics, Camps, Workshops Fur Students. 
From time to time the District provides quasi-sponsotship for student 
activities entirely funded at the cost of Ihe participants. Employment in 
these programs is optional with an employee. The level of 
compensation is entirely a matter to be determined by the director of 
each Suuh program with input tram the employee participants and not a 
concern to the Association. 
13.5 F Categorically Funded Special Purpose Programs Rates of Pay. From 
time to time the District may obtain a grant of money for a special purpose 
program (hum ihe state and federal government or a found a lion). The level 
of compensation may be stipuialed within the paramelers of Ihe program as 
determined by the agency making the grant. When the uutsidc agency does 
not cslablL.li the rate of pay, an appropriate rale established in ihe 
enhancement program wilt be utilized, 
Nonscheduled 13.5 D 
& emergency 
mandatory 
hours of service 
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Article 13.6 
Placement (in Kach individual serving on a supplementary contract for compensation will be given 
special his/her proper placement on Ihe salary schedule adopted for his/her specific special 
assignments assignment activity. Where increment steps are provided, placement on the special 
salary schedule assignments salary schedule will be based on the number of verified seasons or years in 
the activity at a commensurate level of responsibility for which ihe individual is issued 
a supplemental contract with the District. 
Article 1 3 7 
General 13.7 A The extended programs offered in each building will be directly 
supervision of administered by the building principal or a specifically designated associate 
extended principal for each extended program. Administrative responsibility will 
programs & include the selection of the educator lo be recommended to the Human 
personnel Resources Office to operate an extended day program; approval of hours 
and dates for activities; and the regular appraisal of the program and 
Building personnel carrying it outr The building level administrator may call upon 
administrator's the appropriate District program supervisor to assist him/her in carrying out 
responsibilities administrative responsibilities. 
13,7 B The building administrator assigned to supervise a particular paid 
supplementary contract assignment will, each year, prior to the 
commencement of the activity, verbally inform the employee contracted for 
the activity what is expected of the employee in Ihe assignment, 
General 
provisions of 
supplementary 
contract: Term 
Article 13.8 
13,5 A Mupplemenlary contracts are issued on a one-year (1) basis and expire at the 
end of each school year. June 30, (RCW 28A405.24O) 
13.8 B Payment for extended day services will normally be paid as provided in the 
"Payment Schedule" as attached in Appendix E and as revised in subsequent 
years 
Payment 13.8 C The administrator designated to supervise a special assignment program will 
schedule make every reasonable eFlort tu meet with each supplementary contracled 
staff membei as early as possible after the completion of a season for 
May 10 appraisal of services, and will decide whether a recommendation will be 
notice(s) of made lo continue the staff in Ihe special assignment fur the subsequent 
recommenda- schoul year. Normally, the designated administrator and mdividual(s) 
tionand serving in paid special assignments will inform the other not later than May 
contractual 10 of each year if there is a reasonably strong reason or possibility that 
status for cither desires to make a change in the special assignment contractual 
substquent relationship from the previous year. 
years 
Date<s} of issue I3.BD 
of 
supplementary 
contracts 
Every reasonable ellort will be made to issue paid supplementary contracts 
in advance of die fust student attendance day of the school year. Paid 
supplementary contracts tor special assignments will be issued as far in 
advance of ihe dale when service will begin as is administratively feasible, 
i.e., conclusion of negotiations, etc, 
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Voluntary 
nature of paid 
special 
assignment 
13.8 E 
Distribution of 13.S F 
supplementary 
contracts 
Individual educators will have [he right to accept or reject the offer lo 
provide services under a supplementary contract without fear of reprisals, 
i E.. poor attitude in evaluation of basic contract services, assignment lo least 
desirable non-paid special assignments, etc. It is acknowledged by the 
District and Association that a qualified person must be made available in a 
school to serve the needs of students in the special assignment activities. 
The District and/or building administrator may initiate transfers and/or 
realignments within the building and/or District teaching staffs, or make 
other suitable arrangements to meet the needs of staffing the supplementary 
contract's programs. The provisions of Article 7.14 will apply in making 
such involuntary transfers or reassignments, 
Two (2) copies of each supplementary contract shall be executed with each 
educator assigned to an extended program, with one (I) copy to the educator 
and one (1) copy to the personnel file maintflined for each educator in the 
District Human Resources Office. 
Article 13,9 
Extended Seaman Compensation & Off-Site Expenses: 
Off-site travEl and other necessjiiy expenses incurred by an employee responsible for; 
student gioup will be reimbursed according to established District regulation far such 
costs. 
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CHAPTER 14. LAYOFF. LEAVE. AND RECALL PROCEDURES 
Article 14 J 
Purpose (if Prior to May 1 of each year, Ihe Board of Directors shall determine die necessity of 
layoff & recall adopting a reduced educational program by reason of Financial necessity, including, hut 
nut limited to, levy failure or decreased state support. If it is determined that such 
financial resources are not reasonably assured for [he following school year, Ihe Buard, 
upon recommendation of Ihe Superintendent, shall adopt a reduced educational program 
which shall lake into consideration ihe provisions sel forth in this Agreement The 
layoff, leave, and recall procedure is to be utilized only when it is necessary lo reduce 
the program ihroughabolishitienl of certificated staff positions and ihe number of 
employees in active service. 
The layoff and recall procedures are designed to effect a program and staff reduction in 
an orderly manner with the least hardship to individuals and with a minimum disruption 
of employee-employer relationships and the delivery of best possible educational 
services to the students of the District 
District representatives will consul! with Association representatives within a 
rfcasonable time prior to or immediately following a decision to review and discuss Hie 
documents utilized in establishing the basis for anticipating a loss in revenues and 
consequent necessity of the decision for a reduction in program for the ensuing year. 
Subsequent to any final decision by the District that it reduction in program is 
necessary, timely, periodic meetings with representatives of the Association, normally 
the President and Executive Director, will be scheduled to ensure full communications 
regarding the review of budget documents 
Determination of the reduction in force shall be at ihe District level, not at each 
individual building. 
Article 14.2 
Boards 14-2 A Priority shall be given to retention of positions in those programs and 
responsibility services in those areas which relate to instruction and safety of students. 
14 2 B The District has the legal responsibility to establish the educational 
programs, services, and staffing patterns in accordance with the District's 
basic educational goals and program continuity, consistent with the financial 
resources available. The District has the authority to make necessary 
adjustments in the District^ educational programs. services, and other 
responsibilities as defined in statute. 
Article 14,3 
Precipitating 
conditions 
Conditions which may cause utiliiaiirm of the layoff and recall procedure are. 
14.3 A Failure of a special levy election or other events lesulting in a significant 
reduction in anticipated revenues from any source for a following school 
year, 
14.3 B Termination or induction by state and national sources of categorically 
funded projects. 
14.3 C A student enroHment decline requiring a proportionate staff reduction. 
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Article 14-4 
Reduction tif The District wili reasonably attempt to minimize the number of p i l l i o n s to be 
expenditures abu-lished by reducing expenditures in areas of capital outlay, travelh contractuaf 
services, cash reserves, books, arid supplies. 
Article 14.5 
Employment The following general classifications and specific categories and specialties in 
classifications, certificated positions within each are established to ensure the qualifications Of 
categories & personnel assigned to retained positions fur the reduced and remaining programs and 
specialties for the purposes of this Chapter, 
14.5 A Elementary classroom teachers, K-5. with K-8 endorsements and other 
teachers ivho possess the Washington State Standard/Continuing Teaching 
Certificate, 
[4.5 B Middle school classrooni teachers, 6-S, with K-3 endorsements. and other 
teachers who possess secondary endorsements necessary to teach specialty 
areas at the middle school level £e.g., language arts* English, social studies, 
science, mathematics, physical education. etc.)- including those individuals 
who possess the Washington Stale Standard/Continuing Teaching 
Certificate 
14.5 C High school classroom teachers. 9-12, who possess secondary endorsements 
necessary to teach .specialty area;, at the high school level (e.g,, language 
arts, English, social studies, scieiiceT mathematics, physical education, e t c h 
including those individuals who possess the Washington State 
Standard/Continuing Teaching Certificate. 
14.5 D Other non-supervisory certificated positions 
i Specialist by field of specialty, (c g., art, music, dance, reading, ere ) 
ii Special education personnel (by field of specialty) 
iii Vocational teachers (by field of specialty) 
iv Nurses 
v Psychologists 
vi Otlier educational staff associates (e,g., SLP, OT, FT, etc.) 
vii Secondary counselors 
vin Elementary counselors 
ix Elementary media specialists 
x Secondary media specialists 
(Staff members who. t>y part-time assignments, have accumulated the 
equivalent of one {1) year of full-lime experience man additional position 
classification satisfy the requirement oi this paragraph with respect to an 
additional position classification 1 
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Article 14.6 
14.6 A Each certificated staff member who possesses either an iniiial or continuing 
teaching certificate will, in accordance with his/her seniority, be considered 
for retention in his/her position and vacancies of Lhe same kind in the 
classification, category. or specialty position based upon the individuals 
certificated cndorsements(s) as registered in the Human Resources Office, 
14,6 B A certificated staff member who possesses the standard teaching certificate 
will, in accordance with his/her senioniy, be considered for retention in 
his/her position and vacancies of the same kind based upon the following 
criteria: 
i Possess a major in the category (45 quarter hours), or 
ii Possess a minor in the category (24 quarter hours), or 
lii Hove at Least .80 FTE of teaching experience in one (1) school year in 
the chosen category within the previous four (4) years of teaching for a 
full-Lime teacher, or have at least ^ F T E o f i e a c h i n g experience in one 
(1) school year in the chosen category within the previous four (4) 
yearsof teaching for half-time (.5) teachers. 
14.6 C When a reduction in force is anticipated due to levy loss, stale Financial 
crisis, enrollment decline, or other foreseeable budget reductions, the 
Human Resources Olfiee shall provide every member of the bargaining unit 
the opportunity to review his/her individual Employment Qualifications 
Status Sheet, affix his/her signature certifying as to the accuracy of the 
information listed, and return the sheet tn the Human Resources Office. 
If the information is inaccurate, the member should contact the Human 
Resources. Office immediately to correct his/her file No new information 
may be presented for inclusion in the Employmenl Qualifications Status 
Sheet after the information On [he document has been certified with a 
signature as accurate New information will be incorporated into lhe official 
record in the following yeai 
The Employment Qualification Status Sheet will include the following 
liifornmtion-
i The Washington certificate held. 
ii His/her total years of documented service (in District files) in the state 
of Washington. 
iii His/her college majors), minoi(s). 
iv Successful experience in leaching &uh|ect5 outside the major/minor of 
preparation within the lait [en (10) yean. 
v The classificaiions, categories, and/or specialties beAhc feeh qualified 
for as per Article 14.5 and his/her order of preference for eai;h in 
addition lo the present al ignment 
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14.6 D Staff members will be considered for additional classifieations. categories, 
and/or specialties only if they do not qualify for retention in the 
— classification. category, or spec' ally posi lion held at-the time of the 
implementation of these procedures. 
Article H.7 
Crilcria & 
order of 
selection ul 
employees [o 
be retained or 
recalled to 
vacancies 
Seniority 
consideration 
Certificated slaif members shall be considered for retention or recall to vacancies in 
positions within Hie classifications, categories, or specialties for which they qualify 
under Article 14.6 hereof. The individual must possess a valid Washington State 
Certificate authorizing service in any positron for which he/she is being considered or 
assigned. In the even! that there are more qualified employees than available positions 
in a given classification, category, or specialty, the following criteria shall be used to 
determine the order in which staff member? shall be recommended for retention or 
recalled from the employment pool 
14,7 A Total seniority as a certificated staff member shall be the basis for retention 
and recall in classifications in those categories and specialties identified in 
Article 14.5 above-
Within each such classification, category, or" specialty* the staff members) 
having the greater seniority shalJ be recommended for retention. 
Seniority 
defined 
Seniority for the purposes of this Chapter should mean the total number of 
most recent continuoiis full year? of documented non-supervjsory service 
within the state of Washington as defined in RCW 28A.40O.300. The 
traditional nine (9) month academic year shall be considered a 1.0 school 
year. Part-time (partial year or day) service under a regular contract wifl be 
proportionately computed in tenths (1 Oths) of the basic school year (180 
day. on-site day. 7.5 hours). However, no more than 1.0 school year shall be 
counted Jbr any twelve (12) month period. ATI experience to be computed 
for seniority must have been documented by February I and claimed on or 
before February 15 of each year (see Article 14,6 C). Professional 
education experience shall mean total years dl experience eligible for 
submission to OSPI on the annual personnel report (S-275) (See Articles 
11 11 .11 .12 ,andH.13) 
Total number 14.7 B In the event equal seniority exists among twr> (2) or more staff members 
of units, second qualified for a position to be retained, the staff member having the highest 
consideration number of credits shall be assigned to the position retained. 
Drawing lots in 14.7 C In the event a tie exists in both Iota] years of seniority and total number of 
"lies" credits, the tie will be broken by drawing lot* among the staff members in 
the lie. 
Assoc. Pres. 14.7 D The president of the Association for the year of the reduced program shall 
super-seniority be equaf in seniority to the most senior certificated employee in the District. 
Secondary 14.7 E A secondary counselor will be assigned In a reiained secondary counseling 
counselors position on the basis of his/her total seniority of service in secondary 
assignment counseling For purposes of this paragraph, a staff member has performed in 
seniority the seeond-iry counseling position if a .4 FTE or more of such staff member's 
computation assignment was devoted to secondary counseling for a full semester in any 
given year. 
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Objectivity 14,7 F The layoff and recall procedure will not be used to separate an individual 
required in from active service whose performance is rated "satisfactory" according to 
separations - - - the procedures established in Chapter S of this Agreement. Anyseparation -
for less than satisfactory service will be accomplished according to the 
provisions of that Chapter. 
Article 14-8 
Determination The District will determine, as accurately as possible* the total number of certificated 
of vacant staff members known as of May 1 who are leaving active service in the District for 
positions reasons of retirement, family transfer, norma] resignations, leaves, discbarges, or 
nonrenewals, e t c . and these separations will be taken into consideration in determining 
the number of available certificated positions being retained for the following school 
year. 
Vacant positions will be, filled by transferring currently employed staff members within 
the District unless, by reason of certification training and/or experience, no qualified 
person is available 
Article 14.9 
Institution of 14.9 A On or before May 1, the District will determine the program to be carried 
layoff & recall out during the year of anticipated reduced funding, and the probable number 
procedure of positions in each classification to be retained and probable number of 
positions in each classification to tic abolished. At least one (1) copy of 
these two (2) lists will be provided to each school building and the 
Association. 
Tentative 14.9 B On or before May 1. the District wiU publish the list of "tentative 
assignment assignments of employees" to classifications. categories, or specialties of 
retained positions in strict accord with the criteria utilized in the layolf and 
recall procedures, 
Five-day 14.9 C An employee will be provided the opportunity of not leas than five (5) days 
tentative following receipt of his/her "tentative assignment" to a classification 
assignment category, ° [ specialty to ask questions and discuss it with District official* 
question period before it becomes a firm assignment, 
Procedure for 
assigning 
persons to 
positions to be 
retained 
Article 14 J O 
14.10 A Each individual will first be considered for continued assignment to his/her 
present, or duplicate uf his/her present, assignment according tu procedures 
contained in this Chapter. 
Limits of uses 14.10 6 If he/she dtjes not qualify to retain his/her present position, he/she will be 
of seniority considered for posinons in other dassificotions, categories, or specialties in 
the District according to the criteria and proceduies in this Chapter 
Seniority shall be used solely to entitle an individual to a retained position-
not necessarily assignment to the retained position ol" his/her pjefcrence-
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Article 14.11 . . _ . _ _ _ 
Notification of On or before May 15, the Superintendent shai] take such action as may be necessary 
separation under stale statute to notify individuals that have not been placed in the retained 
positions that their contracts will not be renewed, or thai their contractual status may be 
adversely affected because of the conditions that are requiring the District to make a 
reduction in its program and the abolishment o( certain positions 
Article 14,12 
Options of 
individuals 
receiving notice 
of 
separation 
because of 
layoff 
procedures 
The options avaifable to individuals with more than one (1) successful year of teaching 
in the District and receiving written noiice of probable cause for separation from active 
service with Ibe District because of layoff procedures a r c 
14.12 A Submit a written appeal for a hearing with the Board within ten (lQ)daysT 
as provided inRCW 2SA.G7.070. or direct appeal to Superior Court 
14.12 0 Submit a written appeal of the separation notice and simultaneously 
submit a request for a District budget crisis leave (Articled 13) 
14.12 C Allow his/her employee status with the District tu be terminated at Ihc end 
OfJiis/her present contract, 
Article 14.13 
District budget 1413 A 
crisis leave 
A request lor a District budget crisis leave as provided in Article 14.12 B 
above will he implemented pursuant to Article 6,13 of this Agreement 
Reference Is hereby made to Article 6-13 and by this reference made a 
part of this Article. 
Employment 14.13 B 
pool 
Alf certificated employees, whether exercising option A of B of Article 
14.12 and having one (I) Or more years "satisfactory service," wilf 
automatically b£ placed in a District employment pool- Article 6.13 of the 
Comprehensive Professional Agreement will govern the application and 
implementation of those people placed in the District employment pool -
Reference is hereby made to Article 6.13 and by this reference made a 
part of this Article. The Districl will establish and adhere lo reasonable 
and adequate procedures to notify an individual in the pool when 
vacancies occur for which he/she is qualified. 
Article 14.14 
Affirmative 14.14 A II" the layoff imd recall can be accomplish*^ under (he normal proceilifrcs 
Action sel forth above without causing or aggravating an imbalance in the 
certificated starts ethnic and/or male/female representation within any of 
Ihe two (2) employment areas as defined below, the standard piocedures 
shall pertamand the special provisions of this paragraph shaff not apply. 
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14.14 B If the layoff and recall under the normal procedures would result in 
causing or aggravating an imbalance in the certificated stairs ethnic 
•and/or male/female, representation -within a-given employment-area, then _ 
in each such area where undei representation would occur or be aggravated 
by reason of the implementation of the normal procedures, the number of 
persons within the imderrepresented group shall be reduced by me same 
percentage (as closely as may be practicable) as the number of persons 
within ihe area as a whole is reduced. The layoff and recall within each 
underrepresenled group shall be accomplished by applying to the 
members of the underrepresenled group itself the normal selection rules 
set forth above. 
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CHAPTER 15. SITE-BASED DECK!ON-MAKING TEAM 
Article 15,1 
The VEA and VSD affirm a principle of modern management thai recognizes that 
decisions in the operation of an organization are best made by the individuals who 
actually provide the service. The Site-Based Decision-Making Team philosophy is 
comprised of three 0) main elements: 
]5-l A The decentralization and democratization of appropriate building level 
decisions (i.e., those not governed by District policy, regulation, or State or 
federal statute); 
151 B Delegation of authority to [he building principal and his/her staff to identify 
decisions regarding the delivery of instructional programs of a schofll that 
will improve the education being provided for the students; and 
15.1 C Development of responsibility among site staff for the determination, 
execution and evaluation of the revised instructional programs. 
Article 15.3 
The Site-Based Decision-Making Team is suitable only for tiipics and actions that 
impact instruction in a specific school which will be limited to [heir site. The building 
principal will continue tube responsible for school operations. The District will 
continue to determine salaries, staffing formulas, testing, busing schedules* and Jill 
other such topics that unifcirmly impact each and all of the various classifications of 
schools in the District. The Board will continue to exercise its authority and 
responsibilities. 
Article 15.3 
The parties agree that each party will equally strive in guod faith to make the SBDMT 
philosophy a reality in all schools in the District. 
Article 15-4 
Site-Based Decision-Making tor the purposes of this Chapter is defined as the 
decisions of the staff relative to ihe instructional program and delivery at that site-
The certificated stafF shall constitute the Site-Based Decision-Making Team 
(SBDMT). Leadership responsibilities shall be shared by co-chairs made up of the 
building principal or assistant and a member of Lhe certificate J instructional laculty 
(miiybe the faculty representative} who is annually selected by a majority vote of the 
certificated staff at that site who arc members ol the Association's bargaining unit-
Each faculty may select more than one co-chair to carry out the diverse instructional 
decisions within a large staff. The co-chairs will jointly establish the agendas and 
othisr aspects o | governing meetings and customary duties and responsibilities of ti 
denurcratic organisation. 
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Article 15.S 
Active 
Each SBDMT will be comprised of two (2) kinds of members: 
An active member is an individual who personally chooses to become involved in all 
of [he processes necessary in the study and planning as well as me implementation 
aspects of all ihe activities involved in the identification and achievement of an 
instructional goal These persons are willing to remain on site beyond the routine "on-
site" seven and one-half hour (7 Vi) day, to utilize the Enhancement Activities 
program, following approved program guidelines. Active members have by self-
determination and declaration identified themselves as active participants. 
The principal and co-chair will organize These persons into committees, Ihe number 
and size ofcommittees as is appropriate lomeet the needs of the instructional issues of 
ihe site they serve. The number, time, and places of team meetings will be determined 
mutually by Ihe co-chairs and the participants. Every reasonable effort will be made to 
provide equiiable opportunity for involvement of each member of the group. Sub-
committee chairs will schedule meetings as mutually determined by members of the 
committee. Disputes over whether a proposed decision is subject to site-based 
decision-making will be referred to [he Association and the District for resolution. 
Passive A passive member i£ an individual who chooses to play no significant role in the study 
and planning of a school improvement planning process. Passive members shall be 
included in ihe review of proposed plana and in all consensus building activities 
relative to Ihe approval and implementation of the plan. 
Article 15,6 
Levels of The decision-making process shall include open dialogue in which issues are 
agreement presented, defined, discussed, and resolved. This shall be a process in which those 
affected by a decision participate directly or through a representative process. The 
following levels of agreement are in ihe order of priority. 
Consensus iJj.q A Every reasonable effort will be made to reach instructional decisions of the 
team by consensus. Consensus is when a decision has been agreed to by all 
members, active and passive. All members have an understanding of ihe 
reasoning leading to the decision and will support the decision. Example: 
Fi&i-ta-five method, all participants show five's. This would be Ihe same as 
a 100% agreement. 
Sufficient 
consensu* 
15 6 B Each member, active and passive, may not completely agree with Ihe 
decision, but all should feel lhat they have had their information and 
opinions heard, dun their views have been considered, and that now all will 
abide by the group decision and support its implementation. Example: 
Fist-lo-five method, participant range in agreement from 1-5, but no fists 
are indicated 
Voting 15.6 C When it has been determined by Ihe co-chairs that consensus cannot be 
achieved, proposals may be submitted for a vote io only ihosc members of 
[lie taculiy who arc impacted by the vote. If a dispute arises regarding who 
should have voting privileges relative to who n impacted by the decision 
the issue will be submitted to the co-chairs and VEA building 
representatives for resolution by consensus. When votes are taken, &0*fr 
approval is required by all sites. Each Site-Based Decision-Making Team 
may increase the percentage necessary for approval due to die unique 
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circumstances of the: proposal The vote to determine a higher rate of 
approval stij*lT be baaed on a simple majority. The decision regarding ballot 
procedures Khali be exclusive lo each site or administrative unit. ThG VEA 
building reprcsen'alive(s) shall be responsible for all balloting. 
Article 15,7 
Minority reports Any member of the Site-Based Decision-Making Team shall have the right to make a 
minority report to [he team. Sufficient time shall be granted for the member to 
compose and present his/her report prior to any approval process, 
Article 15.8 
Agendas and The principal and his/her team iviJJ determine the mechanism for determining the 
Minutes meeting agendas. The principal will arrange to have notes taken oil topics discussed 
and action taken at the meeting, The principal will see that any recommendations 
and/or decisions are prepared for publication and distribution made to all members of 
the team in a timely manner-
Use of TRI fundi 
Article 15.9 
Decision-making activities may require additional time beyond regularly scheduled 
facufly meetings. Consequently, allFlcxible Days available to each FTE may be used 
by members for instructional program planning beyond the regularly scheduled school 
day, and one hundred eighty (ISO) t^ay school year 
Article 15,10 
Budget oversight 
committee 
Each school, site, or administrative unii shall form a mandatory budget oversight 
committee. The mafceup of thiw committee shall be the prineipal/de^ignee* co-chair(s), 
VEA faculty represcntative(s). secretary or clerk responsible for budgets* 
representatives from departments, media specialists, and any other individual? 
necessary to the development of the budget. The function of the committee will be to 
oversee the planning and distribution of the budget and to monitor at least once a 
month all expenditures, balances* transfers, etc. Full disclosure of budget information 
shall be available to each faculty member by the members of the budget oversight 
committee. 
***AL1 references to SBLT contained in other chapters of tilt CZPA siiall be considered 
SBDMT pursuant to this revision of Chapter 15. 
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CHAPTER 16 - PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
Article 16,1 
Professional General Administration of the Professional Development Funds. 
development 
Concept Ifi. 1 A The DistiicI and ihe Association recognize the imperative that teachers and educational 
support personnel be life-long learners. To meet this need, each employee must have access 
to a continuous cycle of professional development, strategically planned to embrace subject 
matter knowledge, essential learnings, pedagogical practices, personal and professional 
growth, continuous certification, and District goals and priorities. 
l f i . lB A continuous cycle of professional development will begin with the employee's self-
assessment. Professional development needs identified through this process will be 
reviewed by the employee's supervisor and form the basis for a pi an tailored to individual 
needs and goals. Individual professional development needs will be made available to the 
Human Resources Ofiicer The Human Resources Office will use the information to assist in 
identifying specific opportunities to satisfy the needs of employees across the District, and 
to determine whether the plan complies with the District's professional development 
guidelines. Funding of professional development needs may, consistent with Article 16.4 B 
and i&.S, be from the employee's individual professional development fundi,, or from other 
funds made available by the District-
Article 16-2 
Optional Professional Development Funds - Appendix E 
16.2 A The District will allocate $725 for professional development activities for each FTE. This 
amount, subject to the availability of funds, is in addition to funding for othej TRl 
categories lisled above. 
16.2 B Professional development funds will be made available to assist each employee in 
professional growth activities, such as but not limited to the following; 
i Unique individual development needs by the selection of specific course work, 
attendance at workshops, conferences, and/or, 
u By oblaining training/instruction in a specific instructional skill or knowledge of a 
curriculum aren through merging of his/her funds with other employees7 funds in order 
to provide for a building staff cooperative workshop. 
lb -2C TJie District will provide the Association with an annual written program performance 
report summarizing the professional development fund to include total participants, residual 
funding percentage, and amount of funds remaining (if any) after the residual payout. 
16 2 D The program year lor professional development i& July 1 -June 30- The District wil] 
provide written notice to all certificated employees that claims for professional development 
that will be completed by June 30 are to be submitted by July 10 for paymtnl against (he 
$725 entitlement and any residual amuunt. 
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Article Itf-3 
Courses/Seminars Applicable To Extended Day Activities: 
lfi 3 A Directors and advisors assigned 10 extended day activities may apply TOT professional 
development funding of courses arid seminars or clinics related to their extended day 
assignment listed in Appendix E Approval by the employee^ immediate supervisor and the 
Supcrintendent/designee will be conditional on whether The requesting staff member has- in 
the judgment of the District, met his/her professional growth obligation relative to his/her 
present assignment for the current school year. 
16.3 B Funding for a course or seminar is further restricted as follows: 
A maximum reimbursement of $725 is imposed, 
j . Attendance at one course or seminar per year (July 1 - J u n e 30) shall be Teimbursed-
U- Travel to a course or seminar is restricted within the states of Washington and Oregon. 
v. Attendance at a course or seminar is limited to after the employee's work day find non-
duty days-
Article 16.4 
General 16.4-A The Board of Directors will continue to hold the right arid responsibility to exercise full 
provisions control over the formulation of basic policy decisions that pertain to the study, maintenance, 
and alteration ufall curriculum and instructional matters, including overall plans for staff in-
service development goals and programs in the District. The District and the Association 
also recognize that changes in student enrolfment patterns and the community's expectations 
for alterations in the kind and quality of the educational programs will require the 
acquisition of new knowledge and skills by the teaching staff and by their certificated 
support staff. 
16.4 B Because the Individually Designed Professional Development Program receives tax-free 
status. it is important uiatcerlain guidelines and restrictions are adhered to in order to 
maintain such status 
Individuals must pay for their participation and be reimbursed after completion. 
i Verificalions of participation must be submitted and maintained. 
ii. Individuals may only utilize funds in such a way as to receive direct benefit 
v. Funds cannot be donated to another individual for participation 
16.4 C The District will make every reasonable effort to identity in official publications the areas of 
ih£ District's curriculum and instructional program that will require new knowledge and 
skills, and positions where per&onnel shortages are contemplated. This information will 
assist an individual tn formulating his/her individual professional development proposal Irjr 
presentation to his/her evaluator and the Superintendent/designec. 
Article 16.5 
Basic lb 5 A The parties agree that in addition to career growth, and new and emerging skills and 
understanding knowledge, the professional development program should also support: 
Retraining of currently employed staff to enable them to continue employmcni with the 
District if a program is being phased out and/or a teacher is working outside his/her 
area of academic preparation. 
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Teacher 
assistance 
Mandatory 
Training 
Individual 
professional 
development 
funds 
ii. Updating teachers to provide efiective service to students in the present or in a revised 
curriculum program as may be adopted by [he District, 
ML Maintaining certification. 
10 5 B An individual may be required to participate in a particular professional development 
iipportunity if [here is abundant evidence that such involvement is critical to improvenienl of 
the professional performance of higher current assignment and/or he/she is placed on formal 
probation or is at "high risk" for probation. These costs may be charged to the individual 
professional development funds. 
16.5 C The Uistnct may direct up to sixteen (16) hours per year of professional development 
training for which the employee will be reimbursed at the approved hourly rate from the 
3725 allocation. Such mandatory training will be communicated not later than the close of 
the prior school year so that employees may appropriately plan for their remaining expenses, 
Any additional, mandatory training would be subject to payment from other sources and 
would be scheduled in coordination with the Association and with alternative provisions to 
accommodate employees who cannot attend at the scheduled time, 
Article 16.6 
The District will allocate individual professional development funds in the described amounts-
Certificated employees may participate on a voluntary basis, and may access these funds jn 
accordance with the provisions in this chapter. 
16.6 A Reimbursement levels: 
i Each full-time teacher on provisional or continuing contract may receive up to $125 of 
professional development fundi per school year. These teachers are also eligible to be 
reimbursed for espenses beyond S725, but not to exceed S3,600 from any residual 
funds not encumbered after the last day of June, Such residual funds will be distributed 
proportionately after all initial claims have been processed with any amount over the 
base of S725 restricted to district-approved college and university programs and 
coursework. An exception to the use of residual funds for reimbursement of workshops 
and conferences may be made for education staff associates who require such 
professional development (in lieu of credit hours) for required re-certification, which 
cannot be accomplished through university course work- The formula will be u 
percentage based on total residual funds relative to total approved expense beyond 
$725, The District will have the discretion to make payouts beyond the $1*600 limit 
when residual funds are available. 
ii Part-time teachers, arid full-time teachers who have not worked the full yearTmay 
receive an amount equal t» their FTE percentage (e.g a half-time teacher, or a full-time 
leacher hired at midyear, may receive $362.50 of the baiic amount and 50 percent of 
any authorized residual amount) 
iii. Teachers on one-year appointments may receive up to $125 for activities taken and 
completed by the last student day of the school year 
IV. Teachers employed less than 0-4 FTE, and leathers on terminable substitute 
appointments, do nut receive professional development lunds 
1.6.6 R Expensed, which qualify fa r reimbursement, include: 
i Registration fees, credit fees, re*tbuoks. and materials for approved courses. 
workshops conferences, and seminars-
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[6.6 B ii Mileage, housing, and meals dial involve travel outside of Multnomah and Ciark 
counties 
iif Payment of a substitute teacher in order to observe another classroom, or to attend 
approved conferences, workshops, and seminars that can only be taken dttring student 
attendance days. Such activities should occur during mid-week days when substitute 
demands are at lower levels. 
iv Payment hi oneself to attend courses and workshops that are contracted for and 
presented by the District. Such payment is at the approved hourly rate and may only be 
applied tci hours outside the eight-hour workday. Residual funds may not be used for 
tins purpose. 
v Offsetting approved costs under a meritorious activity proposal. 
I fi-ti C Restrictions on (he use of professional development funds: 
i The District wilt not routinely approve activities that involve absences during student 
attendance days. However, at the District's discretion, requests will be considered 
when the value of the training merits such consideration, and the training is not 
otherwise possible on a non-student attendance day. 
ii Applications should be submitted at least ten (10) working days in advance of the 
professional development opportunity to altow for processing and prior approval by the 
Human Resources Office. Applications involving travel outside of Oregon and 
Washington should be submitted at leait thirty (30) working days in advance to allow 
time for Board action. Exceptions to the time may be granted at the discretion of the 
Human Resources Office. Professional development requests for a given 
school/contract year, must be submitted ten (10) working days prior to the last day of 
school to allow time to process the request and to return it to the teacher by the las! day 
of school. 
iii Requests that involve travel outside Oregon and Washington will be considered based 
on ipecial circumstances and for special needs. Approval will give consideration to 
situations where comparable training is not available locally and in which: 
a. the employee is involved in a conference presentation, 
b. the employee is a national officer in the sponsoring organization* 
c. die conference is pact of a larger special program or grant, or 
d. other special situations. 
iv Reimbursements, are subject to presentation of original receipts for all expenses. The 
claim for expenses should be submitted within ten (10) working days of completion of 
the professional development opportunity and no later than June 30 of the present 
school year. The District will generally process the reimbursement no later than the 
financial cycle following submission of a properly completed expense claim. 
v Teachers arc responsible for canceling professional development applications that were 
apptoved but not subsequently completed by the teacher. Because the first $725 of 
approved professional development is cun^idered to be lunded, any approved 
application for additional expenses is computed at the residual rate Therefore, if an 
approved application is on file, subsequent applications will be subject to residual 
funding unless the earlier application is canceled on or before [he last day of June of the 
contract year. 
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16.6 C v\ In the even! that the District elects to cancel an employee's participation in si 
professional development opportunity for which the District had previously given 
approval to the employee, the District will reimburse the employee for any expenses. 
which cannot be otherwise recoveredr 
vii A teacher may not be reimbursed from Ihe $725 professional development fund for both 
an hourly stipend and college tuition. This restriction does not apply to clock, hour OT 
college credits paid for by a block process (i.e.. clock hours purchased from Ihe ESD by 
the District, credits funded by grants applicable to special programs such as I_EP find 
Title, etc.). 
viii Teachers are responsive for all professional development expenses not approved by the 
District, or which exceed the $723 allocation (unless covered by residual funds), This 
restriction does not apply to professional development funded Out of sources other Than 
the £725 individual professional development fund*. 
is Professional development requests that arc initially disapproved by a building 
administrator may be appealed to the administrator of Human Resources, The 
administrator of Human Resources will consult with other appropriate staff director, 
and make a final decision on the request. Requests that are approved by the building 
administrator but disapproved by the Administrator of Human Resources may be 
appealed to ihe Superintendent who will make a final decision. 
Article 16.7 
Induction training The District will develop a specific training program (dates, topics, instructors, etc.) for all 
for ntw certificated staff who are new to the District in a given year, 
certificated staff 
16-7 A The Association will have the opportunity to provide input on all aspects of thy training 
program, and the District will give full and responsive consideration to the Association's 
input. 
16.7 B The District and the Association agree that student contact time is critical to the 
development and transition of new certificated staff. Therefore, the District will attempt to 
schedule training for non-student times (e,g., prc-school year, Saturdays, or evenings). 
16-7C Participation in new certificated staff tiaining is mandatory. In unique or hardship 
situations, die District may excuse an individual from a scheduled training session, 
providing alternate arrangements can be made for delivery of the tryiuing-
16.7 D Certificated staff members in their first contract year with the District will be compensated 
for such training which occurs outside the student attendance time at the per diem rate for 
the first level and step of the pay schedule. 
Article 16.8 
ProleSbional In the second half of each school year, the Association will have the opportunity to participate in a 
devclopmenE review of professional development program planning for the subsequent school year and to make 
program review recommendations regarding the content of the prugram 
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Vancouver School District No. 37 
Certificated Employee - Basic Contract 
Name: SSN: 
Daie: Location: 
Contract: 
1, Leave Replacement 3. Second Year Provisional 
2. Firs! Year Provisional 4. Continuing Employee 
This contract is made by and between the Board of Directors of Vancouver School District No. 
37 ("District"), and the above named employee ("Employee"). The contract period is 
_ through -____* and includes ISO student teaching days and two (2) in-service 
days. The contract period is automatically adjusted for any days cancelled and rescheduled 
because of inclement weather. Employee's assignment and salary schedule placement are as 
follows' 
FIE: Position: 
Pay Lane/Step: Salary: 
Salary will be paid in twelve (12) equal installments with [he first payment on Ihe last duty day of 
September. Each subsequent payment will be made on the last duty day of the month. In the 
event that this agreement is terminated before the end of the contracted period, any monies paid 
and/or due will be adjusted based on the amount of the contract that was completed. 
The contract does not become effective until the employee delivers to Ihe Office of Human 
Resources within fifteen (15) days of the above date: (1) a valid Washington Stale professional 
certificate required for the position identified above; and (2) this contract bearing the employee's 
signature. In the event that the employee fails to sign and return this contract within the time 
specified, the employee shall be deemed to have waived any right to employment with the 
District. For new employees to the District, this contract is also contingent upon satisfactory 
completion of federal and slate criminal history review. By accepting this contract, the employee 
certifies that he/she is not bound by anoiher contract that might interfere with Ihe employee's 
performance of duties hereunder, 
Employment under this contract is subject lo the provisions of the Comprehensive Professional 
Agreement (CPA) between the District and the Vancouver Education Association as well as 
applicable District policies, procedures and regulations. The employee agrees to perform the 
duties and responsibilities of the position described for the applicable position, Ihe CPA, and 
Stale of Washington statutes and regulations. Part-time employees may be required to go to full-
time status on a ten (10) working day notice. 
By order of ihe Board of Directors of the Vancouver School District No. 37v Clark County, 
Washington. 
By: .
 r Signed: „ __ „ 
John W, Erickson. Superintendent Employee 
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Vancouver School District No. 37 
2003-2004 
Official District Calendar 
Revised: 04/14/03 
Independence Day 
Labor Day 
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Thanksgiving &reak 
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Vancouver School District No. 37 
Certificated Teaching Salary Rates (182 Days) 
2003-2004 
/ears of BA + 0 
Service! 
i 
0 
1 
2 
3 
BA + 15 BA + 30 
29,149i 29,936 
29,540 
30.060 
30,747 
4 31,285 
5 
6 
7 
31,840 
32.251 
33,139 
8 i 34,202 
9 
10 
30,339 
30.870 
31,574 
32,151 
32,716 
33,108 
34,012 
35,122 
I 36,272 
BA + 45 BA + 90 BA +135 MA + 0 MA+ 45 
** 
i 
30,752 
31,165 
31,709 
32.429 
33,017 
33,594 
34,016 
34.937 
36,069 
37,266 
38,477 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
i 
i 
j 
31,568 
32,019 
32,633 
33,392 
34,018 
34,655 
35,131 
34,192 35,891 34,947 
34,669 36,350 35,335 
35.289 36,995 35,901 
36,069 37,833 36.630 
36,724 38.510 37,208 
37,570 
37,985 
MA + 90 
Ph.D 
39,262 
39.665 
38,556 40,262 
39,306 41,071 
39,914, 41,701 
37,365 39,196 37,798 40,509 
37,827 39,667 38,213 40,910 
36,118 38.868 40,769 39.185 
37,348. 40,135 42,106 40.414 
38.591 
39,898 
41,243 
42,545 
41,443 43.481 41,656 
41,934 
42,340 
42.750 
43,836 
43,202 45,172 
44,510 
42.788 44,894 42,954 45,855 
44,196 46,344 44,309 
45,642 47,854 45.707 
47,123 49.401 47,154 
48,611 51,006 48,644 
47,263 
46,548 
47,960 
49.410 
48.708 50,921 
50,189 52,467 
51,775 
49.876 52,333 49,908 53,121 
50.873 53,379 50,906 54,183 
! 
i 
! i 
54,073 
55,479 
56,588 
l 
Hourly Rates for Supplemental Contracts are set at $32 per hour ($37 per hour when providing instruction to other employees) 
6 
in 
BA-135 Pay Lane only applies to employees who were being paid on this lane prior to January 1, 1392. 
o 
o 
1 
o 
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Vancouver School District No. 37 
Certificated Employee Time, Responsibility, and Incentive 
Supplemental Contract 
Name: School Year: 
SSN: Location: 
FTE: 
This contract is made by and between the Board of Directors of Vancouver School District No. 
37 ("District"), and the above named employee ("Employee") pursuant to RCW 28A.400-200(4). 
Part I 
Time and Responsibility; Employee agrees to perform two (2) additional days of parent 
conferencing and the additional extended day responsibilities as outlined in Chapter 12 of the 
Comprehensive Professional Agreement (CPA) between the District and the Vancouver 
Education Association, and will be provided additional compensation of $3,600 (insert $4,000 for 
an employee in step 16) for a full time employee and prorated for less than full-time employee, 
working the full school year. 
$5 J 2 of this amount is for District in-service training time and will be paid in the fust pay period 
after completion of the in-service training. $3,088 (insert $3,488 for an employee in step 16) is 
for additional responsibilities and will be paid in three equal installments in the payroll for the 
months of November* March, and June. 
An employee not completing the scheduled in-service Training wtll not receive this portion of the 
additional compensation. An employee working less than full-time or less than a full school year, 
will have his/her compensation for additional responsibilities, $3,088 (insert $3,488 for an 
employee in step 16) adjusted proportionately based on the percentage of FTE and/or percentage 
of the school year worked. If employee fails to perform all or part of the duties required 
hereunder, any overpayment of additional compensation shall be withheld from the June 
paycheck. 
Performance hereunder shall be verified undei the direction of the Office of Human Resources by 
submission of the certification in Part II on June 1, 200_. 
Signature of Employee:
 L Date: __ . 
Tiy order of the Board of Directors of the Vancouver School District No. 37, Clark County. 
•Washington. 
By: 
Part II 
1 hereby confirm thai the requirements as outlined above liave been performed. 
Signature of Employee: Date: 
Signature of Supervisor: Date: 

ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM T1ME-RESPGNSIB1L1TY-INCENTIVE ACTIVITIES 
EXTENDED YEAR/DAY/HOURS AUTHORIZED 
Job Classification Extended Administrative 
Year Essential Days 
(Days) 
Teacher 
School-to-Work Specialists 
Career Guidance 
Horticulture {Footnote 1) 
Technology Education Learninq Lab 
(Footnote 2) 
Elementary Library Media (Footnote 3) 
Middle School Library Media (Footnote 3) 
Mandatory Total Flexible i Flexible I Professional 
In-Service Days Days Time 
0 2.5 
e 
10 
17 
3 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
i 
9 
15 
High School Library Media (Footnote 3] • 14 
Traffic Safety Education Project Director 
Facilitator, Chapter 1/LAP Math 
Juvenile Court Classroom Teacher 
Elementary Counselor 
15 
7.5 
40 
0 
Lewis a Clark counselor 7.5 
Middle School Counselor 
Hlqh School Counselor 
School Psychologist 
Facilitator, Preschool Assess/Placement 
165 
16.5 
7.5 
7.5 
Fir Grove Classroom Teacher 15 
Fir Grove Psychologist 
School Nurse 
(Dollars) 
Step 0-15 
2 4.5 sahoae 
2 
2 
2 
10.5 
14.5 
21 5 
$3,083 
$3,088 
53,088 
2 7.5 $3,088 
2.5, 2 
2.5 
2.5 
2 5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
15 5 
2\ 2.5 
2 
2 
13.5 
19.5 
13.5 
$3,QBB 
S3,038 
Time 
(Dollars) 
Step IB 
Development 
(Optional) 
$3,488 $725 
$3,433 
£3,438 
S3,438 
$725 
$725 
$725 
$3,488 S725 
$3,433 
33,483 
$3,088 i S3,488 
2 19.5 $3,088 
2 
Z 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
12 
44.5 
4.5 
12 
21 
21 
12 
12 
19.5 
22 
2 6.5 
$3,083 
$3, OS 3 
33,088 
$3,488 
$3,488 
$3,438 
$3,488 
$725 
$725 
$725 
S725 
$725 
$725 
$725 
$3,083 $3,488 $725 
$3hG83 
$3,083 
$3, OS 8 
53,088 
S3,088 
$3,088 
$3,033 
$3h488 
$3,488 
$3,488 
$3,488 
$725 
$725 
$725 
$725 
S3,488 $725 
$3,488 
$3,433 
S725 
$725 
1. Extended year for Lewis and Clark High School Is four (4) days. 
2. Includes maintenance of computer and industrial equipment, 
3. Minimum is 1 day:66 students ES/MS, 1 day:60 students HS 
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Professional Education Certificate Required 
School Year 2003-04 
Activity Level/Area 
Senior High 
Instrumental Music 
Vocal Music 
Stri no/Orchestra 
District-wide Music Presentation 
Jo umalisnVNe wspaper 
Drama Dist. Proqram 
ASB Coordinator 
Staqe 
Yearbook 
National Honor Society 
Knowledge Bowl 
Head Mock Trial Advisor 
Assistant Head Mock Trial Advisor 
Mock Trial Advisor 
Renaissance Advisor (HS) 
Renaissance Advisor (L&C) 
Math Te^m 
Science Olmpiad 
Key Club Advisor 
Saturday School Supervisor {S3£ per hour) 
Career Development Leadership Programs 
Student Leadership 
Future Business Leaders of America 
Health Occupations Students of America 
Technology Student Association 
Family, Career S Communily Leaders of America 
Vocational Industrial Clubs of America 
Distributive Education Clubs of America 
Future Partners of America 
Career Development Learning Labs 
Marketing Learninq Lab 
Horticulture Learninq Lah 
Cullman/ Arts Learning Lab 
Metal/Weldinq Learninq Lab 
Technical Education Learninq Lab 
Work Based Learninq 
Middle School 
instrumental Music 
Vocal Music 
String/Orchestra 
Intramural Director ($2750 Stipend) 
Math Te&m 
Science Olvmolad 
Saturday School Supervisor (332 per hour) 
Step a 
5230 
4198 
4198 
1500 
26&4 
3074 
1500 
1078 
2019 
1330 
1330 
2396 
1863 
1330 
1330 
802 
456 
456 
913 
688 
60S 
688 
688 
688 
918 
918 
2064 
2064 
2064 
£064 
£064 
1S36 
3023 
1744 
1422 
456 
45 S 
S t e p l 
5491 
4407 
4407 
1575 
2816 
3227 
1575 
1132 
2119 
1397 
1397 
2464 
1930 
1397 
1397 
843 
482 
462 
963 
722 
722 
722 
722 
722 
963 
963 
2167 
2167 
2167 
2167 
2167 
1927 
3179 
1330 
1494 
482 
482 
Step 2 
5753 
4617 
4617 
1650 
2953 
3380 
1650 
1186 
2220 
1464 
1464 
2531 
1997 
1464 
1464 
883 
505 
505 
1009 
757 
757 
757 
757 
757 
1009 
1009 
£271 
2£71 
3271 
2271 
2271 
2019 
3331 
191B 
1564 
505 
505 
Step 3 
6014 
48£7 
4627 
1725 
3086 
3535 
1725 
1240 
2322 
1530 
1530 
2597 
2064 
1530 
1530 
923 
527 
527 
1055 
792 
79£ 
792 
79£ 
792 
1055 
1055 
2375 
2375 
2375 
2375 
2375 
2110 
3482 
2005 
1636 
527 
527 
Step 4 
6276 
5037 
5037 
1600 
3220 
3688 
1600 
1294 
2422 
1596 
1596 
3665 
2131 
1596 
1596 
963 
551 
551 
1141 
826 
826 
826 
826 
826 
1101 
1101 
2477 
£477 
2477 
2477 
2477 
2203 
3633 
2092 
1707 
551 
551 
Extended Day Salary Schedule 
Professional Education Certificate Required 
School Year 2003-04 
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Elementary School 
Extended Day Coordinator (Full Year) 
Music Ensemble 
Special Education 
Structured Learning Buildinq Based ($1152 Stipend) 
School of Arts & Academics 
National Honor Society 
InsTrumentaf Repertory Ensembles 
Symphony 
Vocal Repertory Ensembles 
Dance Repertory Ensembles 
Theater Repertory Ensembles 
Theater Technical Production Lab 
Costume Production Lab 
Visual Arts Lab 
Moving fmaqe Arts 
Literary Publications Lab 
Arts Marketing Lab 
Site Based Decision Making 
Team Co-Chair ($37 par hour) 
3922 
1514 
1330 
4198 
419B 
41 SB 
4196 
4198 
4108 
4198 
4198 
4198 
4198 
4198 
4118 
1589 
1397 
4407 
4407 
4407 
4407 
4407 
4407 
4407 
4407 
4407 
4407 
4407 
4315 
1665 
1464 
4617 
4617 
4617 
4617 
4817 
4617 
4617 
4617 
4617 
4617 
4617 
4511 
1740 
1530 
4827 
4827 
4B27 
4827 
4827 
4827 
4S27 
4S27 
4827 
4827 
4827 
4706 
1817 
1596 
5037 
5037 
5037 
5037 
5037 
5037 
5037 
5037 
5037 
5037 
5037 
Note; Employees who perTorm the full responsibility for an extended day activity will be paid the full 
stipend for such activity regardless of their FTE assignment (e.g,, part-time versus full-time). Employees 
who share the responsibility with one or more employees will receive a proportionate stipend. 
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VANCOUVER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
DUES AND ASSESSMENT CHECK OFF 
AUTHORIZATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF WAGES FORM 
Name _____ ____^__ 
Address 
City/State/Zip___ 
Social Security Number 
To: School District 
I, the undersigned, acknowledge that I am a member of the Vancouver Education 
Association, I hereby authorize you as my employer to deduct each month from 
my salary, and pay to the Association, membership dues and assessments in such 
amounts as the Association may certify as due and owing by me in accordance 
with its bylaws and adopted rules. 
I agree that this authorization and assignment shall be irrevocable for the current 
school year and shall be automatically renewed each year thereafter, unless 
written notice of revocation is given by me to the District and the Association 
between August 1 and August 31 of any calendar year (to be effective for the 
forthcoming year), and further agree that my revocation shall be effective on 
August 31 of the year in which notice of revocation is given. 
Signature: Date: 
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FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
UTILIZED BY 
VANCOUVER SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 37 
IN THBIR DIRECT PAYROLL DEPOSIT SYSTEM 
Vancouver School District can direct deposit net pay to any 
financial institution in the United States that is a member of the 
Automated Clearing House. This includes virtually all banks 
and savings and loans and most credit unions. 
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SUMMARY STATEMENT OF CROUP INSURANCE PROGRAMS AND BENEFITS 
2003-04 
Pursuant to Article 11,31 and Article 11.32/11.33, the programs and benefits determined by the 
District and the Association, effective October 1,2003 for all members of the bargaining unit are 
deemed to be the following for the full-time employees and proportionally prorated for part-time 
employees (details of each program1 s benefits are outlined in the policy statements on file in the 
District office of fiscal services and the information booklets issued to each employee): 
The District will contribute a maximum of $493.31 for the months of September 2003 through 
August 2004, per PTE towards the mandatory and voluntary insurance programs. The cost of the 
mandatory "John Hancock/UniCare" insurance programs is the first deduction from the District 
contribution. 
Mandatory Insurance Programs 
The John Hancock/TJniCare insurance programs arc self-insured. The Vancouver 
School District administers this program with all employee group representatives serving as 
an advisory committee. This committee, The Insurance Oversight Committee, monitors the 
assets and liabilities on a monthly basis and recommends any necessary changes in premiums 
or benefits to maintain the solvency of the program. The deductions for the monthly 
premium paid by the individual employee are subject to adjustment during the contract year. 
Beginning in September of 2003, the mandatory rates are as follows: 
Blue Cross participants: $151.04 
Kaiser participants: $153.42 
Participants not enrolled in a medical plan: $153.42 
Less than full-time employees may exempt themselves from the mandatory 
package if the employer contribution is not sufficient to cover cost of benefits. 
General Summary of Benefits 
1. Standard Life Insurance (employee only): 
Blue Cross Participants - $10,000 
Kaiser Participants - $20,000 
Members not participating in a medical plan - $20,000 
Standard Insurance Accidental Dsath/DiMnemberment 
(employee only): 
Blue Cro:.5 participants - 310,000 
Kaiser participants - £20.000 
Members not participating in a medical plan - S20.000 
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The following dental, orthodontic, vision, prescription drug, and hearing benefits may be 
modified during the contract year depending on the solvency of the self-insured program. 
2. Dental Plan (full family): 
Maximum benefit is $1,500 per individual per calendar year. 
Deductible: None. 
The dental plan will pay 100 percent of the Usual, Customary, and Reasonable 
Charges for diagnostic and preventive dental work. New employee percentages 
of benefits payable are incrementally increased over four years starting at 
70/80/90/100 percent. 
a. Diagnostic and therapeutic - 100 percent coverage 
b. Restorative - 100 percent coverage 
c. Prosthodontic service and supplies - GO percent coverage 
3. Orthodontic Services and Supplies (full family): Diagnostic 
procedures and treatment consisting of surgical therapy, appliance 
therapy (including related oral examinations, surgery, and extractions), 
Benefit payment of 50 percent of Reasonable, Customary charges made 
by a dentist with a $1,500 lifetime maximum (as outlined in the policy). 
4 Vision Care Insurance (full family): 
Annual Eye Examination 100% Usual and Customary 
Lenses(Pair) Single $117 Usual and Customary 
(2 yrs. normal, 1 yr. If Bifocal $168 Usual and Customary 
prescription changes) Trifocal$200 Usual and Customary 
Bifocal Blend $200 Usual and Customary 
Required Contacts 100% Usual and Customary 
Normal Contacts $200 Usual and Customary 
Frames (every 2 years) $ 90 Usual and Customary 
5. Prescription Drugs (full family): A co-payment of £15 for generic and $30 
for name brands is applicable for each prescription or refill at the retail level, 
Maintenance drugs can be ordered Ihrough the mail order program for $20 
generic and $40 brand name for a 90-day supply. 
(i. Hearing: 
Audiometric Exam 1 per 3 years - 100% - Usual and Customary 
Evaluation Test: 2 per 3 years - 100% - Usual and Customary 
Hearing Aids: 2 per 3 years - $1000 for one; $2000 for two 
B. Standard Insurance Company Long-Term Disability Plan. 
The long-term disability coverage in effect during the 2003-04 school year, with 
a 30-day elimination period, will assure maintenance of a minimum of 60/70 
percent of salary at the time of disability. 5 percent annual COLA adjustment, 
two-year survivor benefit and Age Discrimination Employment Act, Schedule 2, 
own occupation disability - 5 years, maximum monthly benefit $5000; minimum 
momhiy benefit S100 or 10 percent, whichever is greater; menial and nervous, 36 
months. 
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Death Benefit Insurance 
As provided by [he slate for employee(s) loss of life while in the course of 
employment. 
Voluntary Medical Insurance Program Deductions 
A. The balance of the District's contribution alter the mandatory "John 
Hancock/UniCare" and Standard Insurance life and LTD deduclions may be used 
only toward the cost of voluntary participation in either of the three medical 
plans described below. The employee will assume that portion of the cost of 
heallh insurance programs in excess of the total District contribution toward 
health care benefits. Employees may sign up for the TRS "Section 125 Premium 
Conversion Plan" designed so that out-of-pocket medical premiums can be paid 
with before-tax dollars. All unused District medical contribution will be pooled 
as per RCW 2BA.400.270-230. 
Health Plans Available 
(Programs paid completely or partially by employer) 
Blue Cross PPO 1 and PPO 2 and PPO 3: District Contribution: $342.27 
1, The District will make available to each bargaining unit member for school year 
2003-04 an open panel medical/health and hospitalization plan. The benefits of 
that plan will be the same as those included in the specifications of the Premcra 
Blue Cross Select PPO 1, PPO 2, or PPO 3. 
Kaiser: District Contribution: $339.89 
2. The District will make available a closed panel health plan offered by Kaiser 
Health Plan of Oregon, benefit Level C-2. Kaiser plan benefits and premium 
levels are developed for the school district employee group and adjusted in 
October of each calendar year-
Voluntary Life Insurance 
(Funded entirely by employee) 
1. John Hancock Premium Pay Back Term Life insurance 
2. Standard additional Term Lite Insurance 
3. Standard Group Voluntary Accidental Death & Dismemberment 
Voluntary Salary Insurance 
(Funded entirely by employee) 
L Standard Insurance Short-Term Salary Insurance 
2. American Fidelity Cancer Insurance 
Olher Voluntary Deduclions 
1. United Way: 12 deductions beginning November 30 of each year, 
2. Vancouver School District Foundation: 12 deductions beginning November 30 
of each year. 
3. Clark County School Employees Credit Union Savings Deductions 
4. Dependent Care Assistance Plan, 
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VANCOUVER SCHOOL DISTRICT 
APPROVED TAX SHELTER ANNUITY PROVIDERS 
The following insurance companies presently participate in the district's tax sheltered 
annuity program and have at least five participants. Any insurance company may be 
represented if it has five or more applicants. If participation falls below five, additional 
applications will not be accepted nntil the minimum number is met. 
American United Life 
www.aul.com 
Northern Life 
www .northemlifets a .com 
Anchor National Life 
www .sunameri c a .com 
Safeco 
www.safeco. com 
Equitable Life Assurance Soc. 
www. equitable, com 
Security Benefit Life 
w ww .sec urit vbenefit .com 
Great American Life 
www.galic.com 
Standard 
www.standard.com 
Horace Mann 
w ww .h oracemann. com 
Sun Life Assurance 
www
 h sun li feofcan ada. com 
IDS 
ww w. americanex press. com 
Sunset Life 
www.simsetfife.com 
Kemper 
ww w. kemperi n s urance .c om 
Thrivent Financial for Lutherans 
www. thri ven Leo m 
.Lincoln Naiional Life 
wwwJincolnlife.com 
Travelers 
www. travelers. com 
Nationwide 
www.nationwide.com 
United Investors Life 
www.iiilic.com 
New York Life Insurance Co. 
www, new vorkli fe. com 
VALIC 
www.valiccom 
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Deferred Compensation Program 
[Funded Entirely by Employee) 
Deferred compensation is an agreement between the employee and the Vancouver School District 
to postpone (i.e., defer) part of the employee's income until the employee separates from service. 
Employees are eligible to participate in the Deferred Compensation Program providing they are 
regularly scheduled to work twenty (20) hours or more per week. 
Deferred Compensation is offered through the Washington State Retirement System (DRS) 
(https://dcp.esplan5.com). The following investment options are available through DRS: 
Calvert Social Investment Fund-Balanced 
Fidelity Equity Income Fund 
Fidelity Independence Fund 
Fidelity Growth Company Fund 
Fidelity Overseas Fund 
Portfolio 
The Savings Pool 
Washington State Long-Horiaon Fund 
Washington State U.S. Stock Market Index Fund 
Washington State Short-Horizon Fund 
Washington State Bond Fund 
Washington State Mid-Horizon Fund 
Washington State Socially Responsible Balanced Fund 
Washington State U.S. Small Stock Index Fund 
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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESS 
FOR 
VANCOUVER SCHOOL DISTRICT AND VANCOUVER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
Introduction: The Vancouver School District and the Vancouver Education Association are 
long-term partners in the delivery of quality education. In carrying out their joint mission, there 
are occasions when disagreements arise. The Comprehensive Professional Agreement provides a 
grievance procedure for resolving disagreements regarding matters covered by the Agreement 
including: 
1) Interpretation or application of the terms of a regulation, rule, or practice; 
2) Inequitable treatment of an employee; 
3) Existence of a condition that jeopardizes employee health or safety. 
The District also has regular administrative channels that Association members may use for 
resolving certain other disagreements, 
However, both the District and the Association have recently realized that disputes may arise that 
fall outside the Agreement and are not sufficiently covered by other resolution processes. It is 
their desire to develop an efficient and cost-effective process for jointly attempting to resolve 
these disputes locally, while still protecting their rights to take the dispute to the Public 
Employment Relations Commission, or to any other body having jurisdiction, if the local process 
is unsuccessful in resolving the dispute. The report analyzes all of the options and recommends 
such a process. 
Recommendation: In reviewing the available options, assisted negotiation using a neutral third 
party acceptable to both sides seems lobe the best choice for all disputes, regardless of the 
subject and regardless of the setdement attempts up to that point. Assisted negotiation involves 
the parties in solving their own dispute, is less formal and less costly, and is generally better 
accepted than a decision rendered by an outside third party. Hie recommended process is 
explained in detail in the Recommended Process section of this appendix, 
The recommendation protect* the rights of the parties to refer the dispute to other authorities if 
this local resolution process is unsuccessful. It also provides that the parties may mutually agree 
to slop the process at any point* but may not unilaterally proceed to the next legal option without 
first exhausting all efforts in assisted negotiation. 
The recommendation recognizes that the District and the Association are long-term partners in 
the provision of quality education, and that they need a flexible process to resolve dispute falling 
outside of the Agreement and the admini5[rative processes. It provides an amicable dispute 
resolution process that is critical to the parties' long-term relationship. It also recognizes that no 
two disputes are the same, and that it is important to make every effort to help the parties reach 
their own solution and to keep the process as informal as possible. 
The process might also be appropriate for either party to use in resolving other disputes. 
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Recommended Process 
To use this process Co resolve a dispute, both parties must agree Ehat: 
a) They have been unable to resolve the dispute themselves using unassisted 
negotiation. 
b) The dispute does not fall under any other contractual or administrative dispute 
resolution process. 
c) They desire to use this process. 
d) This process is an interim step to seek local resolution of the dispute through 
assisted negotiation. 
e) If this process is not successful in resolving the dispute, the parties do not give up 
any of their legal rights to take the dispute to the Public Employment Relations 
Commission or any other body having jurisdiction, or to pursue any other legal 
remedy, 
0 Information obtained during this resolution process may not be used later in a 
trial. 
Once agreement to use this process is reached: 
a) The parties must agree on a neutral party to provide facilitation and mediation 
efforts. 
b) The neutral party will be called a mediator, but will be entitled to use al! aspects 
of conciliation, facilitation, and mediation in attempting to assist the parries in 
resolving the dispute. 
c) If the parties are unable to agree initially on a mediator 
1) Each party will prepare a list of at least three mediators acceptable to 
them, 
2) Any mediator appearing on both lisis may be selected by the parties. 
3) If there are no common mediators on both lists, the lists will have to be 
expanded until the parties are able to agree on one 
d) Contact with the agreed-upon mediator can be made by either party. 
e) The mediator will initially meet with the parties individually to leam their views 
and interests regarding the dispute. 
f) The mediator will provide ground rules to be followed by all parties during the 
resolution process. 
In all of the dispute resolutions, the mediator will: 
a) Keep the process as informal as possible: 
1) No witnesses present at joint meetings. 
2) No evidence presented at joint meetings. 
3) No written positions or briefings unless requested by the mediator. 
b) Help the parties define the issues and their own interests. 
c) Try to eliminate obstacles to communication between the parties. 
d) Keep confidential the information that each party shares with the mediator, and 
not reveal it to the other party without theconseni of the party that disclosed it 
e) Help the parties resolve their own problem: 
1) They will feel better about the solution if it were imposed by an outsider. 
2) They will take greater ownership of the decision and will support it 
better. 
f) Help the parties focus on the solutions that will prevent future recurrence of the 
problem rather than focus on punishment or revenge for an event in the past. 
g) Help the parties arrive at a proactive, win-win resolution of the dispute. 
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4. The parties should agree on lime frames for resolution of the dispute: 
a) If (he parties cannot agree, the recommendation of the mediator will be used. 
b) The parties jointly, or the mediator, have the flexibility to adjust the time frames 
if progress warrants it. 
5. The mediator will use conciliation, facilitation, and mediation in attempting to help the 
parties resolve the dispute; 
a) The mediator will meet with the parties individually and together as progress 
warrants, 
b) The mediator will advise the parties honestly and make suggestions as 
appropriate to assist in the resolution process. 
c) The mediator may consult with outside experts in the subject area of the dispute 
and may call in an outside expert to assist the process with neutral evaluation or 
fact finding. 
d) If the parties are unable to reach agreement, the mediator may: 
1) Privately analyze with each party the strengths and weaknesses of its 
case. 
2) Recommend a solution and work to move the parties toward acceptance 
of the solution, but the recommendation is not binding on the parties. 
e) Negotiations will continue until the dispute is resolved or until all parlies agree 
that further negotiations are fruitless. 
6. If the parties reach agreement, they must also agree on whether the decision is precedent 
setting for all similar future disputes, or is a one-time solution. 
1. If appropriate, the agreement may Include provisions for monitoring the progress of the 
solution over time, with the mediator acting as the monitor at agreed upon intervals and 
reporting back to the parties, If the mediator finds the solution is not working, he or she 
may recommend to the parties that they reconvene and attempt to improve the solution. 
8. If the parties are unable to resolve the dispute despite the best efforts of assisted 
negotiation, the mediator will discuss with both parties the ramifications of not reaching 
agreement and the options available to them to resolve the dispute. 
9. The parties may mutually agree to stop this process at any point, but they may not 
unilaterally stop the process and move directly to [he Public Employment Relations 
Commission, or any other outside body, without First exhausting all efforts in assisted 
negotiation. 
10. Both parties will bear their own costs through all steps of the process and will share 
equally in the cost of the mediator and all outside costs of the resolution process. 
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Types of Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Unassisted Negotiation: Unassisted negotiation involves only the people enmeshed in the 
dispute and no third parties. There arc two types; 
1 Competitive: 
Negotiators seek to maximize their own gain at the expense of the other party; 
Most effective for one-shot, single issue situations in which there will be no long-term 
relationship. 
2. Collaborative: 
Negotiators seek to find solutions that satisfy everyone's interest; 
Search for joint gains rather than compromising or splitting the difference; 
Appropriate where creative solutions are possible; 
Best where parties will have ongoing relationship; 
Builds trust and credibility, 
Assisted Negotiations: These are attempts to encourage and assist the parties to jointly develop 
their own solution to the dispute. These processes have been shown to be favored by most parties 
because the parties are involved in developing their own solution, they take greater ownership of 
the solution than in one proscribed by a third party, and the process is generally less formal and 
less costly than other processes. 
Conciliation/Convening: 
Conciliator acts to: 
Bring the parties together; 
Carry messages between parties; 
Provide diplomacy and expedite the process. 
Facilitation: 
Facilitator does everything the Conciliator does, plus: 
Acts as moderator; 
Makes certain all parties are heard, 
Facilitator does not 
Volunteer own ideas; 
Actively participate in moving parties toward agreement. 
Mediation: 
Mediator does everything [he Facilitator does, plus: 
Helps parties to reach their own settlement; 
Meets with both parties separately and together; 
Helps the parties focus on remedies for the future rather than responsibility Tor 
the pasi; 
Does not judge right or wrong, guilt or innocence. 
Negotiated Rule Making: 
Mediator invites represenlativcs of competing interest groups to participate in mediaiion 
to reach agreement on new rules or regulations, 
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Oulcome Prediction: If agreement cannot be reached using assisted negotiation, the nest best 
step may be some form of outcome predication. These processes are attempts to show the parties 
what might happen if negotiations fail and the parlies proceed to litigation. They are generally 
used to encourage the parties to continue attempting to reach a negotiated settlement and avoid 
Litigation. 
NeulraJ Evaluation: 
Neutral third party, who is knowledgeable in the substantive area of the dispute, listens to 
the facts and legal arguments and attempts to predict the probable range of outcomes 
before the parties go to more formal proceedings. 
Fact Finding: 
Neutral third party gives the disputants or the decision-maker findings of fact, possibly 
with a recommended solution. 
Similar to non-binding arbitration. 
Ombuds and Complaint Programs: 
Supposedly independent person who investigates problems and complaints and attempts 
to resolve them through mediation or recommended solutions. 
Generally seen in government and corporate organizations. 
Mini-trial: 
Meetings chaired by neutral advisor. 
Lawyers present summaries of their cases to chief executives or decision makers 
representing both sides. 
Chief executives or decision makers attempt to settle the case. 
If they arc unable to reach agreement, the neutral advisor may mediate or recommend a 
settlement. 
Summary Jury Trial: 
Involves a judge and summary jury participating in an abbreviated hearing and rendering 
a non-binding verdict, explaining it to participants and answering questions-
Altempis to predict the outcome of a full trial. 
Non-binding Arbitration: 
Generally part of the litigation process, just before going to trial. 
Attempts to settle smaller civil litigation cases 
Arbitrator*& decision is non-binding and ca.se can proceed to court if not settled by the 
parlies 
Mediation/Arbitration: 
Neutral third party mediates, but if the parties are unable to reach a settlement, will act as 
arbitrator and impose a decisiou. 
Mediaior is not supposed to use any confidential information obtained during mediation 
in deciding ihe arbitration. 
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Adjudication: If outcome prediction does not result in a negotiated settlement, the remaining 
processes involve placing the matter completely in the hands of a third party who will render a 
binding decision on the panics. These processes generally require more time and effort, and are 
generally more costly than the processes in which the parties attempt to resolve their own dispute. 
Therefore, parties should make every effort to ii&e assisted negotiation and outcome prediction 
before placing the dispute entirely in the hands of a third party for a decision. 
Arbitration: 
Neutral third party listens to both parties and renders a binding decision. 
Generally follows more formal processes than assisted negotiation. 
Courtroom Arbitration: 
Arbitration involving the use of a private court and judge who listens to both parties and 
renders a binding decision. 
Litigation; 
Binding decision rendered by a judge or jury. 
Formal, lengthy, and expensive. 
Articles in CPA Dealing with Dispute Resolution 
The Comprehensive Professional Agreement articles listed below deal with dispute resolution and 
may or may not need to be reviewed and modified to accommodate the recommended process. 
Article 4.2: Scope of Negotiations Topics Required by Statute 
Article 4,4: Right of Review, Consultation, and Negotiation of Changes iri Policy of 
Negotiable Topics 
Article 5.2: Adjustment of Complaints Outside the Negotiated Grievance Procedure 
Article 5.3: Definitions 
Article 5.6: Arbitration 
Sources of Information 
Center for Dispute Settlement 
1666 Connecticut Avenue, NW 
Washington D,C 20009 
202-265-9572 
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service 
2100 K Street NW 
Washington D,C 20427 
205-653-5300 
Oregon Mediation Association 
PO Box 2952 
Portland OK 97208-2952 
503-294-1017 
Washington State Bar Association 
Seattle WA 
206-727-8200 
Confluence Northwest 
342 Union Station 
800 NW Sixth Avenue 
Portland OR 97209 
503-243-2663 
Judicial Arbitration and Mediation 
Services/En dispute. Inc. 
lOOlSWFifthAvenuc, Suite 1100 
Portland OR 97204 
800-626-5267 
Settling Disputes, Linda Singer 
Westview Press 
WiEiamette University Center for Dispute 
Resolution 
245 Winter Street SE 
Salem OR 97301 
503-370-6046 

